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This four-volume final report is concerned with Phase II of
the DOE/JPL project "Rf Model of the Distribution System As a
Communication Channel." An earlier Phase I effort was concerned with
the design, implementation, and verification of a computerized model
for predicting the steady-state sinusoidal response of radial (tree)
configured distribution feeders. That work demonstrated the feasi-
bility and validity based on verification measurements made on a
limited size portion of an actual live feeder. The Phase II effort
is concerned with 1) extending the verification based on a greater
variety of situations and network size, 2) extending the model capa-
bilities for reverse direction propagation, 3) investigating para-
meter sensitivities, 4) improving transformer models, and 5) investi-
gating procedures/fixes for ameliorating propagation "trouble spots."
i
PREFACE
THIS VOLUME CONTAINS LISTINGS OF SOURCE
PROGRAMS AND SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF VARIOUS
ASCII DATA BASE FILES. THE LISTINGS ARE GROUPED
INTO THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
MAIN PROGRAMS
SUBROUTINE PROGRAMS
ILLUSTRATIVE ASCII DATA BASE FILES










7d/ I S / 1 i 1	 2156 PM
ORIGINAL. 
PAG51QUALITYOF POOR 
II^ * THIS PP()-jPA" GE'IEPA.TFF AFPI)YLI,t TYPE FO :^.AA.TTED FILES
non * T-Ii.OPFD TO PSFVr	 ()ADS	 T 14V')1.VT'40 T4= cF DUASE	 7?AN 13F'u" a F 5
;^ # A'.r)	 TIV	 7	 pUASF	 ')°F''	 ^FLTA	 TR'.'45F')R'AFLZS	 W t.WSF	 AOt.(I TTA.'JCF
non * "A7;IBC
	 IS	 T eti') R	 T.V ).	 N^)TF THAT THE 115! R	 WILL	 44VE TO
n5n * RFNAVE 1 ) :JFILE	 > 'R')PER AFPRYLI J NAME
nhn * N(,TF Vi AT	 AS	 , .. PR'IGRAM NOW STANDS IT DOES NOT TREAT NF.00=2
n 7 * AS	 A 2x2 UA.TRIX.	 RA	 AER AS .A 3X3 ASSOCIATED 9Y AN ')PF'V nFLTA
O pn * !'APL I ED RY	 'JFC')=2
07) * T4IS PROGRAM	 IS TO AF C0 14S1')F.RFD TEMPORARY AND NOT
Ion * POL IS H=D.
iln * NOTE THAT THE AOU177ANCE MATRICES ARE TESTED
120 * FOR PHVSIC.A1. RFALIZARII.TTY	 (P')SITIVE REAL TEST)
Ian * WITH1
14n * ISTAT=N2n	 2Y2	 DFTEPMINET NE10ATIVF
15n * ISTAT=3 NN	 3X 3	 DFTFR'•(I NFT `JEGATI VE
1 6n * k ATI')=(2*RR+AR) /AR
17n 10 FORMAT(V)
1Sn 11	 FORM AT( I4.3Y.3(1PF9.2.3X))
I m 12	 F O R VAT ( I4.2i5.4Y. I n'.15.4Y,	 .4Y	 (V
20n 13	 F O RM AT(-'IPRI..N Fro. I.STAT.AP.RR.RATI')='.14.11.I5, 1P3FI ),I)
21n rH.A4AC7r:R	 I'!FI!_E*Q.	 ')UFILE*9
22n OAT A Z/n. /
? In ^)t I,	 NASTRK
24n 50	 PRINT.'FNTFR	 "INFILFI"	 ANI7	 "0UFI!.Fs11.#
250 RFAO.INFIT.F.OUFILE









33n RFAD(21.In .END-Qnn)IPRL.NECO. AR ,AI.RR.RI
340 ARITE(22.12)!.INE.IPRL.3.NFCO
35n L I `JE=L I 1JF +1 n	 This program is provided as360 WRITE (2.2. 11 )LINEI 	 a convenience for generating
37n LI1E=LINE+1n	 AFPRYijk files when the 3X3
390 WRITF(22.11 )LINE. .AR	 matrix admittance is balanced.
39n LINE=LINE +11) 	 See file R1 which has been
4nn WRITE ( 22, 11 )LINE, Al	 transferred by this program
41 0 L I NF=LINE+1 n	 into file R2.
42n WRITF(22.11)LINE
43n LINE=LINE+10
440 IF(AR.LT.Z.) ISTAT= I
45n IF( ( AR*AR —RR*8R).LT.Z)ISTAT-I°TAT+20
46n IF(NFCO.EMMOT02110
471) 1F(NFCO.NE.2.)STOP
4.RO * LOGIC FOR NFC0=2
4 O WRITE(22. 11 )L INE.RR.AR
1-2
a =' P Y n^ "!	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
5^^	 ^. I r ==t. t r^+1	 OF POOR QUALITY
^I^	 7tar"=(?^ 11 )r 1^rE.^I.AI
52r	 1. I'r =='. I N :4. 1 n
75^	 'VIP 1.7 (J7, 11) L I NE. 7_, Z, Z
560	 L I %' r:=I.  I NE+ 1 0
57n	 VIP ITE(22, I1 )L INE,7..Z.Z
5R0	 GOT 03 no
5 0n	 ^l nn C04TI NUE
6nn *	 1.0GIC FOR NFC0=3
611)	 NRITF(P;I, 11 )t_I`JF.,9R,AP
62n	 1. I IF=1.I NE+10
153n	 VIP 1 7(?:1.11)LINE,RI.AI
!San	 LINF-1.INF+i I
65n	 VIP ITE(?2, II )i - INF
66n	 1.IuF=t.INE+10
67n
	WRITE(22. 11 )LI NE. RR, RP. AR
690
	 LINE=I_INF+IO




7?0	 WPITE(22. 11 )LINE
73n	 LINE=LINE+In
T an	 IF(ISTAT.'T.0)PRINT 13,IPPI..NECO,ISTAT,AR,RR.(2.*9R+AR)/eP.
75n	 GOTOIrn
760	 9nr) PRINT.'FOF REACHED ON -*ONFILE
77n	 BACKSPACE 22
ENDFILE 22
7 1;x'1	 PPINT,^OUTPUT FILE IS CALLED -*.OUFILE
90n	 PRINT. 'TYP E CR TO CONT.NUE'
910	 RPAD, I
9?0	 CALL DETACH(21,ISTAT.)








D'i,%K I VS 1	 04/08/81
	
3:00 PM
iF1F^F1F * iR +F^F +r ++A1F ## t #+JF4#+Fit # i+r##• ir+F#t+ilf! :1^ 4•• w+► A+^R# +t+*iF1FiF*^FIF ♦ iF/F ♦ ^F^F 1F **** 1F***
010 *	 THIS	 J6D	 PRCUR.A;-	 C0 ; •,PUTFS	 THE	 7'T-"L	 ".u^ s'CEP OF EACH TYPE OF
020 *	 7IS T I':ItiUTI„('	 TI'ArNSFCF' E 4	 FOUAD	 I^I	 ^	 P ET'^C P K FILE
030 *	 (IN	 THIS	 C„ SE	 ^ P:w^I' Se) .	 ALOS	 IT	 C"P;PUTES THE TOTAL
040 * COW.ECTED DT LCAL	 (FOn	 .TTY EQUAL Tn KVA) AIiD
	
THE
050 * TOTAL CU %I '•'ULA*IVE LE'iGTH	 OF	 THE FEELER
	 IN `iETERS*10
060 10	 F07t:AT (V )
070 CALL	 :'PEA+F (1 i ,' ^ l•i W K I P!56; 9 )
080 READ(11+10)iloN2
















250 PR I NT,' I 50=' , I 50
260 PR I NT,' NTlT=' , ^)TOT











111it1F1^ iFIF* 1F **** # * i! **411 11iF/f* A i^^F * 1F*A**i^ * 1► ***AA1t^F^1*1F1^i^il itN^l1^ *# AR1l1fA*1FiFifA * 1f 1f*i141F
0010*#E RUNH *=FEEDPUH5(ULIB.CORE=3OK)LIBRARY4;
0020*#►LIBRARY/IMSL*R;LIBRARY/OLDTSLIB*R
0030 * THIS VERSION DIFFERS FROM FEEDPUSI
	
IN THAT:
0040 * 1)USER I5 GIVEN OPTIONAL CHOICE FOR SELECTING JASM CODES
0050 * 2)ELIMINATES FIRST OF DATA RECORD PAIR
0060 * 3)USES A DRIECTORY VECTOR•IDIR TO STORE RECORD
0070 * NUMBER VS LTYP TO CONSERVE CORE AND SPEED GENERATION*
0080 * SEE END OF LISTING FOR DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY
0090 * 4)UPPER AND LOWER LIMIT TESTING IS MADE ON EACH ELEMENT
0100 * OF THE Z AND Y MATRICES *	NOTE THIS MODIFICATION
0110 * ASSUMES THAT LTYPoGT * 900 IMPLIES UG CABLE
0120 * 5)INCLUDES READING FROM ZYDAFILES FREQUENCY FREOK IN KHERTZ
0130 * AND WRITES 1T INTO DPUFILE HEADER RECORDS
0140 * 6)INCLUDES ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE MODAL PROPAGATION
0150 * SPEED CAL 17ULATION IN OPTION 4
0151 * 7)PROVIDES LiER WITH OPTION ON MAXIMUM FILE SIZE
0152 * 8)ELIMINATES MANY UNUSED VARIABLES IN DPULIJKN FILES
0153 * 9)USES LREC	 (REC'''%O SIZE)
	
TO AUTOMATICALLY SELECT
0154 * APPROPRIATE NUM:.ER OF RECORDS TO CONTAIN THE
0155 * DIRECTORY ARRAY IDIR *
	NRCD IS THE LAST RECORD
0156 * USED FOR THIS PURPOSE*
0157 * 10)EXPECTS SYSTEM TO GROW AS NECESSARY *
	RANDOM
0158 * BINARY FILE NOT TO EXCEED MAXIMUM USER SPECIFIED
0159 * LIMIT*
0160 * NOTE THAT ANY SUBSEQUENT REVISIONS SHOULD NOT RESEQUENCE
0170 * SO THAT COMPARE OPERATIONS MAY BE USED TO DETERMINE DIFFERENCE
0180 * THIS MAIN PROGRAM CONSTRUCTS *
 MAINTAINS AND IF DESIRED LISTS
0190 * THE DATABASE PER UNIT FILE DPULIJKN WHERE
0200 * LI=IFRE= FREQUENCY CODE
0210 * J=ITMP=TEMPERATURE CODE
0220 * K=IRHO=EARTH CONDUCTIVITY CODE
0230 * N=IASM=ASSUMPTION CODE
0240 * NOTE ON DPULIJKN DATA RECORD FORMAT
0250 * LTYP EVEN DENOTES FEEDER.SECONDARY CGNDUCTORS
0260 * LTYP ODD
	 DENOTES FEEDER ONLY*
0270 * IT WILL BE REQUIRED THAT NUMSsO=NEUS FOR LTYP ODD*
0280 * POLICY ON REVISIONS:
0290 * ANY DATA RECORD WITH INVALID DATA WILL BE DENOTED BY LTYP*LT*O
0;00 * ANY DATA ON INPUT FILE WHICH IS TOO REPLACE GIVEN LTYP DATA
0310 * MUST HAVE
0320 * 1)	 INTERNAL IREV s l	 FROM TERMINAL
0330 * 2)	 INPUT	 IRVI=1 * OR * DPU LTYP*LE*0
0340 * NOTE THAT A DPU LTYPsO INDICATES NULL DATA




0360 * SOMEWHAT ARBITRARILY WILL ASSUME THAT IFRE*ITMP*IRHO
0370 * WILL ALWAYS BE SPECIFIED BY THE USER *
	THE IMPLICATION
0380 * I5 THAT IOPT=2 * 3 ONLY THE PERTINET
	 (CORRESPONDING
0390 * TO IFRE * ITMP * IRHO) DATA WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM THE
0400 * INPUT FILE
1-4
ORIGINAL	 E
FEEDPUSS	 OF P0OR :A- TY
0410 * NOTE THAT THIS PROGRAM USES NON SYSTEM FORMAT FOR RANDOM
0420 * BItrARY FILES BECAUSE THE CRDC 605 SYSTEM HAS SOFTWARE
0430 * ERROR WHICH FOR SOME UNKNOWN REASON WILL NOT ALLOW
0440 * STANDARD SYSTEM FORMAT
0450 10 FORMAT(V)
0460 11 FORMAT(I4910I5)




0510 16 FORMAT('TYPE CR	 IF OK')
0520 18 FOR MAT('RELE DPU'9I293I19A1)
0-330 19 FORMAT('LTYP	 INVALIDATEDa19215)
0540 20 FORMAT('LTYP: 1 9I39' 	 IERR* I * 149'	 Z('9I19'9'9I199)='•1P2E16.8)
0550 21 FORMAT('LTYP m '9I39' 	 IERR='9I49'	 Y('9I19'9'9I19')='91N2E1698)
O560 22 FORMAT(A89A1)
0570 23 FORMAT('OUTPUT FILENAMEs99A9)
0580 24 FORMAT('INPUT	 FILENAMEzOoA9)




0630 28 FORMAT('HEADER RECORD OF FILE
	
'9A8/'	 IFRE ITMP IRHO IASM	 It
0640 b	 'NRCD LREC NTYP NDIM IREC
	 DATE
	 TIME	 FREOUENCY')
0650 29 FORMAT(I49 4I59I69I59I49I59A109F79291PE1697)
0660 31 FORMAT('LTYP=191595X9' NECO='9I195X9'NTOTa'9I195X9'NUMF£'9I19
0670 b	 5X9'NUMSs••I195X91NEUS2'9I195X9'NEUFs'9I1)
0680 32 FORMAT('SUM OF EIGENVECTOR CURRENT COMPONENTS')
0690 33 FORMAT('COULD NOT DETACH FILE 9 9A109' WITH STATUS =19I3)
0700 34 FORMAT('CHECK ON DEGREE OF ORTHOGANALITY OF 09)
0710 35 FORMAT('ASSUMPTION CODE505I29' WILL BE PROCESSED')
0720 36 FORMAT('TYPE TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES FOLLOWED BY SINGLE DIGITS')
0730 37 FORMAT('NUMBER OF RECORDS='9I49/ 9 DIRECTORY CONTENTS')
0740 39 FORMAT(10(2I492X))
0750 39 FORMAT (A6912091PE8919A891= '9E891)
0760 40 FORMAT('LIMIT FILENAME='9A9)
0770 41 FORMAT('ZYDA09I292I1913')
0780 42 FORMAT('LTYP ZRII M I	 ZRIIMA	 ZIIIMI
	
ZIIIMA'9
0790 b	 '	 ZRIJMI
	 ZR !JMA	 ZIIJMI	 ZIIJMA'9
0800 6	 '	 YIIIMI
	 YIIIMA	 YIIJMI	 YIIJMA')
Od10 43 FORMAT(I491P12E991)
0820 44 FORMAT('FREOUENCY IN HtRTZ='91PE1697)
0821 45 FORMAT('DPU MAXIMUM SIZE='9I49' BLOCKS CORRESPONDING TO '9
0822 b	 'APPROXIMATELY'aIs9' LTYPES')
0823 46 FORMAT('IF OKAY TYPE CR9 ELSE TYPE DESIRED MAXIMUM SIZE IN BLOCKS')
0830 COMPLEX Z( 999)9ZO(999)9S(999)95I(999)9DL(9)
0840 COMPLEX Y(999)9YO(999)










0910 DATA	 IASM/4/*IASMV /4 *0.0.0.0/*LUINP/31,
























1200 100 PRINT	 15*IFRE*ITMP9IRHO
1210 PRINT*'TYPE	 1	 IF	 INCORRECT9-1	 TO EXIT OR CR	 IF OK'
1220 READ•I
1230 IF(I)7000.110*102









1330 * USER TYPES 0 IE CR TO ESCAPE
1340 * 1 TO	 INITIATE LTYP RECORD INVALIDATION
1350 * 2 TO BUILD/REBUILD FROM SCRATCH
1360 * 3 ADD TO EXISTING FILES INCLUDING REVISION




1410 PRINT91TYPE I FOR LIMIT CHECKING OTHERWISE A CR'
1420 READ91LIMIT
1430 IF(ILIMIT.E0.0)GOT0190
1440 PRINT*'TYPE	 1 TO SPECIFY OUTPUT FILE TO CONTAIN LIMIT CHECK RESULT!
1450 PRINT910THERWISE A CR FOR TERMINAL OUTPUT'
1-6
ORIGINAL PAGE EZ;
FEEDPUSS OF POOR QUALITY
1460 READ,j
1470 IF(I,E0,0)GOT0110














1620 WRITE(LULIMT, 39) 'ZOIIRL',ZOIIRL,'ZOI:RHI•ZOIIRH
1630 WRITE(LULIMT939)'ZOIIIL'•ZOIIIL•'ZOIIIH••ZOIIIH




1680 WRITE(LULIMT• 39) 'ZUIJRL'•ZUIJRL•'ZUIJRH'•ZUIJRH
1690 WRITE(LULIMT•39)'ZUIJIL'•ZUIJIL9'ZUIJIH19ZUIJIH
1700 WRITE(LULIMTs39)'YOIIIL'.YOIIIL,'YOIIIH'.YOIIIH





1760 PRINT,'TYPE	 1 FOR DIAGNOSTIC$'
1770 READ91DIA
1780 IF(IDIA,NE,1)GOT0210




1820 * READ NAME FOR OUTPUT FILE
















FEEDPUSS	 OF POOR QUALITY
1970	 205 CONTINUE
1980 IF(IJUT.E0.1)GOT0220
19 x 0 CALL	 UPE'.F(Lt;;;:;T.C"jFILE9ISTAT)
2000 IF(13TAT,NE.J)CALL	 ERRSTT(NAME*205*L000T*I5TAT.TOUT)







2080 IF(ISTAT.NE.0)PRINT 	 33*INFILE*IS'AT
2090 IINP=o
2100 * DEFINE	 INPUT FILE FOR	 IOPT=2.3
2110 221 IF(IOPT.E091.OR.fOPT.E0.4)GOT0240






















2340 * NOW THAT INFIL;: AND OUFILE HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED
2350 * BRANCH TO APPROPRIATE OPERATION
2360 250 GOTO(1000*2000*3000*4000)*I0PT
2370 1000 CONTINUE
2380 * LOGIC FOR INVALIDATING/CANCELLING LTYP DATA RECORD PAIRS
2390 * ADOPT POLICY TO MODIFY ALL POSSIBLE FILES* NOT THOSE
2400 * WHICH ARE SPECIFIED AT THE MOMENT VIA 	 IASMV(I)
2410 * SET FLAG FOR LOGIC OF COMPARING NTYP
2420 INTYP:1
2430 DO 1076	 I=1*IASMAX
2440 IFC21+10
2450 * IF ALREADY OPEN BYPASS CALL OPENF
2460 IF(IFILEF(I).GT.0)GOT01076

























































QRIGINAl :' '. 1'
OF POUR QJALI fY
F E t D P V S'►
tViJI`t tF',A^ ` •lr)•[`(`;••IFktr•1^^t^^.IT"'P.1^2Mt`•1Sol I
C A LL rA13Thk
AT
NRI^,T.^ `,A:iLL T,^ ,`
	 V `VFILE•ISTA T 	F";A'11	 TAT
U0T.^i^)`t+
P4INT, 4 0PENED I,FNAMS
IFILEFMMI
CALL RANSI«i1FC•LREC•!I
NOW AS A LO ICAL %-. Hk1K READ H I ADFR AND COMPARE
RtAD(j6C'l)I1. 1:s 1A. 14. 1 	 like	 L`:.TE`iP.FR'EJ
IF 11 1.NE.I F Rt .LR*I 4' . NE.IT M )'.OR.IA, r, F, IPHO OR.1-0.Nk.
b	 I.OR.Ia.NE.LREC*OR.IA.NE.NDIM)LLjT rib 000
DO 1071 J8«•14
K l a ( J -2) *LREC * 1
KZ8MlN0(I7-99. (J-1)•LREC)
READ( . C'J) (ITEMP(K). .aKI.K,^,)




DO 1073 J a 1 .! 7 - 4J





I F 419,NE.IREC) CALL FRRSTTiNAMF%IL)7-0oI•i')91RUC)
I F 117.NE.NT1P) CALL ERRSTT (NAME•10-#,•I •17,NTYP)
DO 107S Jal•NTYP-q9
I F (ITEMP(J).NE.IDIR(J)) CALL ERRSTT(NAME•117a•1.J•ITE'`i`'(J))
CONTINUE




I F tLTYP.L T.IHON.L)R.L TYP.uE. I THO) (,OTt)!t)7 r
I F (LTYP.LE.NTY1')6OT,)1078
PKINT.'LTYP EKCH DS NTYNa•.NTY)'
"OTOlta78









1 F (I2.NE.(- LT Y P))CALL ERRSTT(NAME•10A2.1.•LTYP.jr)
128-LTYP







2960 108, 0k4 1%T%'NULL RECORD*FILE',12%LTYP
Z g 70	 6JT' lJja 1
2V`)0	 108 ,1 R q I^+T.'0;5C[EP—%NCY IN FILE'.12%LTYP
2990	 CAL6 ERRSTT(NAME.1496.I2%LTYP*I4)
3000 108P Its-I2







3080 *	 AT THIS POINT GIVE USER CHANCE TO EXIT FROM THIS
3090 *	 PROCEDURE OF INVALIDATING LTYP RECORDS




3140 *	 BUILD/REBUILD FROM SCRATCH
3150	 DO 2200 I=195
3160 *	 POLICY IS TO RELEASE ALL DPU FILES WITH THIS GENDER
3170	 IFC=I+10
3180 *	 MAKING SURE FOR ALL COMBINATIONS THAT FNAMS DEFINED
31 90	 CALL NASTRK
3200	 ENCODE(FNAMS914)'DPU'•IFRE+1000•ITMP*IRHO.I9'+'
3210	 CALL YASTRK
3220 *	 IF FILE I5 OPEN GO TO RELEASE SEQUENCE
3230	 IF(IFILEF(I).GT.0)GOT02100
32 40 *	 OTHERWISE ATTEMPT TO FIRST O PEN WITHOUT CREATING
3260	 CALL OPENF(IFC%FNAMS*ISTAT*3.191)
32 70 *	 IF SUCCESSFUL GO TO RELEASE SEQUENCE
3280	 IF(ISTAT.E0.0)GOT02100
3290 *	 IF ISTAT=S FILE DOES NOT EXIST
3300	 IF(ISTAT.EO*5)GOT02200
3310 *	 OTHERWISE EXIT
3320	 PRINT.'DPU FILE AND STATUS='.IFRE•ITMP•IRHO•I•ISTAT
3330	 GOT07000
334 0 2100 CONTINUE
3350 *	 RELEASE SEQUENCE
3360	 CALL DETACH(IFC.ISTAT*)
33 70	 IF(ISTAT*EQ.0)GOT02110








3460 *	 CREATE SEQUENCE
3461 2201 PRINT 45• ICBUF(3)9(320*ICBUF(3)/LREC) — 2
1-10
ORIMMAL Ff&"y t -3







3470 DO 2400 K=19IASMAX






3541 +► NOTE	 ICBUF ( i)=29	 IE. CREATING FILE ONLY	 IF	 IT DOES NOT EXIST
3550 CALL OPENF(IFC*FNAMS•ISTAT•3.19ICBUF)
3560 IF(ISTAT.E0.0)GOTO2210















3690 * ADD TO EXISTING FILES INCLUDING REVISIONS
3700 * SET FLAG FOR LOGIC TO COMPARE NTYP
3710 INTYP=1
3720 DO	 3200	 I=1*5
3730 * PICK ALL POSSIBLE FILES
3740 IFC=1+10
3750 * IF ALREADY OPEN BYPASS CALL OPENF
3760 IF ( IFILEF(I)*GT.0)GOT03122
3770 * OPEN BUT DO NOT CREATE
3780 CALL NASTRK




3840 PRINT, ' UNABLE TO OPEN DPUFILE • ISTAT=' • FNAMS•ISTAT






3910 * NOW AS A LOGICAL CHECK READ HEADER AND COMPARE























4020 3140 I F (19.NE.IREC)	 CALL ERRSTT(NAME931409I9I99IREC)
4025 IF(I7.NE.NTYP)	 CALL ERRSTT(NAME93141,I,I79NTYP)
4030 DO 3150 J=1,NTYP-99
4035 3150 I F (ITEMP(J).NE.IDIR(J)) 	 CALL	 ERRSTT(NAME.3150,I,J,ITEMP(J))
4050 3200 CONTINUE
4070 PRINT,•TYPE 1 TO ENABLE REVISIONS9
4080 READ, IREV
4090 3408 CONTINUE
4100 * AT THIS POINT USE SAME LOGIC FOR	 IOPT=2,3 WITH IBUI
4110 * FLAG AS CONTROL.
	
NOTE THAT NTYP HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR




4160 * NOTE FREOK AS READ IS IN KHERTZ, WILL CONVERT HERE
4170 FRED=ITHO*FREOK
4180 IF(IDIA.NE.09AND.ILP.E0.1)WRITE(LUOUT,44)FREO
4190 * THE FOLLOWING LINU CHECK 15 NOT NECESSARY
4200 IF(LINU.NE.ITETE)CALL ERRSTT(NAME934109ITETE.LINU,LUINP)
4210 * IF	 I1,I2,I3 DO NOT MATCH SPECIFIED IFRE,IRHO,ITMP SE ARCH FOR







4290 * AT THIS POINT HAVE ACHIEVED A MATCH BETWEEN
4300 * USER SPECIFIED IFRE,ITMP,IRHO AND SIMILAR
4310 * OUATITIES READ FROM INFILE UPTO BUT NOT LTYP
4320 IF(LTYP.LT.IHUN.OR.LTYP.GE .ITHO)GOT03480
4330 * THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ONLY CONDITIONS FOR WHICH
4340 * LTYP DATA WILL ALLOWED TO BE WRITTEN FROM
4350 * INFILE TO DPUFILE.
4360 IF(IREV.E0.I.AND.LTYP .LE.NTYP.AND.IRVI.E0.1)GOT03500







4400 * IREV—TERMINAL	 PEP I-1 I55ION	 SEE	 LINE	 2920
4410 * IRVI—READ FROM	 IriPUT	 FILE
4420 * ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS
4430 * 4HICH DEPEND ON READING DPUFILE TO GET ITS
4440 * LTYP.	 WILL READ ONLY ONE * ASSUME OTHERS SAME
4450 READ110 *IASMV(1)'IDIR(LTYP-99))I2
4460 IF(I2.LE.OeAND.LTYP.LE*NTYP)GOT03500
4470 * HAVING REJECTED THE CURRENT INPUT FILE DATA SEi
4480 * SEARCH FOR THE BEGINNING OF A NEW SET
4490 3480 PRINT•'REJECTED SET WITH	 IRVI•LTYP•IFRE *ITMP*IRHO =•
4500 PRINT	 11•IRVI*LTYP*IFRE *ITMP*IRHO
4510 GOT03412
4520 3500 CONTINUE
4530 * HAVE NOW DETERMINED THAT HAVE MET CONDITIONS FOR REPLACEMENT
4540 * OR ADDITION.










4650 DO 3510	 I=19NTOT
4660 DO 3510 J=19NTOT
4670 READ(LUINP.10)LINU *ZE





















4890 IF(ZR.LT• ZOIIRL.OR.ZR.GT .ZOIIRH)IERR=IERR*100
1-13





IF(ZR.LT.ZUIIRL . OR.ZR . GT .ZUIIRH ) IERR=IERR+200
IF(ZI.LT . ZUIIIL.OR . ZI.GT .ZUIIIH ) IERR=IERR+2000
IF(IERR . NE .0)WRITE ( LULIMT.20 )LTYP. IERR.I.J.ZE
Z(I+J)=ZE
I1=I1+10




































IF(YI.NE . YY.OR . YI.LT .RZERO ) IERR=IERR+15
GOT03518
IF(YI.NE .( -YY))IERR=IERR+16






5420	 IF(LINU.NE.I1)CALL ERRSTT ( NAME * 3520*LTYP*LINU*I1)
5430 3S2 n CONTI NUE
5440 * '4Cn	 -+ASE	 Z	 AND	 Y	 FOP	 NTOT	 CONDUCTORS	 I`)CLUDI'!G	 ScCC%,'^, 	v
5450 * IF	 PRESENT,	 FOR	 5I 4PLICITY	 OF	 DEBUGGING/CLARI T Y	 AI LL	 -';_-%T
5460 * EACH DISTINCT COMBINATION SEPARATELY AT POSSIBLE	 EXPE'iSE CF
5470 * CODING AND COMPUTATION









55 7 0 IF(NUMS.EO*O.AND.NEUS*NE90)GOT08000
5580 IF(NUMS.NE.O.AND.NUMS*NE.2.AND.NUMS.NE.3)GOT08000
5590 * PREPARE FOR WRITING BY FIRST CHECKING NTYP VS LTYP
5600 * FIRST CHECK TO SEE	 IF ATTEMPTING TO WRITE A
5610 * DUPLICATE LTYP,	 FORT	 IOPT=2	 (IBUI = 1)	 NEED ONLY
5620 * CHECK	 IDIR DIRECTORY VECTOR,	 FOR	 IOPT=3
5630 * IN ADDITION NEED TO CHECK FOR NEGATIVE LTYP
5640 * IF	 IDIR	 INDICATES RECORD PRESENT,	 AT A LATER














5790 * NOTE THAT IREC I5 NEXT AVAILABLE DPU RECORD
5800 * BECAUSE MANY OPERATIONS ARE SAME WILL PERFORM IN A LOOP
5810 * USING SPECIAL LOGIC FOR EACH IASM
5820 DO 3600	 I21.5
5830 * USE	 IFILE(I)	 LOGIC	 INSTEAD OF	 IASMV(I)	 OPTION SINCE







5910 * LOGIC FOR IASM=1
5920 NECO=NUMF*NUMS*NEUF











6000 * LOGIC FJR	 IASM=2
6010 NECO=NUMF+NEUF
6020 * IF SECONDARIES AND FEEDER NEUTRAL BOTH PRESENT,
6030 * INTERCHANGE FIRS1	 SECONDARY AND FEEDER NEUTRAL.






6100 * LOGIC FOR	 IASM=3
6110 NECO=NUMF+NUM5
6120 * NOTE Z•Y IN PROPER ORDER
6130 GOT03590
61 40 3560 CONTINUE
6150 * LOGIC FOR IASM =4
6160 NECO=NUMF
6170 * NOTE Z•Y IN PROPER ORDER
6180 GOT03590
6190 3570 CONTINUE
6200 * LOGIIC FOR	 IA5M=5
6210 NECO=NUMF+NUMS+NEUS+NEUF
6220 * NOTE Z•Y IN PROPER ORDER
6230 GOT03590
62 40 3580 CALL CMTCRC(Z,SA19A,L4NTOT,NDIM)
6250 CALL CMTCRC(Y,SA2•K,L,NTOTeNDIM)
6260 3590 CALL CZYRED(SA19SA29SA39SA4•NTOT•NECOoNDIM,NW,WKAREA)












6317 * THE ABOVE OUTPUT PROVIDED FOR THE PURPOSE
6318 * OF DETERMINING THE EFFECT OF FREQUENCY,






ORIGINAL pil n	 f J
FEEDPUS5 OF POGR ^iJAL17'Y
6390 WRITE(LUOUT*34)
6400 CALL CMTPRT(SA5*NECO*NDIM*LUOUT)
6410 * CALCULATE SUM OF CURRENT EIGENVECTOR COMPONENTS
6420 WRITE(LUOUT932)
6421 * SINCE O=TRANSPOSE OF 5I *	THE FOLLOWING CODE
6422 * CALCULATES THE SUM OF THE COLUMNS OF 0 BY SUMMING
6423 * THE ROWS OF 5I
6430 DO 3593 J=19NECO
6440 SUM=ZERO




6490 DO 3597 J=19NECO
6500 X=TPI*FREO/AIMAG(DL(J))
6510 3597 SV(J)=CMPLX(X,X/CLIGHT)
6520 WRITE(LUOUT*10)'ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE SPEED'
6530 CALL CVEPRT(SV,NECO,NDIM,L000T)
6540 3598 CONTINUE
65 4 1 LENREC=7+(12*NECO**2)+(2*NECO)














6680 * FINISHED WITH LTYP RECORD
6690 * NOW RETURN TO INPUT FILE WHOSE NEXT LINE NUMBER SHOULD
6700 * BE LEXI
6710 READ(LUINP*10)LINU




6750 * NOW THAT INPUT FILE 15 EXHAUSTED AND NTYP ESTABLISHED
















































































6	 PRINT*'REMEMBER TO EXAMI.AE CONTENTS OF FILE
GOT0100
CONTINUE
LOGIC FOR FORMAL PRINT OUTPUT
PRINT 269IASM














IF ALREADY OPEN POLICY WILL BE TO DETACH
50 THAT CAN EXAMINE ANOTHER F ILE DURING SAME TRANSACTION
IF(IFILEF(IASM).EQ.0)GOT04042
CALL DETACH(IFC•ISTAT•)
I F (ISTAT.NE.0)PRINT•'LOGICAL ERROR AT 4040+7'
IFILEF(IASM)=0
CONTINUE
OPEN BUT DO NOT CREATE
CALL OPENF(IFC.FNAMS91STAT.1.1.1)
IF(ISTAT.E0.0)GOT04044
PR INT•'UNABLE TO OPEN DPUFILE•ISTAT='.FNAMS•ISTAT
GOTO EXIT SEQUENCE
GOTO110
PRINT9 9 OPENED '•FNAM5
IFILEF(IASM)=1
CALL RANSIZ(IFC•LREC.1)
NOW AS LOGIC CHECK READ HEADER AND COMPARE
READ(IFC' 1) 119I29I3•I4.NRCD.I6.NTYP•I8.IREC.CV •TEMP•FREO
IF(I1.NE.IFRE.OR.22.NE.ITMP.OR9I39NE.IRHO.OR.I4.NE.













F E E D PU 5 5 	 OF POOR QVAl1YY
7240 4047 CONTINUE
7270 PRINT,tTYPE	 100 FOR ENTIRE	 FILE*
7280 READIII
7290 IF(11,NE.IHUN)GOT04050











1 TO PRINT DIRECTORY 	 INFORMATION#
7380 READ•14




7430 PRINT•'RESETTING MAXIMUM L1YP2NTYPl
7440 12sNTYP




7490 * NOW HAVE ESTABLISHED ALL PRINT CONTROL
7500 * 13s1	 FOR HEADER
7510 * I421 FOR DIRECTORY
7520 * I1=FIRST LTYP
7530 * 128LAST LTYP
7540 * NOT REWINDING LUOUT SINCE IT MA Y CONTAIN DIAGNOSTICS
7550 4060 IF(I3.E0.0)GOTO4070






7620 WRITEtLUOUT•381(1 *99.1DIR(I),I:1•NTYP -99)
7621 4100 IF(I2.LT.11)GOT0420S
7630 DO	 4200	 1811.12
7640 IRsIDIR(I-99)
7650 IF(IR.LE.0)GOTO4200
7660 IF(IR.GE .IREC)CALL	 ERRSTT(NAME•410091%IR*IREC)
















































































COMPUTE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE MODAL PROPAGTION SPEEDS
DO 4120 Jsl *N
X=TPI*FRED/AIMAG(DL(J))
4120 SV(J)=CMPLX(X•X/CLICHT)
WRITE(LUOUT.10)'ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE SPEED'
CALL CVEPRT(SV.N,NDIM•LUOUT)
IF(LUOUT * EO * 06)CALL FORMFE
4200 CONTINUE
4205 IF(LUOUT.NE.06)PRINT9 1 WROTE 19OUFILE
GOT0100
6000 CONTINUE
ARRIVE HERE ON MISMATCH IN DPU HEADER PARAMETERS
PRINT.'HEADER PARAMETERS NOT CONSI5TANT'
PRINT 111IFRE*ITMP*IRHO•I•LREC•NDIM
PRINT 11*I1 *I29I39I49169I8
PRINT,'CHECK ALSO DIRECTORY VECTORS'
7000 CONTINUE
*	 TERMINATION DETACH PROCEDURES
IF(IOUT.NE * O)CALL OETACH(LUOUT.ISTAT.)
IF(ISTAT.NE.0)PRINT 33*OUFILE•ISTAT
IF(IINP.NE.0)CALL DETACH((.UINP.ISTAT.)













*	 REACH HERE WHEN UNEXPECTED EOF OR LINE NUMBER IN INFILE
CALL ERRSTT(NAME*90009LINU*1.1)
STOP





-:400 * A) NTYP I5 THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF LTYP FOR WHICH A
8410 * CORRESPONDING PECCRD HAS dEEN WRITTEN,
	 IE
8420 * CAPABLE OF BEING READ
8430 * 8) SINCE LTYP9GE.100%	 LTYP-99	 +SILL BE USED TO ADDPE55
8440 * DIRECTOR VECTOR	 IDIRsIE
	
IDIR(LTYP-99)
8450 * C) IF THE CONTENT OF ANY CELL
	 (IN THE RANGE OF I TO
8460 * NTYP-100)	 OF	 IDIR	 I5
8470 * GT*09	 THEN THE CELL CONTENT •
 VALUE POINTS TO VALID RECORD
8480 * LT.O• THEN THE DPU PFCORD HA: NOT BEEN DEFINED AND CANNOT BE
8490 * D) IREC 15 THE NEXT AVAILABLE DPU RECORD
8500 * E) THE STRUCTURE OF THE DPU FILES WILL BE
8510 * RECORD #	 I - HEADER	 (INCLUDING NTYP AND NRCD)
8520 * RECORD # 2 THRU # NRCD — CONTAIN DIRECTORY VECTUR
	 IDIR
8521 * WITH NTYP-99 ENTRIES
8530 * RECORD 0 NRCD+1 - FIRST OCCURING LTYP DATA PECOwD
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NETGE^ 51	 04/07/R1
	 2:40 PM
***** **-T*-W*#*11 **'. ♦ i** ***** .*a*i *****&^ * * I * - 4 - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
0010 *	 THIS PRC^)FA" uRCVI?ES A PRGCEFDUP E FOR GENERATING +vITH MINIMAL
0020 *	 I `;F;;T, V.'P I Ou5 TYF FS OF GE'T*) I C '.ET'.4ORKS RESTRICTED TO A
0030 *	 "AXI"U.v OF SI;.GL- LEVEL 8RA 40 4 ING, ALL THREE PHASE. UNIFORM
0040 *	 LINE T YP E I l i EACH SEC"V:T. '+OPNIALLY DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS
0050 *	 ARE ASSIGNED AT EACH JODF. THIS OPTIO!4 CAN 9E DEFEATED IF
0060 *	 DESIpEr.
0070 *	 TAE FOLLCWINC 15 o. KEY TO THE COL'U M 'N ASSIGNMENT IN ARRAY IA
0080 *	 COL
0090 *	 1 IPAR
0100 *	 Z	 ILSt:
0110 *	 3	 IR5;,'
0120 *
	 4 LTYP
0130 *	 5 ILCD
0140 *	 6 IOHM
0150 *	 7 ITTY
0160 *	 g IPHS
0170 *	 9 `+SER
0180 *	 10 IPRL
0190 *	 1 1 
	 I 1 .GD
0200 *	 12 i CCUNLILATEU LEP'GTH
0210	 10 FOR MAT('TYPE CR IF OK')
0220	 11 FORMAT(I595I591x.7I592I8)
C230	 12 FORMAT(#FN6KIN',;.',';')
6240	 13 FOR`IAT("+ETWORK IDENTIFICATION NUMEER=09I2)
0250	 14 FORMAT('FOR TRUr:K, LTYP+a,ILV.a•IDLFM=',3I7)
0260	 15 FORMAT('FOR L A TER A L 9 4I29' LTYP'.I19',ILE':19I1919IDLE'9I1,
02 70	 ;	 ',IDIS'.I1,'= ',4I7)
0280	 16 FORMAT ('.".Q'A'EER OF Lr T t?ALS=' • I2 )
0290	 DIMENSICP. IA(2000.12).ILEP;L(10),IDISL(10),IDLEL(10),LTYPL(10)
0300	 D l "E'+S I've . LENGT ( 2000 )
0310	 CHARACTER OUFILE *Q
0320	 DATA MID/10/,LU/12/,PLAT/2/
0330	 DATA LTYP,,/133/,ILE:Iw/101000/,IDLE'•i/10000/
03 4 0	 DATA I0lH1'/4 / • I TTY/25/










0450	 210 PRTNT 13
0460	 RFAD,,NiD
0470	 GOTi)200
0480	 22'1 CALL NASTRK
0490	 ENCODE(OUFILE912)NID•1000
1-22








IF( ISTAT . Eti.0),50 TC'230
^kl^,t.•! ► ••A L^ TC CPE • , FI,.E '.nUFIL'•' ISTAT:l.ISTAT
STOP .iZIU
I F (I STAT.:;E.C) G0. TC227
PQ IhT. 1 FIL-C l .t^uFILt.' AL.-iF'AOY 6AISTS.TYPE CP IF OK TO
REMJ.I









I F (')LA T. GT.10) G0TO2 3 5
GOTO230
PR I (;T. I TYNE CP FOP AuTos';T I C D I STR I I)UT I ON TRANSFORMER
REA09ITFLAG
CONTINUE





PE;.r .LTYPM ,v I LE: (-%i ,! 0L='!
GOT0240
If (NLAT.E(3.0)G0T-1300
LU 290 :: 2 19t.LAT





REAC.LTY r-L(":),ILE P^L( i) ,Ii)LEL(r4),I^ISL(v)
GO+T0270
COs', T t `)UE
COOTINUE




CONT I : )uE
DETER' INE i.ENGTH CF 'TEXT SECTION
4 24 1 No (I CLEM . i LE'. M—M LE^.G )
ALE`lG:tALE;4G#o'
I PMSs;40C (I PHS. 3) + 1






































































































































I► 	 933 Tr.A:.SFCk"E :^ Cy;;:-ECTI'"1
IA( 15:::X.1) a 5 S AX - 1
I A t 15;.'A:(.2) au
;A(IS'•LX93)20
IA ( ISt.AX.4) aLTYPI'
IA(IS'"At.5)StA
IA ( i S;1Al;.o) a
Ia(I5,`.^	 7)aJ
A c I S p A::.3) aU
I F (I TFLA6 o: : E. 0 ) GCTC315
IA(ISiA4X.7)sITTY
14(15rIrK0b)21PH5
315 IA ( ISMAv%j )a0
IAtIS`Ax 10) so
I A I S-AA.x 11) s50
IA( ISN!AX.12) 2'LL'tG
*	 '10TE JS I :G 12' TH C OLO M N TO STOPS ACCUMULAT4ED LVIGTH FRO M SOURCE
+► 	 AT THIS POINT IS^!AX:LAST 3ECTION NUMBER THUS FAR PROCESSED ON
+	 MA I ' 1 ROUTE
I F (11LEt•..^. EG. I LVjM) G0T04Oo
PROCEED N I TH NEX T „ alt. LEtl3TH SECTION
IA(I5rtA.X. 2)aI S:IAXo1




I014 4a I LEtsiM
+	 NOS F ILL DO M ASTER LOOP ON LATER"•LS IF AMY
IF ( VILA 7.EO.0) GOTO800
00 700 v=lioNLAT
,► 	 FIRST CHECK TO SEE IF LATERAL iS T7 3E ,AP O ENDEO TO E N O OF MAIN
*	 TRJ,':K OR IS TO 6E ATTACHED AS A L.ATEFAL ALO'(G M AI N ( ROME
+	 OEPE;,,C I +G CN 'NMETNSR I D I SL (' i) LAi GER 09 S'•'ALLER THAN I LMMP
1 1 2 ILE f 'L (,'0
I2 a I')LEL G& )
I3=I0ISL UI)
I F (I 3.LT. I LMM';) GOT045G




I L7'M µ a IL'a ,WA I1
41 1
 CO I:T I MME













1530 I A (I 5i.I AX. 7 ) =0
1540 IA(ISMAX.8)s(,
1550 I F (I T FLAG o NE.0) GOT0420
1560 1-1( 1S'• % AX97):I T TY
1570 IA (IS^4 AX .tl) sIPHS
1580 420 IA(ISMAX.9)20
1590 IA ( I5,A^X.lv)s0
1600 IA (  I 51• 1 ► X. 1 1) :5 U
1610 IA ( ISMA X . 12)2"LENG
1620 IF ('•'LEI.CG. EC. I L)", M) GOT0700
1630 IA(,ISi• ,A . 2) 2I5^-AX•I
1650 ISMAXsIS;. AX •1
1660 GOT0410
1670 450 CUNT I '.uE
1680 k AT THIS CPTION Pf`INT T-'E LATERAL HAS TO BE ATTACHED TO SIDE
1690 w OF '4A I,' RCUTE.
	 N 0 .4 SEARCH FCR C('RPSCT D I STAKE
1700 DO 460	 I2 1*15MAX
1710 46 0 IF(IA ( I.12).GE . 13.At4D . IA(I.3).EG . 0)Gf+T0470
1720 + IF LCGIC FALLS THRU THIS SEA IC4 IT `+EANS THAT
1730 * PROaLEN HAS SEEN ILL DEFT')ED
1740 PRINT••ISMAX.I3•IA ( I.12):'.IS:AAX.I3.IA(I.12)
1750 * NOW i'aODIFY	 IRSN	 IN	 SECTIC-)	 I	 A.?C	 PLACE PARENT	 INFO	 IN	 IA
1760 470 ISmAX=IS14AX*1
1770 IA ( t.3)2ISVAX
1780 IA (IS.MAX.1) =I
1790 * APPLY LGGIC
1800 MLENG*0
1810 IFLAGsI
1820 I PHSs .*•!CD ( I R145.3) • 1
1830 480 CONTINUE
18 40 M31'd 1 1 0 ( I29I 1—^iLE',G)
1850 ALEN (lz "LENG.PM
1851 IPHSs;40C(IPH5.3)•1
1860 IF ( IFLAG.EO.o)IA(ISMAX.1)=I5PAx-1
1870 IA ( ISNAX9 2)=U
1880 IA ( I5MAX.3)=u
1890 I A( I S'•;AX . 4) 2LTYPL 0 )
1900 IA ( ISi;AX.5) s^) 	 -
1910 IA ( ISr:AX . 6) sIOHM
1920 I A ( I Si•i«X . 7 ) =0
1930 IA(ISNAX.8) :0
1940 IF(ITFL AG*NE.0 ) G0T0490
1950 I A (I S ' iAX .7) 2 I TTY
1960 IA(ISMAX • 6)sIPHS
1970 490 IA(ISAAAX99):0
1980 I A ( I S,.`4AX 9 10) s0
1990 IA(IS?14pX.11)=50






NETGEN51	 OR,GiNAL PAGE 
1S
OF POOR QUALITY	 PAGE 5
2060	 GOT049C
2070	 7Un COf.TI:SUE
2080 *	 "C-, HA 14E FI'iISMEG Lh TFRALS * PROCEEC TO WRITE OUTFILE
2090	 800 CO'!Tt `•LE
21 gp *	 .JKF.;V_ ?aE^t :NE'J FI .IS L4Cn C0;•iSTR I!CTI'1G IA ARRAY 'WITH
2110 *	 tS::;x THE LAS T OF TwF CONTIGUOU5LY ASSIGNED SECTION
2120 *	 .u^.;:E? 5. 1:0:. .(RITE TO OUTF I LE
2130	 *okITE(LiJ*11) 10^^0*c;IC
2140	 00 810 1=1915-"AX
2150	 81 0 4RITE(LJ911)1000*I9I*(IA(I *J)*J=1.12)
2160	 PR [':T,•r.PGTE F ILE '.CUcILE
21 70	 CALL GETACH(LJ*ISTAT*)
2130	 90(' PKIMT * 9 TYPE 1 TO CO4!TI ;•!uE OR CP TO STOP'
2190	 READ*I
22 00	 I F (I ..E.0) GOTO2C0
2210	 ST-JP
2220 * I 1= I LEI L (;; )
2230 * I22IDLEL(h)
22 40 * I3=IL-ISL(.;)
2250 * I01H	 [:-V 'SIGN LMT ON ARRAY TA, ISECT LE IDIM
2260 * IDISL	 DIST;NCE FROM SGUPE TOLATERAL FRA'JCH - A VECTOR
22 70 * IDLEL	 LE F.GTH OF SECTION ON LATERAL - AVECTOR
2280 * IDLE D) 	LE?.GTH OF SECTIOM ON MAIN ROUTE
2290 * ILENL LV'GTH OF LATERAL - A VECTGF
2300 * ILE':N	 LV GH OF -AIN ROUTE - I`(ITIAL SPECIFICATION
2310 * IL -;^M	 LEi•iTH OF AA AIP.: PJUTE - AUG:"ELATED BY POSSIBLE LATERAL
2320 * ISECT	 CUF?cNT SECTIOt& ;IUM°ER
2330 * IS: AX.	 LAST SECTICM 'tU^'PER ASSIGNED
2340 * IS''i-iM	 LAST SECTION "Ur°SEP ALC`4G FAIN ROUTE
2350 * ITTY	 CISTkIBUTION TRANSFO OMER TYPE
2360 * LE':GT	 VECTOR CONTI';UI"•.G ACCUMULATED LENGTH TO SECTION (=INDEX POS 1 11C
23 70 * LTYFL	 L I''	 TYPE O f: "'A I'1 ROUTE
2380 * LTYPL	 LI'.E TYPE C'"! LATER AL -A VECTOP
2390 *• LTYPO	 L I,N:_ TYPE ON MAIM ROUTE
2400 * mLF':G	 CURRP'T TOTAL LE%GTH VARIABLE
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##^►iM►^► +►^^•*^►^Fa#*rxt+► ^7,^•w,r^► l► t,r+► ,► +► +►^+,:r^t^rtil,^+► ^;r*. ^f+►ay►++^+rtir^Fir•r9t^► i^*^rw^►^^N► w^►w^►
0010*0 RU'!H *=(ULI?,Cu4E=3CK)LIlP."RY3
0020 * TH IS PQ L`::R.AN I5 U5ED T', C?E.aTZ' " 'EvEFSF "ETWORK
0030 * THER E 15 •c CC :•,S I STA„('v C H ECK I ^:G FRUV t DE)
0040 *	 THE OP I AI; AL „ETI-.- JRK 15 ASSUMED TO : E CHECKED
0050 * I'! A PROGRA ,i SUCH AS r:T:sKFR
0060 * T :-4E REVERSE PATH FOLLO;;S J * T * GAJJAR'S ALGORIT-44
0070 * DATED 2/1 9 /F0	 ;;PTO 10 D EVFrRSE %MJ0PKS CAii
0080 * BE CRE.ATEL FR9M ONE OPIGI"'+L %ET'ACPK
0090 1301 FOH'IAT(/"THIS FPJGR.v* C?CUES REVERSE PATH NETWORKS "/
0100	 6 "E N TER ` EThOFK NUi•*-'?F_; — 2 DIGITS  " )
0110 1002 FO R *1 AT(/ "!,ETi:CRK. IC-t%TIFICATIC"i "'Uh1FEP IS "9I5/)
0120 1003 FORMAT(" ENTER. 1 IF -4RO7!G, ELSE CP")
0130 111 FOR M AT (6HChWK I" ► , I2, 1H; )
0140 1000 FGR!v.AT(V)
0150 1005 FOR M AT(/"riET'nORK IC -,UV5ZR If( EPPCP."/
0160	 &"SHOULD EE "9I39" BIT IS " ► I3/ wPPOG= AP ABORTS")
01 70 1006 FORMAT ("Jt:::K V1 DATA B A SF DEAD I NG ERROR ENCOUNTERED"/
0180	 f, "RECORD t,LPeER "9I59" HAS LIME NUMEEP "9I5/"PRCGtRAM ABORTS")
0190 i01n FORMAT ( /"EI:TER NEV ROOT "COE w/)
0200 1011 FORMAT (/"SCURCE FOR FEVERSE !iET'+.-OP.K 2 "915/)
0210 2000 FORMAT(1CX95I5)
0220 1025 FORMAT (/"ENTER 5 LC'AC' '+Uh^tER AT POOT —ITTY,IPHSE9I3ECD,IPRIM.LZNGR
0230 1015 FORMAT(/"THERE IS CILY ONE SECTIONN TO THE ROOT"/
0240	 & "OF THE JPIGINAL `.ET:•. ^RK" FEsEPSAL SHOULD BE"/




0290 1020 FOR".-AT(/ "JO
 YOu -e--AP:T A'!0THER PEVE Q SAL OF THE SAME NET W ORK WITH "/
0300	 & "A DIFFERE:vT SOURCE P('.I •.iT ?"/"IF SO ENTER 1 ELSE CR"/)
0310 1021 FOPPAT("YOU y4AVE ALREADY C'2EATFD 10 NETWORKS, THE MAXIMUM"/
0320	 6" A LLC!g EC' FRO" ONE I' : P•JT *1! ETWCPK"/ m PPOGRA,'4 ABORTS")
0330 1022 FORK; AT ("DO YOU .-, A.1T REVERSAL F O Ctr ANOTHER NET'NORK ?"/
0340	 &" IF 50 E;+TER 1 ELSE CR"/)
0350	 DIMENSION IDESC(1800912)915TAK(1800)9ILIST(1800)









0450 0	 BASE JAfM: K I N 12 ( 12 ARE LOCATIONS FOP. NETWORK I DENT I F I CATION
0460 *	 NUMOER) . THIS ".ET-!OkK IS READ FPOH FILE
0470 *
0480 110 ENCODE (M,1TIN, 111) M"AiM






0500 PEAO(LDA It. 91000)"ILI',E•K~;:'•f
0510 IF(•:r,,,,MsE,'*K;:U.A)GO 	 TC	 113
0520 :gin	 TEt6.1405):;P;Ui•t^K	 ,LM
0530 STOP	 1005
0540 113 iiU	 114	 I =1 0 x,,010




0590 JRGJT = %,
0600 I =1 oov
0610 115 I=I.1
0620 REAGcLCair .1)OJ,Et•:D=125)." iLIME+ISECT,IPAR.ILSO^.,IP.S^N•
0630 6	 LTYP. ILE:iCD9IRES •ITTY9IPHSE•ISECD9IPPI'4•IZ*,)GR
0640 IF(r%.It.E*EC.I)G0TO116
0650 * vRITE(6.1006) I •(,L.Ir:E
0660 STOP 1006












0790 GO TO	 115
0800 *
0810 * r4cw	 THE
	
')ET:•:ORK	 HAS	 SEE-	 .READ	 I,%
0820 * iiOTE THERE
	
IS	 NO CC"ISIST:+ACY CHECKI;:G AT ALL
0830 * THE ORIGINAL • ,ET ►•;ORK HAS A ROCT MODE
	
IDENTIFIED
0840 * BY A 0 PAPE`3T









0930 * NEXT PIE CHECK	 TO SEE THAT THIS 15 A VALID SOURCE NODE
0940 * MEXT ;:E TkAVERSE THE
	
+ET4CFtK	 6 ' S AKE
	
IT DISJOIMT AT
0950 * AT THE NEW SOURCE MCCE E Y SETTI :-+G	 IDESC(ND91)
0960 * EOUAl	 TO -10 FOR ALL MODES BELO W NSORCE
0970 * THIS EFFECTIVELY RE-CVES THEM FROM THE NETWORK
0980 * DESCRIPTICN AND FPCF' THE OUTPUT FILE






NETREVS1	 OF P00R QU ,LlTY	 PAGE 3
1020	 i3O210ESC(I.1)
1030	 131 I F (IOESC(•- • ^`•2).E'3.:.SCRCE)GO TO 132
1040	 IF( I:ESC('G•2).EW.G)CO TO 1,.0
1050	 (-0 m IDESC ( 09Z)
1060	 v0 TO 131
1070	 132 IDtSC(I,1)=-1C
1090 140 CO NT I ^ ,UE
1090	 I=1
1100	 r+SZhS0PZCE
1110	 141 I STA< ( I) =:.S
1120	 *	 A RV.T,I,I57AK(I).'S91C ESC (':5,1)
1130	 IF(!%SC(i.S,2).El.0)GO TO 2Q0
11 »0	 f,PARsIOE5C(7•.S•2)
0115 	 IF( ICESC G RAR93) . E0st , S ) 30 TO 142
1160	 ILIST ( I)aIDESC(; :PAR93)
11 70	 GO TO 144
:180 142 ILIST(I) =IuESC u.PA9,4)
.190 144 IF(ILIST ( I).Eu.0)GO To 145
1200	 IDESC (ILIST ( I oV atIS
1210 145 ;ISxIDESCGNS,2)
1220	 IsI*i
1230	 GO TO 141
1240 200 ,•(LE= I
1250	 IF(NLE.LE.1)GC TC 300
1260	 IDESC ( NSOP.CE94I)xo
12 70	 IOESC(':SORCE,3)=ISTAK(2)
1280	 IDESC C ISOPC . E,4) = I L I ST ( 1)
1290	 00 211 K28912
1300	 IDESC(;SCRCE,K)=IDESC(ISTAK(2),K)
1310	 201 CONTINUE
1.320	 I F (NL.E.EQw . 2) GO TO 230




13 7 0	 IDESC( 7 i5,4)=ILIST(I)
1380	 DO 119 K28912
1390	 IDESC( ' IS,K)sIDESC(ISTAK ( I.1),K)
1400	 214 COPiT I i-:JE
1410 220 MITIr:UE
1420	 IDESC(ISTAKMLE) •2) =ISTAK(NLE-1)
1430	 222 I OESC (I STAK ( P ILE) , 3 ) a 0
1440	 IDESC ( ISTAK ( NLE)94) = 0
1450	 WRITE(691025)
1460	 REA09(I V^ESC(ISTAX(^OLE),K),K:8.12)
1470 *	 NEXT .:E CPEATE THE OUTPUT FILE AMC ..RITE TAE NEW
1480 *	 "IETwO"tK CESCFIPTIOtl COWN INTO OUT PUT FILE
1490 *	 aEFORF THAT aE TAKE CARE OF THE SITUATION VWHERE THERE
1500 *	 ARE TWO OR GCSE SECTIONS TO THE ORIGINAL SOURCE
1510 *	 I'I THAT CASE THE ALGORITHw IC APPPGACH USED HERE WILL
1520 *	 FAIL I'1 THE FORTRAN LOGIC. IT IS E A SY TO TAKE CARE OF







1540 +► AN APPROPRIATE ERROR •'F_SSAGE.
1550 vii	 TO	 250
1560 230 I UESC (I S TAK ( AL E) ,2) =t;SOPCE
1570 GO TC 222
1580 30C 4* ITE(6,1015)
1590 GO	 Tr,	 161
1600 * +Or.	 T)-;E CQTPUT	 FILE	 IS CREATED '4 I TH	 ITS HEADER
1610 +► THE	 , : kn E OF TWE CL i TPtJT	 . , IET:IGRK	 FILE	 IS	 JNOUT123
1620 * .:HERE	 12	 ,PC THE 	 ICE'4TIFICATICMNU"•; BERS OF THE
1630 +► THE	 I :PILIT "iET IAORK AND 3	 IS THE V:E C IGI TOUTPUT
1640 +► ':ETmORK CODE	 — K OUT,	 STARTING KITH 0
1650 25-1 I F (<OUT. EG.G) E'!CODE ("'iT7kJT, 126) t.,:U.^
1660 IF (KOUT.t iE.0) E%CODE (-"-TOUT 9127) NNUM, KOUT




1690 PR I NT,'CUTPUT FILENVI E=' o-NINTOUT
1700 (LINE=1000
1710 WRITE(LOACUT91030)NLI:IE,^!^lUh'-,KOUT,NSORCE
1720 00 260	 I219MAXND








1810 — REAO,	 ITEST
1820 IF (ITEST.EC.0)GO TO 270
1830 KO!JT c :OUT+1
1840 IF(<OUT.GE.10)4RITE(691021)
1850 IF(KOUT.GE .10)STOP 270
1860 RE -iI,iC	 LCAIN





















#####w#1►# -•.wat+► x.wa tww.wwa##;.,raw*w.*w tf..a.www+.tai### wat########*#####w
0010 * T	 I$	 PcCGF.A %•	SE. VES TC C. : IS !LI;;ArE SF P ErATE 'IEUTRAL
0020 * C: ' : G ,.CTC	 S	 A SSCC I % TE:	 i I TH	 I
	
Ji MERGROUND
0030 * PC"Er. 	 C,► SLES	 ViTC1	ELEC TPICALL`!	 t:_•UIVALENT SI"4LE NEUTRAL
0040 * C^^,^.,CT::r: 	 4: ALOG^LS	 TC	 T=+E	 SI	 )ATIn'I	 FOU"' D 	 I',i	 OPEN	 WIRE
0050 * OVERHEAC CO;.CuCT0kS0T 14 1S PFnvFAP	 USES	 InPEDAriCE AN D




U:' I T OF 01 H!• S/"ETEP	 A::D MH,)S /^4ETER
0070 * CALC'iLITEO FOR 3.A!EC CARLE	 -4 Y USE JF THE BPA EMTP
0080 * CA-0-LE	 CC , .;TANTS	 Zf'TI(f,!.
0090 * I':	 CiLCLLrTILr: PrgF: Cz •Acn 3Y	 TF49 PQ OGRAA THE ELECTRICAL
0100 * EOUIVALE.".T !+EUT Q AL C0'ijUCTOR	 IS '.OT ASSUMED TO BE AT
0110 * SRGus.D POTEPITIAL THUS FI ETAI'II"'G THE EV !JIVALE'4T NEUTRAL
0120 * AS	 A:;	 • EXPLICIT • 	Cr)::^uCTGR.
0130 * THIS NFCGkA m IS EQUIPPED TC SUPPLY THE
01 40 * PQOPER Z AND Y MATRICES FOR £ITHF. . P	 1,2 OR 3 PHASE CASE BY
0150 * THE P10PEF EXTP.ACTIO:; ANN MA;.IPULATIO: OF THE ELEMENTS OF
0160 * THE 6 B y 6	 IMPEDA`CE A"!D AD'IITTA,.CE
	 •1ATRICES SUPPLIED BY











0260 CHARACTEP *9 	 I1:FI6E ,0UTFILE
0270 CUViPLEX	 CC * CAI .C mZ9C*13.C: 1 49ZMOr	 ,5,Z`006
0280 * CAT4Z	 IS TrE	 I'!PECA;.CE YATRI y , ,:AT A Y 	IS THE AONITTANCE :AATRIX
0290 DI8'V.SI'O..	 DATA (2496).J A TAZ( 646), CATHY(646) tZ'•100(4)•Z'IC06(4)•
0291 &	 ';ATZZ (6•b) .:-ATY2 (6,6) ,ZATZ3 (9,6)
0300 COMPLEX DATAZ,CATHY9Z;,*OO9C14C2,C3,i?ATZ2,,)ATY2,DATZ3
0310 110	 PRI`!T, • E r••TEP.	 THE F;AkE OF THE CDC OLEX
	 DATA FILE FOLLO:rEO 9Y; •
0320 REAC ,I^:FILc
0330 CALL	 OPE`!F(LUIN,I:;FILE•ISTAT,3,0,1)
03 40 PRIPiT,•E'!TEF	 THE P.A %I E rF TFE OUTPUT FILE FOLLOWED BY A 	 ;•
0350 READ,OUTFILE
0360 CALL CPEP'F(LUOU,OUTFILE•ISTAT,3,C•C)
0370 READ (LUI:l,1G•Er • C=9Q9)!-FR1.:!OCASE•. PC,PFC?C, ICC.'.TPC.NTCTvNPHSET.: JSP•NSr4
0380 b	 •;EUF
0390 READ (LU I!i • 10) L:.U'!O • I:APED
0400 PRIP;T,•LTYPE CASE DATA'
0410 PRIG:T,r.PRi,riOCASE•!•RC•1'FCC. ^I CC•!!TPC•P!TOT,NPHSET*rISP*NSN,NEUF




0440 I F (P4C4K .Ew.0) GOTO99
0450 PRINT. • Er TER	 *nOD I F I ED DATA CASE $
0460 REAC,::PR1 •ilOCASE•":PC•1)F,.JC•r'CC•'.TPC•:1TOT,"!PHSET,rISP,NSN•NEUF



































































RRI':T,'TY°E CP IF C.K.'
READ +* !CHK
IF INCHW.t0.0) GOT099
I F l ' C.-4K.
 •..E.0) GOT026 i.
L1:;Xal
DO 1CO I=1+11.2
REAC (LL- I': • 10) L:.:; ., 1	 (CATA ( I +J) •.+=1 +6)
REACtL;;I ,•1^)LrU''2. (^^•TA(I+1+J)•J=1+6)





REAC (L'JI`-• 10) L;,U''i.F01-•, (:1AT.. ( I +J) ,J=1 +6)
REAC(LJIt+•l0)LMuM2. (DATA (I+1+J),Jzl %6 )
READ (LL°It'• 910)L-NuM3.L0(+E
READ (LL' I • 10) LNUl44
CON T I 0-0E
PRINT+'TYPE A 1 TO BYPASS THIS CASE'
REAC •;:PASS
IF(NPASS.EC.l)GOT0110
PR I;;T,''c"TER THE NUMBED OF PHASE CABLES'
READ •r;PHASE
fs::C=r:FHASE*2







DATA 4. ( I •J) =C'"PLX (RC 1 9;;C2)
CONTI%L'E
CONT I,.UE









IF ('APNASE.EG'. 1) GOT0270





NCO COMMON ELE)'Et:TS I') EACH -''CDIFIER ARE FORMED









































































f.	 aL( J, 4))+►C1)-((:GTa2(J.S)-7MTaZcJ . 4))+►A31)
r '•'2=(t c,;MT ►,Zt ► +6)—tcT;,^t1.4)) /CC) ^(((I:ATaZ(J+5)•CaT
AZ(J, 4)) -01)-(i).TAZ(J,6)—CATaZ(J,•► ))*02))
JA T Z3 ( I *.+) =DATAZ ( I .,j) * (C:' 1 *0:2)
CUP:T1 ';uL
F; r-!. THE	 ::CIFIED Y '-1ATgIX
CO 1.s5 I=1,3
OQ 166 J=193











































OF POOR QU ALI^
NEUREDSI	 PAGE 4
	
1530	 0ATY2t2.1)z0AT,: Y (291)
	1540	 DATY2(2,2)X"AT;Y(292)
	
1550	 pATY2( 1 .3) s('AT.;.Y(1.4- ) *t'A'AY(1.S)
	
1560	 OATY1(2.3)ZC:A TAY (2.4)*rAT,%Y(295)
	
1570	 CJ 221 Is1•2
	1580	 DATY2(?,I)zCAT,-Y(4,1)•.AT:Y(S,I)
	
1590	 221 CO": T I .L:
	
1600	 DATY2(3.3)z(2^ATaY(4,4)•04TAY(5.5)•(2*0O^TAY(4,5)))
	1610	 *	 "C h *P I TE T.4 E CUTFUT FILE
	








1660	 I F ('^PHASF. E(:.1) ('-ATZ3 (1 . 1) sOATAT. (1 , 1 )
	
1670	 IF%'•lPHiASE.E491)DaTL3(2,1)2^ATAZ (44 1)
	








1720	 IF (NPHASE. Er. . 1 ) J:,TY2 ( 2, 1) =I" ;TA (4. 1 )
	
1730	 ir(NPHASE.E(:.1)DATY7(2.2)XOATAY(4,4)
	1740	 00 210 Ks19P1P'A
	






1780	 220 CON  I r)JE
	
1790	 21) CO IN T I NNE
	1800	 400 NS21
	
1810	 IF ( "dPHASE.iE.2) GOT043C
	
1820	 DO 4 10 I =1 •'+P'4
	
1830	 00 420 J=1 .r.Pm
	
1840	 ':PR 1 sa;P^ 1.10
	1850	 t+KITE(LUGU.30)r.PR1.CATZ3(I.J)
	
1860	 42r CO;4T I;1UE
	
18 7 0	 410 C04TI?IUE
	1880	 43-1 :4T=1
	
1890	 00 230 K219N!Pv
	
1900	 DO 240 L=1 ." 016;
	
1910	 . ) NP 1 s. . P°.1.10
	1920	 wRITC(LIJCU933)1,PR1.C,ATY2(K.L)
	
1930	 24 ri CONTIAUE
1940	 230' COr.T2' !UE
1950	 WR I TE (LUCU,4U) t:Fia
1960	 PWINT.'TYNE A 1 TC PWOCESS A MEW I" .a(JT FILE'
1970	 READ.I
1990	 CALL DETACH(LUIN * IST.AT.)
2000	 CALL DETACH(LUCU,ISTAT,)
2001	 IF(I.EC.1)G0T0110
2010	 280 PR INT •' STOP OF EXECUT I C : ) 1-nRMAL'













010**RU(402 ;:4EuREDOZ (t.CGv,COREa3OK )
020 SUNROUTI"'E	 "EURF.D(Y*Z.;4*;•4*r!pI?^ZY*SA1*SA29SA3* ►:KAREA*NWoMOlM)
030 * THIS	 SUS R J;L I 	;,E ('Gc-'P(1TES A r. EI.TFAL 0 FDUCT I ON PPOCEOURE
040 * JSI'iG	 'r GENERALIZED "tTZIX APPPOPCH OEVELOPEn BY R.RUSTAY
050 * NOTE TkAT THE RESULTS ^AE RETURi!ED IN Z AND Y WITH ZEROED
060 * yOR"EQS.	 THUS CRIGI'.AL Z,Y, 	 ARE 7ESTR0"ED
070 CO"PLEx	 s) ,Y (r!uI , ( ZY * r DI"ZY) ,SA3 ('4DIM.NDIM)
080 COMPLEX	 5:,2 l:;J I.+ * r;U I ^) • Z (^^0 I'!ZY •r O I'"ZY )
090 COMPLEX 5L0,ZERG* Z0;,E*DE ► )
100 DIME1.5I .1 !
	 wKAREA (t *)
110 DATA	 ZERO/(0.90.)/*Z0NE/(1.*0.)/
120 * IF M:M +l THERE 15 r0 VEED FOR COMFUTATION
130 I F (`! . EC. (f)+ 1)) RETURi4
140 L214#1
ISO K aM — t4
160 * REDUCTION OF Y
170 00 210	 I=14A
180 SU A sZERC
190 DI0 200 JZL*M




240 DO 220	 I sL*M
250 DO 220 JaLjM
260 220 SUMSSU kl +Y (I *J)
270 Y (L,L):SU;^
280 * THIS %.!EXT STOP OF ZEPC 1:•4G BORCEP	 IS NOT NECESSARY
290 CALL	 CMTZRO(Y*L-*L*r:0I'4ZY)
300 * REDUCTIOk OF Z
310 * EXTUCT Z22 AND Z12 AND PLACE I t ; SAL AND SA2 RESPECTIVELY
320 DO 320 J2 1 9K
330 JPNzj+r:
340 DO 300	 Ial*K
350 300	 SAI(I*J)aZ(I +N*JPN)
360 DO 310	 I al ,N
370 310	 SA.2(I *J)XZ(19JPN)
380 320 COhfIYUE
390 * NEXT Ir:VEPT Z22 USING SA1 AND COPOUTE DE;)aST*Z22I*S
400 CALL	 C.'ITIMV (SAL * K,K,r,DI; ,rrKAREA)
410 DENsZERO
420 DO 330	 Isl*K
430 DO 330 Jsl*K
440 330 DENsSUM+SA1(19K)
450 * NEXT COAPUTE Z12*Z22I	 010-11	 A.-%!D SAVE 11 SA3•	 WILL THEN NO
460 * LONGEP M EED Z221 X SAI SO THAT SAL WILL 8ECO:ME SCRATCH
470 CALL CMTMPY(SA2*SA1*SA3*N*K,K,!4010)
480 * ":Ow SA3 sZ12*Z22I *	SAL	 I5 SCRATCho	 SA2aZ12






S00	 CALL C' T" •I T(SA3•SA2.SA1•K it.o 1•ilOF )
510 *
	
5A1=Z12*Z22I*'12T. SA?aZ12*Z22I. SA2 IS SCRATCH
520 *	 '- E XT CO M PUTE Z11 -Z1Z*,22I *Z12T ANC 00 IN PLACE
530	 v0 350 I a l •P'
540	 :G 351) ,: =1•':
550	 350 zcl.J)=LcI•J)-Sam...)
560 *	 5;-1 :-X SA2 ARE SCRATCH. R f" 4 F ' ,4'ER SA3 :Z12*Z22I
570 *	 'c'' T CCt'PUTt SA t =Z 1 Z *Z22I *S • I E SA 1 3ECCMES AN 101 vECTGR
S80	 OC 370 I=Iso
590	 Su-'2Z-c,mC
600	 00 360 Jal •K
610	 360 SU t's5 1^.1-SA3 ( I •J)
620	 37C SA1 t I .1) =Sl;u
630 *	 Mu.. SAI z Z12 O Z221*5 A:i N-VEC T J)'• SA2 AND SA3 ARE SCPATCH
650 *	 `.E:(T Ck')t'PUTE SA4=Z12`Z221*StST*Z22I*ZIZTZSA1*SAIT
660	 CALL C,'T'IPT(SA1.SA19SA2.1.N•`I•`I0jt-)
•670 *	 ',Ow FORM Z11E• 	 Z11-Z12*Z22I*Z12T HAS ALREADY
680 *	 2EEN GG^,E. ALSO SA1=Z12*Z22I*S At'. N-VECTOR•
681 *	 SA2aZ12*Z22I*5*ST*Z22I*212T Ai.D SA3 IS SCRATCH
690	 OJ 4 20 I a 1 •r!
700	 GO 40C JalIN
710	 400 Z(!%,0xZ(I•J)*SA2(I•J)/QEm
720 *	 FILLING IN PE^ •1AINI,4G PARTITIONS
740	 Z ( I.L)=SA1(I.1)/DEr:
750	 420 Z(L.I)2S(I•L)
760	 Z (L 9L) s20',E:')E^ti





^^A*#1f**1f •.e##i*#*# Alf #^f,frlr### #####if4 !^# ^►i#i#i +F #lftif#^fA#i*#*af##•RM*#N1f#***4A#'M##




 . #w .,f.w.#f#ai4^Mf#wil^f^f#w*****^f^f^ ►#^f+►
NOTE: This Program Has Not Been Debugged and is Not Operational.
0001 04 RU :H z"iEURrJ ►,3(1'LIa,CC;zc.235X)LI3RAclY3;LIF'iAPY/I'•ISL,R'tLIBRARY/OLDTSLIB.R
1000 * THIS	 SERVES TF, COASOLIDATE SFPERATE 'iEUTRAL
1010 * CZ:,'D;.CTCA 5 ASSOC I A T:	 . y I T%4 T %C I V I DUAL UNDERGROU`IC
1020 * PO.-,SR CA LES	 I : TC cLECTRICALLY EnUIVALENT SINGLE NEUTRAL
1030 * CC .atCTCR Cta,L ;Gr7US TO THE S I TUAT I Cm FOUMD	 I "! OPEN MIRE
1040 * OVE^tiZ,;v CC%UuCT P5.THjS PFOGRA.%: USES	 IMPEDANCE A'!D
1050 *  DATA	 V.	 l.i r• IT (;F C%Hi•:5/-:ET:7	 AND	 MHOS/METER.
1060 * CALC::LrTE7 FCk 3UFIF' CABLE ?Y uSE OF THE ?PA EMTP
1070 * CM3LC C'_: STAivTS 3p7V1•.,
1080 * I'. C L LC'-LATI01: Peo FO«''ED 8Y	 THE !) POG^Z.AA THE ELECTRICAL
1090 * EOu I V ALE.•+T	 *,EUTR AL C(`+.,;UCTOR 	 IS	 iOT A55UMED TO BE AT
1100 * GROU",O POT-NT I AL THUS BETA I N I VG THE FvU I VALE IT NI EUTRAL
1110 * AS A:.	 'EXPLICIT •	C-)`:CJCTOR.
1120 * THIS P°OGRAP IS EQUIPPED TO SU OPLY THE
1130 * PROPER Z AND Y MAT?ICES FOR EITHER 192 OR 3 PHASE CASE BY
1140 * THE P R O P ER EXTRACTION, A^.D N: A:.IPULATION OF THE ELE M ENTS OF
1150 * THE6 3Y 6	 I M PEGl r-CE AID ADM I TTA- iCE ' •ATR I CES SUPPLIED BY
1160 * THE F.P.A. PPOGRA,M




1210 40 FOR M AT (I4)
1220 ';FN=9959
1230 DATA LUIS./11/,L000/12/
1240 CHARACTZk *S ?0a19 I!*PE) 9A'l:.i I T
1250 CHARACTER*9	 IHFILE,CUTEILE
1260 CO•;PLEX	 CC.C•k11,C"2,C^^3,C'14,Z;F'?'.)5,Z''Cr'6
1270 * GATAZ IS THE I"PE0V'CE !'ATQI V ,O.ATAY IS THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
1280 Dl0El':SIQ°:	 DAT•A(2496)9GATAZ( 696), CA'AY(6,6),Z.M00(4),Z4NOD6(4),
1281 b	 7ATZ2(696),1FTY2(696),OA:'Z3(696)
12 90 COMPLEX GATAZ,CATAY, Z."OiJ.Q1, 2,A3,"ATZ2,CATY2,pATZ3
1300 DI'AE'1SICr-	 DENT(7)
1310 PRIT-T,-IF THE	 -A;;UCL E."TRY ► LOGE	 IS DESIRED EINTER A	 1,I F NOT CR•
1320 . REAO,mP?-ODE
1325 110	 CONTINUE
1330 I F("P!-OCE.EC,1):i0 TO 97
1340 PHI :.T,'F..".TEF	 T HE NAI•E 1;F THE C l"1-'PLCX	 DATA	 FILE FOLLOWED BY;'
1350 REACiIr..FILE
1360 CALL OPE'.F(LUI:I9I::FILE9ISTAT9 3.091)
1370 97 PRlNT, l E"TER THE NAPE OF THE OUTPUT F ILE FOLLOWED BY A ;
1380 REA090UTFILE
1390 CALL OPE;iF(LUGU,GUTFILE,ISTAT939090)
1395 IF(!IPMCDE.EU*I)	 GO TO a8
1400 RCrAO(LUI:,+,.10,E'10s999) N:PR1•',IOCASE+:'PC,'FCC,)iCC,PITPC.NTOT,MNHSET,NSP,NSN
1410 a	 '.EUF
1420 READ (LL I h 910) L.+UM0 9 I'4PED






1450 PR I'4T • I TYPE	 A	 C 2 	I c	 ^k '
1460 REA:1•;.0-K
1470
1480 9 .1 P R I "T. l P	 T ,- t•'	 -C-:, I FI E- ` 	 DATA	 CASE'
1440 RE^C,..:'.1.'.CC^Sr.. '.:C+ :F^C.:CC.' TPC•):T-JT.
1500 P;;I :r.'	 :IFIEL	 CASE	 _.a
1510 PI?I`;T.'.rP 19 .i;CHSE	 •. F ,C• :CC	 T PC•t TAT,
1520 PRI iTOTYPE C R 	IF '.<.•
1530 R =1'O.':G'
1540 Imo( -C-i.^C.i;)
1550 IF(	 C^^.' E.OI:iuT^2j .^
1555 9- C7'.TI'
1560 IF('•!P'. EoEC.1	 55' tf
1570 LI .Xal
150-0 Y)	 15;';	 1=141192
1590 ?EAJ(L;:I'910)L..U'11.;:'J:9(:.AT A ( I +J),'J =1 •b)
1600 '4EAD(LL`I':91C)L,*.U-'2•(14TA(I.10J).J=1*6)




1650 OC	 101	 I=13923,2
1660 RE4CtL^i(•• lOIL:.Uwl.n^^'• .(^ATA(I.J)+J =1.6)
1670 riEAu(L::I :• 10)u.U!'Z•("v %T4(I•1+J),J =1 +^+>
1680 READ (LL'I:i,10)L:;U:•'3 PLI':E
100 READ (LUI::•10)L,.Ui•'4
1700 101 CO'IT.INUE
1710 500 C0M T I.':UE
1720 I F (',P'-tCCt.::E.1)	 O	 TO	 1-12
1730 P9I",T,'E?fTE9	 RCC
1740 REA0,0EIT(1)
1750 PR I `:T, 1 E':TER
1760 IEAO,ir :T (2)
1770 PQ I:+T, • _' TEn	 XCC'
1780 KE.AG,Jc-T(3)
1740 PR I %T •' E-TER	 x;: v'
1800 READ,0E,T(4)
1810 PRIP:T,ICr:TER	 9An"
1820 !EAD voC •:T (5 )
1830 PKI -4T,I -^NT^R	 XAE
1840 KEA09DE--T(6)
1850 PR I;:T, I E::TER	 XC^:'
1860 READ •DE::T(7)
1870 PR I "'TO Ei,TER	 YCC'
18b0 DEAC •JEt.T (o )






1950 DO 41	 I=1.11.2
PAGE 2
IPr.SET •.ISP.MSN 9NEUF















IF(I.T-*..5)	 1 2K 1•1









	 BATA ( 19J) 2 ^:	 T ($)
2060	 Iasi+l
2070




















































































































2480 •.a C'::-TI	 V E
24 4 U CaT.(l.o)=DE''Tl5)
250Q 0A r,; (2 96) =0E';T 0-)
2510 DAT4(,191)= CE,T(5)
2520 D?':ll^.l)_QE.T (o)
2530 DO	 51	 1=13924
2540 DO 52 J=196
2550 UAT.:(I •J) =6.
2560 52 C	 I'..c
2570 51 C0;' T I':: E
2575 J =1
2580 00	 53	 I=1=6918.2
2600 LIATAtI 9J)= uaTA(I.J)*0E`-T(c3)
2610 J=J+1
2620 53 C''' TI.;ut
2630 ^XD=4
2640 00	 55	 I=14918.2
2650 DATA ( I . 'XD) =DATA ( I . :`XU-) -0E, tT (8)
2660 HX:=•.tC+1
2670 55 CO' TI,-JE
2680 '"X")=1
2690 DO	 59	 I=2092492




2740 00 57	 I22092492
2750 DATA ( I . 'XC) =DATA ( I 9nXr)) OCE.'.T (9)
2760 1tXD= kiXC + 1
2770 57 CO"TIr.t,E
2780 102 PRIcT. I TYPE A	 1	 TC GYPASS	 THIS CASE'
2790 READ9. . FASS
2800 I F ('(PASS.E0, 1) G0TC 110
2810 PR I';T.' E::TEF	 THE	 f)t.,+	 EP	 O F 	 PHASE	 C,;9LE5'
2820 RE %D 9t •P ►4A SE
2830 N,0C=,1,m6,.SE*2
2840 111 RiPR1-101J
2850 * 4ERE TAE CO"PLEX bX6 ";;T?IX	 IS READ FRO 1•1 THE DATA FILE
2860 DO	 120	 I=1 96







2940 1211 CO".TI - WE
2950 * 4!W—W FORK, THE COMPLEX 6Xb Y MATRIX
2960 DO	 140	 I=196






















































JATAY(! *J)=C-•PLA(CATA('!;)•J) * CAT,: (K!' 91) )
Ccj%T I ?UE
COi-.T	 L
CALL ' ,h	 EC( rTAY•C•,'T",Z.:..t.6.iA1.5"2.SA3.::KAREA.2M.6)







I F tr;PNA5E.E ?.1) '4,TG270






	 ELE SLATS IN EACH ^tOM r IE4 ARE FORMED





C'12=(t (i : :•T ^Z( I,o)-CAT• d"-(1 o4) ) /CC)*t ( ()ATAZ(Jo5) –DAT
b	 AZ(J94))*':l)–(t?dTAZ(J96)–CA.TAZ(J94))*G2) )
DATZ3 t I .J) =DATAZ ( I 9 J) + ({:•)1 *<M2)
CONT I (juE
CU'•;TIs'UE
r.C•; FCP£t ThE "7nIFIED Y `^)ATPIX
DO 165 I=193
00 lt6 J2193




DATY2(i * 4)=CA TAY (I*4) • C.:TAY (j,5)*CA TAY(I *6)
C0 k4Tjr. __
DO 200 K=1*3
DATY2 ( 4 * K) = ONT•AY (K * 4) +' ATAY (K ,5) +DATAY (K •6)
CC-')TI,%UE
4ATY'(4, A-)a(DATAY(4*4)+(2*r)ATAY(4*5))+(2*DATAY(4.6))+DATAY(5.5)









































3530	 I F (::P^^ Sc ...E.2) ut;T'?2?(!
3540	 CO 215 I=1.`!P'•












36 70	 DATY2 (293)=DATAY(2.4)*r)ATAY(2,5)
3680	 DO ZZ1 I=1,2
3690	 DATY2(3.I)=DATAY(4,I)+DATAY(5.I)
3700	 221 CONTI NUE
3710	 vATYZ(3+ 3)=( CATAY(494)+D.TAY(595)•(2*DATAY(495)))
3720 *	 MO',v A2ITE THE OUTPUT FILE
3730	 270 ARITE(LUCU920)'!P=:1,r:OCR.SE+';RC, "FCC .,:CC.r!TPC9.iTOT.NPHSET,NSP
3.740	 &	 ,'; S t:.NEUF
3750	 I F (N Pf 4 A5E.EG.2) GOTu400
3760	 NW-'=,,PHv5E+1






3830	 I F ('iPHASE. E :.1) DATY2 (2 , 1) =(: ATAY (4, 1)
3840	 IF(t;PHASE.EG.L)DATYZ(292)=DATAY(494)
3850	 DO 210 Y•.= i,t(PM
3860	 DG 220 L=1,t:P"4
3870	 NPP 1=t,PR 1 * 10
3880	 :iRITE(LUCU,30)^PRI4CATZ3():,L)
3890	 220 CONTINJE




3940	 GO 420 J=I,P)PM
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4pnn	 DO 230 =l,;.P".




4030	 •:R ITS (LIJUU,',0)":P31.C..ATY2(k.L)
	





40 7 0	 PQIt:T, 'TYPE A 1 TO PIQCESS A ')I• t: I ? P(1T FILE'
	40 C	 REAC, I
	
4090	 CALF ,)ETi,Ci-i (LJI ! -, I STAT, )
	




4120	 28^, PR I `,T,' STOP OF EXECUTION NORMAL'
	






02U	 SU8ROUTI; ' E t)EURED (Y,Z,„,(,M. 1.iDIt ; ZY,$A1 , SA2*SA39 W KAP. EA,N69NDIM)
	
030 *	 THIS SLI' ROUTINE CO'•iPUTES A "!E(.'TRAL FEDUCTION PROCEDURE
	
040 *	 OSI NG A GENERALIZED MATRIX APPROACH DEVELOPED BY P.RUSTAY
	
050 *	 NOTE THAT THE RESULTS ARE RETUP . NED IN Z AND Y WITH ZEROED
	
060 *	 `IORDEPS. THUS ORIGINAL Z,Y, A RE DESTROYED
	
070	 CO M PLEX SAL ()4DIM,rIDIM) , Y (^IDINZY,MDIMZY) , SA3 (NDIM,NOIM)
	
080	 COMPLEX SA2 ( NDIM,;IDIM-),Z( : IDIMZY * 14'DIMZY)
	090	 COMPLEX SUM,ZERO*ZOflE*DE")
	
100	 D I MENS I O'I v`K AREA ('tw )
	llO	 DATA ZEKi./ (o.,0.) /,ZONE/ (1 * ,0 * ) /
	
IN	 *	 IF " =P: *1 THERE IS ;:0 ":EEO FCR CONPUTATIO-)





160	 *	 REDUCTION OF Y
	




190	 L;O 200 J aL,?'
	200	 200 StJ"aSU;•t*Y ( I ,J)
	
210	 Y(I,L)zSUi.




240	 0 22 3 I=L*-'O
	250	 DO 220 J=L *i•)
	
260	 220 SU4zSJM*Y(19J)
	270	 Y (L,L) =SUN!
	
280	 *	 THIS MEXT STEP OF ZERO I MG BORDER IS NOT NECESSARY
	290	 CALL CMTZk0(Y*L,L,N0I"1ZY)
	
300	 *	 REDUCTIO14 OF Z
	
310	 *	 EXTRACT Z2 2 A il) Z12 AMD PLACE I,: SA1 AND SA2 RESPECTIVELY
	
320	 GO 320 Jsl*K
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330	 JPM:j.M
340	 DO 300 Isl+K
350	 300 SA1(I.J)=Z(I*N.JPN)
360	 UO 310 Isl*N
370	 310 SA2 (I.J)=Z(I.,jPt!)
380	 320 CO') r I - UE
3911 *	 EXT I i%,'_P T Z22 USING SAL AND COM P UTE DEN a ST*Z22I *S
400	 C-L6 C"TI.':y(SNi+,c.^.t:DI; +wK:REA)
410	 (,C".lZERO
420	 N 330 I=I+K
430	 v0 330 Jsl•K
440	 330 DE'( s Sij!#SA 1 ( i ,,K )
450 *	 `!EXT Cu.4PUTE Z12*.7 221 (^ 1 X IA—'!)	 SAVE IN SA3. WILL THEN NO
460 *	 LONGEP : )EkD Z22I =SA 1 30 TMA f SAL :•!ILL 3ECOME SCRATCH
470	 CALL C'!T^IPY(SAZtSA19SA39t+*K*K.')7I'!)
480 *	 NOW SA3=Z12*Z22I9 SAL IS SCRATCH. SA 2=Z12
490 *	 NEXT COMPUTE SA1sZ12*Z22I*Z12T=SA3*Z12TsSA3*SA2T
500	 CALL CMTMPT(SA39SA29SAI9K.N.'191401M)
510 +► 	 NOW SA1 :Z12*Z22I *Z1ZT 9
 SA3=Z12 *Z22I. SA2 IS SCRATCH
520 *	 NEXT COMPUTE Zll
—ZlZ*Z22I*ZlZT AND DO IN PLACE
530	 DO 350 I=1 +(H
540	 DO 350 J=10
550	 350 Z(I.J)=Z(19J)—SA1(19J)
560 *	 NOW SAL AND SA2 ARE SCRATCH, REMEMBER SA32Z12*Z22I
570 *	 NEXT COMPUTE SA1=Z12*Z221*S *
 IE ) A l. 	 BECOMES AN NX 1 VECTOR
580	 DO 370 IsI*N
590	 SUMsZERO
600	 DO 360 JzL*K
610	 360 SUM:SUM*SA3(I•J)
620	 370 SA1(I.1)=SUM
630 w	 VOW SA1=Z12*ZZ2I*S AN -A—VECTOR *
 SA2 AND SA3 ARE SCRATCH
650 *	 NEXT COMPUTE SA2=Z12*Z22I*S*ST*Z22I*Z12TzSA1*SA1T
660	 CALL CMTMPT(SA19SA1*SA291 *NsN9NDIM)
670 *	 t(OW FORM Z11E *
 REMEMBERING Z11
— Z12*Z22I*Z12T HAS ALkEADY
680 *	 6EE?! CONE. ALSO SA1 = Z12*Z22I*S AP! I—VECTOR*
681 *	 SA2=Z12*Z22I*S*ST*Z22I*Z12T AND SA3 IS SCRATCH
690	 DO 420 121 9!4




1-1)w FILL1'1 12 I') RE'1MI : iI • IG PA^.TITIONS
740	 Z (I * i.) =SA 1 (I .1) /DE-'H
750	 420 Z(L*I)=S(I•L)
760
	 Z (L 9L) =ZONE/DER














##w***^^rw- r++ra►+r+► ri.+^ *+r+r •r+►+^ s^+#+ r*tr 4 r+►^► r ,+++♦+* •^r.##4 .► +►w t.r+► +►w^► *ri+ww***^►**^
010 * ?LAOS ,ASCII	 GIST=IEUTI M ') ^iET I.09 c	 CONFIGURATION	 DATA
020 * FILE^5	 r:	 T14FI-1	 FJR IAT	 POFSE'.TATIup1.
030 * I5	 V. ExPLAI .A TT•' i CF TW E A8 l'REVIATIONS JSED TO REPRESENT
040 * THE ,sCT •.-0kK	 C 0-;FIJi;P;-" ! "	 DATA	 IN	 TwE READ	 E.	 .vRITE	 STATEMENTS
050 * ^F TL41S R?,,RA".
060 * ILI,.=LI'•E '.0 i," EL	 F 91 3 i •	 :ET*,•::IRK	 COr,I'!G	 FOR.'-(	 , USED	 IN	 PEAL)	 STATEMENT
070 * ::CDE=, :ET.,7; r,	 . iODE	 .U' , L E ,
080 * IPAR=r.ETV:OrK	 PAPE!. ,T	 "'CDE
090 * ILS:.=LEFT	 SU".	 OF	 '.FT'--^KK	 PAF.E : T	 ::^CE
100 * IPS,. = ^n IGHT	 SG::	 OF	 ..ET.-.,IRK	 PAQEj,.T	 'ODE
110 * ILCC=I.ET:ti F-.K	 *:r)DE LEr:r_.TH COVE
120 * I7Hr^sOH!	 CGDE
130 * ITTY=T?i.wSFURt!ER TYPE CODE
140 * I P ►+S=PHASE	 C01-' ' +ECT I J'.	 C')OF
ISO * `1St;= ?.U"iLEF; OF ELECTRIC SFRVICES ASSOCIATED r:ITH A NODE
160 * IPRL=FRIVAFY LOAD CODE
170 * I;:GO=!•:FUTRAL = GRtVIL) ADVITTAt'CE COCE
180 * LINE=':E'.	 "ET+rG ?K 	CNTA	 LI':c t%U`-EFKS	 GE'iE RA TED BY	 THIS	 PROGRAM
190 CHARACTER	 I':FILE *9+0L'FIL_ *Q
200 DATA	 IrJN^;/ 4/,LuI"./1-./+LI,OL'/11/,LTYP/ir000?0/.IivGD/0/
210 DATA	 INFILE/"ITnKI'IC-I.	 /9CUFILE/+rJh•:K.I'101;1/
220 10 EORNAT(V)
230 11	 FORMAT(I4,4I5.1X.I4+1X97I5)
240 12	 FORMAT( + 0001 	 KOLE	 Ir'-R	 ILSIN	 IFS••	 LTYP
250 ' ILCC:	 I m-HiM	 ITTY	 I?HS	 ::SE:	 IP'L	 I'.GD' )
260 CALL NASTFK
270 1 . 30	 IFILE+'	 t-r-UFILE
280 PR I 'iT, + IF	 CK	 TY ^E	 C-t +
290 P.EAD.t
300 IF(I.c:.0)GCT0150
310 PPIN T++TYPE	 'IA` E OF	 I•iFILE. !'UFILE,	 EACH FOLL14ED BY
320 READ , I+FILE +i?UFILE
330 (,OT0130
340 150	 CO ;& T t r:UE
350 CALL	 Oct -sF(LUt"1,I';FILE.tSTAT,3,0.1)
360 IF(ISl'AT.EG.0)GOTG160
370 IF(ISTAT.E0.5)PRI:1T.I4FILE+'DCES	 "OT	 EXIS1'
380 STOP 0160








470 ::RITE (LU0U + 11) L I AE +NCDE
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500	 cEAD(LUI .+10gC'iC299c)ILIr:•NODE. IFAR+ILSra .IRSt4 .LTYP.ILCD+IOHM.
510	 b	 :TTY.IP^+5.,:SEa.ipgL•Ir:GJ
S20	 rRtTc{L^'Ul.+ il^Ltt.E+..G^E• Ir^1N.ILSr.I, Sr•.LTYP.ILCD•ICHM.
530	 b	 ITTY.INHS%VSEP+tauL.I-.GD
Sao	 LI >a_=LI E01
550	 ncTJ214
560	 990 CALL .'c T :C^ (LU i'! • I STS*. )
570	 CALL ,rTACH(LJOU•IST4T%)
S80	 SRI iT.;,UF:L.' C:?-'?LETE'










************T**0 1?• *+*.+ ► *k P . -*	 a***0*4*•.*.*•	 ******************
00010*# k IP , H -P•;T'.•.KA?.H4(ULIrs. CO PE-4,)K)LIF-I!kPY4;LIHPARY/Ir•.45L.R;
00020 *9
 
LIi . k AP Y/;JLDTSLIt2ok: LI
	
ARY/ZETAor'
00030 *	 T-'.S I5 A V;.!?SIOr kiF iT:.KANSJ a0iCH I-:CLUDES THE
n0040 *
	
Si:;;^•UUTI:.E ZPLCTf, . 8F-SURE TO F ► DFFIUF NIDIPLT IN DATA
00050 *
	
STATE!-•E , ;T TC COPPFSPO,' 1 0 TO ANY CHANGE IN DIMENSION OF XA
00060 *
	 TtiL K(JOT P-C. G?A^' HAS 3EF CHANGED
00070 *
	
TO II,CLUDL C:)Gc TO SET UP PAPAMFTER5 AND CALL THE SUB-
00080 *
	
'(OUTI:•E. THE 5U1ROUTIN 17 ITSELF HAS BEEN ADDED TO




THIS VERSION 2Y RCP INCLUDES 5I':GLE PHASE RATIO BANK
00120 *
	






THIS PRCGRAn l A, ALYZES ANN DETEP"IVES VOLTAGES 0D CURRENTS
00150 *
	
GIVEN THE SOURCE PARAt•!ETEPS AVU RESULTS OF APPROPRIATE NTWKERS
00160 *
	




THIS VERSE` ALSC DI FFERS Fk0"' ':TWKERSI IN THAT SEVERAL
00190 *
	
Ji-OSED VARIAhLE5 HAVE REEK ;; LVOVED F RUN THE CODE. THE
00200 *
	
VARIaiLES 'ZC'. 'OIYL5'. ANC; 'OIY2S' WEPF. BASICALLY UN-
00210 *
	








SEC THE END OF THI5 LISTING FOR PROGRAM ORGANIZTION NOTES
002(1 *
	
AND NOF ENCLATURE LIST




	 FILE ''UST FE AVAILABLE IN DIRECTORY '/)
00290 10001 FOPI AT('IF OK TYPE CF')
00300 100(,7 FOdWAT (2HNT9I2.2I1.I2.1H;)
00310 10003 FORt I AT('FILE '.A1(J.' rl0T 4VAILABLE ON LGU '.I5/
00320
	
6 . OUE TO ERR OR COND ITION ' . I 5/' PPOGP.AI-I Ar30RTS' )
00330 100n•. F ORMAT(//'FILE BREAD FRROR ON '•I6 " FILE AT RECORD1.I5/
00340
	
6 ' PROGRAM ABORTS')
00350 10015 FCRr•'AT (1HN.I2.2I 1 .I 2. I 1 . i)+; )
00360 10006 FORN^AT(V)
00370 10007 FOR V AT('THE FC'LLOwING PARAMETERS PERTAIN TO THIS ANALYSIS'/
00380
	
6 ' FREQUENCY COLE- 1 9I5/' TEwPERATUPE CODE-'.I5/'ASSUMPTION '.
00390
	
6 'CODE= 1 9I5/' NETWORK IIENTIFICATION :4UMBER-1915/
00400
	
6 ' PROCESSING OPTIONs'.I5///"iETW0PK DESCP.IPTION
00410 100ne FORMAT('SECTICN PARENT LSOt) RSON LEVEL LTYP LENGTH OHMCD ')
00420 10009 FORMAT(IS.I892I6.2I79I8.I7)
00430 10010 FJRMAT('TYPE 1 TO SPECIFY A r4Ew SOUPCF. TYPE 2 TO EVALUATE'/
00440 6 'A SECTION USING EXISTING EXCITATION IMBEDDED IN FILE')
00450 10011 FOR.4AT(A509I5/(10110))
00460 10012 FORMAT(A5C.I5/8(2X.E1296))
00470 10013 FOR MAT(//'WARNIr:G - FR EQUE'ICY SHIFT C0 14PUTATION USING to
00480
	
(p 'LE':GTI3 MOCIFICATIAN'/' MULTIFICATICN FACTORs'9F906 //)
00490 10014 `ORMAT(/'ENTEk VOLTAGE SOURCE VECTOR AS '1I30 COMPLEX NUMQERS'/
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OU500	 6 ' I.E. ',I30	 F,,L
	 S^:PFW1TFD FtY C')IIMAS.'/)
00510 100 15 F',	 LT l't i Y^.'.. .. ^' T 4 'd! • ^TaGF SOL'"; CF DRIVE")
00520 10 1):0 F
	
5CUF!CF. C( 1 1` U;T VECTOR AS • • I3+' CC""LEX' •
00530	 v '	 : _ 3 ' /' I F. 	 ' , i 3.'	 r- F= L ;i( '• IF+E P 5,SEPEkATED t ?Y CO''^'%•5' / )
00540 10017 F ') a ":T (/ :, 't TIE
	
1Vc VAL11F 5 CUE-.'- ECT ? 1)
00550 1001 h FJ?` AT (/' E,'.TL- SCJ-'.CE: N;-"* I TTAI CE ' •QTR I X AS ' * 13% , COM P LEX ' •
40560	 0	 '/91.t:. '.I30 REAL NUM — EP59SEPERATED BY CONMAS'/
00570	 6 ' FJP C:'i'lV!-;-(I E °;Cr Y'lU HAY ENTEP '- 1 30  L I f 1E5 OF ' - 13,
00580	 6 •	 QL;lL ^.U. •ihFkS F-C H ' /'	 X20-4 OWDFP E'ITR I FS EXPECTED' / )
005 y0 1OUlo FOR',iT(/ 4(ZX-L14.N))
00600 10020 F 'J R„, A T ( /'E P :TE P A C,)%CATENATED INTF.GFR TO INDICATE OUTPUT',
00610	 6 ' 3PTIOi,S A5 FOLL(.^ 0+5 1 /' 1 - ilUTPI'T VOLTAGE b INPUT CURRENT'/
00620	 6 1 2 - ';ORTOti SOURCE AD IITTANCF APIs' CIJRPE;4T'/'3 - INPUT'•
00630	 6 ' ACM T TTAP=CE' /' 4 — T( TAL LOAD ON SECTION'/ 1 5 - VOLTA(,E TRANSFER',
00640	 6 ' MATPIX'/'6 - CUPPLNT DRIVE- FOR UNITY VOLTAGE'/
00650	 6 1 7 - OVERALL VOLTAGE_ T P A'ISFER' /
00660	 6 0 9 - MAGP. I TUUE5 OF OUTPUT VOLTAGES AND IMPEDANCE',
00670	 6 ' LEVELS, LEVEL lr:ARNPlGS AND POWER'/'THE LAST OPTION MILL'•
00680	 6 ' AFTEP THE FIRST PR I^4TOUT9'/'DI5APLF ALL OTHER OPTIONS'//)
00690 10021 FOR k!AT (i A50/ (8 (2X -E l2.6)) )
00700 10022 FOR"AT(A50 /(4(2X,E1l+.8)))
00710 10023 F O .R^ IAT(/ A 50/b(2X•E 12.6))
00720 10024 FO R ;•IAT (/ /' FROM ; i0';t ON ONLY VOLTAGES AND POWER ARE ' •
00 7 30	 i, 'riP I T TE NO /' ALL CTHEP NR P4TOl1TS HAVF HEN 50PPRESSED • /
00740	 0 ' 5EC SIP PAR CU- I
 C• IST /V1/
	 /V71	 /V3/ ZTR/Mlti VFZF',
00750	 6 •	 YI."I I X	 Y5I3 a 'x	 Y": ,)R t .X SIc/* SIC /t •1	PnWER'/)
00760 10025 FORMAT(315,F8.1,3(1X. F7, 4),1X, r7. 2-2A2,3(1X•F7.2)•215.1PE1I,.4)
00770 10026 FOR %IAT (/' -:READ ' , 1 5 , ,	 SECTION NUMBE R '9130
  	 LINE TYPE ' , 15/
00 7 80	 6 ' LCU ',12•'	 dSECO 1 9I70	 IAREC • 050 NECO '•13/)
00790 10027 FOR'•iAT('r',TER SECTION HIP-I n—ER OF SECTION AT WHICH .')UTPUT
00800	 6 • I5 CE5IRED')
00810 10028 FORMAT('SFCTIOPI CHCSFN IS 1 9169 1 IS THIS CORRECT?')
00820 10029 FOR N. AT(' SECTION 0 ,I3,' WHICH YOU HAVE CHOSEN I5 NOT IN
00830	 6 I NET',,CkK 'o14/)
00840 10030 F OR MAT(' YOU HAVE FITTER FAILED TO GEFi NE A SOURCE OR/
AO11 50	 6 $ A PROCE551 ,IC, F;; g CR O.V SECTION ' . 15 •'	 HAS TAKEN PLACE'/
00860	 6 '	 Po^UGRAM A(iO g TS' )
00870 10031 FORMAT(/A50/lt3l8))
00880 10032 F OR ''IAT(/'DO YOU NANT CUTFlUT AT APIOTHER SECTION WITH SAME SOURCE?')
00890 10033 F OR`-(AT(/ • C0 YOJ HAP:T THE EFFECTS OF LOAD PERTURBATION '/
00900	 6 'OP A FEVERSE PATH PROPOGATU-N ?')
00910 10034 FORYAT(;'GJ YOU kISH TO REAmALYZF_ SAME NETWORK WITH A '/
00920	 6 , DIFFFRF_NT SOURCE ?')
00930 10035 F OR MAT(/'DO YOU 4-.SH TO ANALYZE At.OTHER NETWORK ? ')
00940 100;,' FORMAT (/' EP:%R S^ CT I OP1 AT WHICH L'?AD CHANGE TAKES PLACE' / )
00950 10037 F OR 4AT('ENTER "L IP TON SOURCE CUPRE ,•:T VECTOR AS'/
OOQ60	 6 159' COMPLEX NUMBERS'/)
00970 10038 FO PMAT('ENTER CHAINGEIN NOP.TON ADMITTANCE AS'/
00990	 6 I8•' COMPLEX t9uMi3ERS , / )
00990 10039 FOR" IAT(/'IS THIS A REVERSE PATH PROPOGATION ?')
01000 10040 F ORP•!AT(/'ENTER CHANGE It) LOAD GLY2=YLNEW
— YLOLD AS'




'IT •.1K A A, 54 PAGE	 3
_	 0102. •E	 Ti = • .13.',.I .ES
	
-F	 •, I3.'CC"'PL`X	 %VA^ IERS	 FACH • )
01030 101,,.1 ^:^. 'T(!•=,.Tc^
	 St:C T I •„	 AT	 !NICH
	
FFFECT	 nF	 P ERTURt3ATIL) f! 	IS
01o5Ct 1r)^^.,4 :^.	 T	 ^,	 5•	 '4	 ^.T`v,'r^t ^^	 ViDICATi:D
	
PP.)GRA''	 A^CF'TS")
01(164 100••3 F,^^I.	 . T t / , `i^	 LT; '+L	 ^!	 Ff14'F	 Cr^H P iCi^' )
01470 1oU4.. FOR'•aT (/'C i..:IciF
	 i ;	 Vi)`_TA6F • )
01080 10045 F ^.K";,T (/'V0, L r A(,E	 AFT)_P	 CHVIGE• )
01090 100•r, F O a ",T(!"!1	 YOU	 v.%:.T	 P ESULT	 AT	 SECTION(?•)
01100 1 f 7 F ;a, a' (/'D)
	
YOU	 'm;%%T	 A'11)TH EP
	PEPTUReED LOAD? • )
01110 I`.iPLICIT	 C0!'PLKX(A-..i.i^,$,T,V,Y,2)
01120 CHARACTEM	 *9	 A 0PPL.t'l1()UT
01130 CHARACTER	 4k9	 JDATE
011 4 0 CHARACTLR *2	 JV0LT.JI-'PED
01 150 CHAR.-ACTF.k	 *3 1)	 1 XC. I YC	 ITI
01160 DATA	 LCPKs_/10/LDCJT/12/IHEAP/O/hPERT/01I9RAt1/:i!
01170 DATA	 MC•P(1L/1800/tJSIZE /1800 /NDIPLT/200 /P)DIM /4/IALL /0/
011ao Ul%iLii51C',	 VSORCE(..) ,Y1 "1(4.4),Y2K (4,4) ,YLOAD(4,4),YNORNH(494),
011 g O &	 YTEl,;F(4.4),
0200 b	 I+LCSA(180L1.14),It.SF.OV(1800)•Arc(4).fi:A(4)•CM(4)•DM(4),VM(4),
0	 210 b	 CJGR I'd (4) .
01220 I,	 AP41(4,4) ,uPN1 (4.4) ,Ca!HI (4,4) ,CPI!I (4.4) .VTOP-1(4,4),VNHIN(4),
01230 o	 V PHUL'T(4) 9 PO^ (20).
01240 b	 CUP)(1 (4) ,Ci-!PHI(4),PRT(10).
01250 &	 WK•^REA (200) ,C5oATA (4) ,
01260 ty	 Z12( 4.4). ZTOT(4.a).CUpTP(r).7LY2(4•4)•LIELV2(4).DFLV1(4),
01270 b	 T T PAt: (4,4) , Y 5I!, (4.4) .
01290 &	 VTTOTL(4. 4). ^TTh'P( 4. 4).ZI.'1( 4.4), YTE"1P2(4,4),CUREV(4),VSUA,I(4),
01290 &	 DELV3(4)9YTE^'P1(494),
01300 G	 ZTE'(P (4,4) ,YCUT (4.4) 
.YSCRPH (4,4) .VOUT')P (4) .CSPHI (4) ,XA (200,4) ,
01310 b	 Y:UATA(r94),
_	 01320 b	 LPR1r:T(9).15TAK(1F00)
-	 01330 DATA	 ZEP.O/ (U.O.0.n) /AC (E/ ( 1.0.0.0) /




01380 PILI ► 1=50.0
Oi390 DO	 10	 I=194
01 400 vSOkCE(I)ZA0NE
_	 01410 CSPHI (1)=A0NE
01420 00	 10	 J=194
01 4 30 Y5DArA(19J)=ZErfC








01520 30 NQ ItiT,'TE`tPERATUKE
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4
01540 1.0 ^, I T- 5T
01550
01560 Tc:.	 T	 ''P	 5-j"DTI,	 000E
	 —	 EACH	 1	 :ICIT'
01570 'F=J,IT.	 P.I=^
01560 ^T^aC
01590 .f) t'1I ,T
	
C'1,;•F
	 ET'rlORr	 IO	 'i(, ..OUTPUT	 FILE
01600 CFA:.,IF(-O,:E.',I-)E(	 .IUPT'i
01610 "RI : T, I I F CC; ,: , .ICE •. ,I OPTtl=4.IFC'70E,NIDEV,IOPT'I
01620 q(%ITE(06,10001)
01630 READ,ITFST
'11o40 1 F (I TE ST.-4E.0) rjjT040
01650 0OI4:T,'TYPE CR	 TO CYPASS PLOTTING LOGIC'
01660 'SEA!), I PFLG
01670 50 N RIATs*VOLT






01710 NPINT,'ENTER	 VOLTAGE AND
	 IAPEDANCE LIk'ITS'
01 7 20 4EA^,PVLI",?ILI'A
01730 GOTC,50
01740 * ':EXT	 '.q E	 OPEN	 APPRO O R I ATE t,.T	 FI LF ANO	 VERIFY	 ITS HEAVER




0177 E^;Co i;E 0'D P NL, 10002) 1FCO.)F,,1000,ITcK 'P9 1AStI,rNIDEN
01780 CALL
	 ': P Eri F
 (LUPRL,a,C Pf1L. I5T.AT, 3, 1, 1 )
01790 IF(I5TAT.EC.0)G0TC70
01800 '•)R I TE (42, 10003) :IDPF L,LDP Q L, I STAT
01810 STOP 20






	 FILSTO(t'GP G L,":ETWORK	 ID'.:4IDFN,JIGtN.610)
01970 IF(IFCODE.t;E.JFC)(k-LL
	 F ILST0("VPPL•'FREJ C;ODE'.IFCODE•JFC,620)






F IL5T0('10• P R L,'D55U'A	 CODE'9IASN,JASN9635)
01900 IF(^anxNG.t•IE.NSIZE)CALL
	 FILSTO(P'DPKL.'DIMENSION
	 NS1ZEI "AA Xta09650)
01910 * SAVING NECO FF20t-. HEADE R
	FOR t+FW




01950 ^O WQ ITE(4L,1000	 )LDPRL,JA
01960 STOP 30
01970 * NEXT WE READ
	 INLCSA+It:SE0V





02030 * NEXT CREATE SECUE')TIAL OUTPUT FILE








020 6 0 IF( IST ; T.'.	 I7 (--2,10 0 03)	 r^UT.L000T.ISTAT
(;21)70 *	 TF	 T	 F
	
3	 =r : ',	 E
020'x. .'1-'.-	 :.'T.1
	
.,.7) ir(''. ` =.ITF	 F.iA	 11, F-	 I	 PT 1
02 09 0 ALT- i.a) ._ T .lr-7) •5OT r ,	 0
02100 ,	 ITE(	 ),,,1()'-''1;)P ► '^i^^
02 110 :+F I TE (L_ OUT. iCjJ 13 ) P'lU LT
02 120 110	 Cn' ,T I 'JAF
02130 It	 nR I T F (L"(A,T.1Of.08)
02140 4	 00	 1 i5	 I=1I.;Ax,lr,
02150 *	 IF(IALC5A(I.1).LT.0)^jCT0115
02160 *	 ORITE(LLJ UUT.10009) (I)+LCSA(I
	 J).J=1+A)
02170 *	 115	 CO t .T I P:UE
02180 *	 LET	 (., 5E-	 C^<')SF	 ^iET'., EFP.	 3PFCIFYIr!G	 NE4	 SOURCE OR
02190 *	 USI'^G	 LXIST!.6	 SOURCE	 (I-16Ff)DED	 IN NT	 FILE)	 TO	 EVALUATE






02260 *	 ?LCQrATE OLD SOUF'CF FRO'-1 NT123456 FILE
02270 130 READ(LOPRL-16)JROOT.Y'I(1RPH,YTEh+N.Z12+VOJTMP,CSPHI
02280 DO	 140	 I=1.-:ECO
02290 CSDATA(I)=CSP-II(I)
02300 DO	 140	 J'1+IVkCO




02350 *	 THIS SECTIO% l PEF !'IT5 USER	 Tn SPECIFY SOURCE
02360 *	 AT PRESENT C; . LY CUf:RE'JT 5CUNCE
	
IPID SOURCE ADMITTANCE ARE
02370 *	 PER'•,ITTED.0Tr1ER	 TYPES MAY BF
	 INCLUDED LATER
02390 *	 FOR PRE.`iEi:T SOURCE PA7A' I ETE R S mUST ?E	 INTRODUCED FRUNI
02390 *	 T E R Y I1,AL.
	
I"+PUT FRO') FILES PAY 4 F DEVELOPED LATER
02400 *
02410 *	 THIS PART IS USED FOR	 IDFAL VOLTAGE ENTRY ONLY
02 4 20 It	 IT HAS PEE N ADDED LATER AND CAN bE RECOGNIZED BY THE 95X LINE NUMB
02430 150	 '.vRITE(42+100 14)NECC+7*NECO
02440 kEAD.(VS0RCE(I),I=1.P(ECO)
02450 150	 CALL	 CVEFRT(V5:,PCE.")ECO,r)GIh'. 4 2)




02500 170 Na INT, l THE	 SOURCE VECTOR WILL CREATED WITHI;+9
02510 PRIRT.ITHF PR^,GRA N, g Y CURPENT	 INJECTION.	 IF YOU DESIRE At
02520 PRIwT+IZERC EQUIVALENT °iORTONS SOURCE ADMITTANCE TYPE CRI
02530 READ.ITEST
02540 IF(ITESTeNE*O)GOT0220
02550 *	 SETTING YSOATA =O FOR ZERO ADMITTANCE VOLTAGE DRIVE
02560 DO	 180	 I=I.NECO




NT.+K At 54	 PAGE 6
02580	 !S .T^tI .J! _^-
02590	 1'	 C `''.TI~..L
02500
02610L :' i'.	 L`r: T,- SC ,'CE vAll;- FCR PnSSInLITY
02 6 20 *	 T•44T	 , 1 30 1JRC: 15 Tr` 3E SPECIFIED
02h30	 l ate ':FC ^+_'. r C0
02640	 •^iTC(42910^15)
02050	 SPITr(42010001)
02h60 *	 TL IVSCRC I5 ':CT RESF_T AflY''WHERE
02670	 '?EAo' I V5O+?C
02680	 IF( IVSJPC.F ,;i.(! ) GCTOlhO
02090	 IV5^'^4C=0
02700	 .30-16210
02 7 10	 210 WRITE(4291n016),*iE(.C,2*,:ECO
02720	 READ, (C5P 6 j (I) .I=1.^lECO)
02730	 210 CALL CVEPRT(CSPHI,t.EC0vNDI"1,42)
02740	 ARITE(42 +10001)
02750	 READ, I TEST











02850	 240 CONT I ,.:(JL
02860	 UO 250 I=I,t.ECO




02910 *	 NFXT «E INITIAL-IZE ALL PERTINENT PSw TO HAVE
02920 *	 A LFAST SI tj :%I F IC-.4T DIGIT OF 1
02930 *	 RE'^E"t-ER I NLCSA(I,13)ALSO CONTA1 1 (5 PRIMARY LOAD TYPE It)FC
02940	 00 260 I =1 . t.t.AXNO
02950	 IF(INLCSA(I,1).LT.0)GCT0260
02960	 JTE^15= I':LC5A (I , 13) / 10
02970	 INLC5A(I,13)=10*JTE%'S+1
02 9 80	 250 COMT I" UE
02990	 270 CONTI"SUE
03000 *	 DO 301 If-=1914
03010 *	 WRITE(LCOUT,10011)9I".LCSA COLS)Mt:•.IN%(I"ILCSA(IP.IN),IP=19160)
03020 * 3 1 1 CO';T I P"JE
03030 *rRITE(LDOUT,loCll)lINSEOVI.i,(I,\SEOV(IP),IP=1,80)
03040 *	 'NEXT CETER`1 I ,NE NHAT SECT ION I ":FOR"-+ AT I ON IS DESIRED TO BE
03050 *	 PRINTED OUT
03060 *
	 FOR OPTIONS REFER NOTES








03110 2F	 I pc l • T
0312 x' ,•^^	 ;=1+^
03130 T	 i) =r.
03140 2 .T I ",.._
03150 Z T=I L.T/ I
03160 =IPPINT_10+tJPGT
03170 I F (.<P;:.'.c.U)LI' 1T F• T(KPP)=1
03180 I F ( JP4 T.E'!.0 ) Gt)T030 J
	 -
03190 IP iI'IT =,;NRT
03200 ^j^T7240
03210 a ••.F.XT
	 : E DETLRAP E
	
I tPUT VOLTAGE







03280 * :;RITE(42910031)'GOOT	 SECTION',P:SECT,IAREC.LTYP,O.NECO
03290 A55I6t.
	 310 TO NEXSTA
03300 ',0T^"j550
03310 310 CONTINUE
03320 * `:ECG FOR ROOT SECTIO N: HAS BEEN DEFINED IN HEADER RECORD




03350 00	 32r	 I=1,LCU
03360 '40	 320	 J=19LCU
03370 YTE'•1P(I,J)= YIt:(I +J)+YSOP.PH(I,J)
03380 Z12(I.J)=YTEAP(I•J)
03390 32n CONTINUL
03400 * AT THIS POIriT YIN 6ECOMFS t "AILABLE AND WE CAN COMPUTE
03410 * CUPFE;,:T DRIVE
	
TO	 YIELi) DES'












03510 00	 330	 I=19.4DI'•I







03590 * THE FCLLOWING Two PAIR L f)CPS COULD BE COMBINED FOR
03600 * 40RE
	 EFFI C I E,'-ICY











03660-= T' F (I )=bi	 ,.'.cfi)+212(i.J)*CSNH1tJ)
03670 I) =VOUT' 1 1 ( 1 >
0365(1 '  :,^,Pw ( i .J) =YSC •I P W (T ,J )
03690 3 TI'^iE:
03700 35C	 I=1.:.CI"
03710 VP ,U;JT ( I ) =ZE;4u
03720 00	 350	 J=1,LCU
03730 CJP-41(I)=CI.P"I(I)+YIi.(I,J)*VOVT!•'P(J)
03740 IF(I.GT.t,EC!Wj')T035I)
03 7 50 VP"C",T (I) =VP`IGUT (I) +VTOPH (I , J) *VOUTP P (J )
03 7 60 350 CU%TI":UE





03800 * It•,ITIALIZE OVER:.LL VnLTAvE TRANSFFR MATRICES VTTOTL.VTTMP TO
	 IDENT
03910 JC	 37C
	 I=1 ,iil: I')
03820 - DC	 360
	





03A70 * DETERh INE PAPAMETEPS OF ROOT SECTIO'I
03880 * 14 THE FOLLOWING YSORPH
	 AND YTE'­' P 	 A,^E	 TE'4PORY MATPICES
03890 * 4HICH STORE Y2K	 AND Y;IUT ^F PKEVInUS SECTION ALSO*




03910 * E1=Z12*(-I2)F^,R	 I1=0.
	 USINC	 FIGURE	 E-4D
03920 * Z12=(YI +YI')) I'4VEKSE*(D+Y1*B)-n
03930 * YC,jT=(C+Y'4CPFH*4)I'4VEPSE*(C+Y-:()RPH*A)
03940 * APPIVE
	 AT	 FnLL041-IG STATE^E'`T 0 ! .LY	 FOR F OOT	 SECTION

















04050 * !NEXT &RITE
	 SELECTED QUAIITITIES
	 IW OUTPUT FILE b LDPRL
04060 * QUANTITIES SELECTED aY LPPI!.T
04070 ASSIGN 610 TO NEXSTA
04080 +►**+**+► *+r******#* ► *w,r*****w*r► ***** ► a* * ► w****+w***w +► *****w*********^► *w
04090 * w
04100 * HEGIN	 OUTPUT	 t1ACRO-SECTIOM
04110 *
•
04120 i►w*******************f********+r****+***+********#*+ ►********* ♦*^►****w








0 411+ 0 T,-
0 4 150 - ' ','	 -	 t	 (	 :	 )	 = C ' , L	 '	 I V	 (	 I	 )	 +,7 T	 T	 j
04.200 4 1' C-- '	 T I -	 , t1
041, 1 1) C••LL	 TI	 (ZT,-T	 C,-,,,' r) I ► 	 API:' A)
04220 j„:LT=l	 I
04130 J1 " ;'I : = ;'. J L T
042 4 0 ) ', !	 4 10
0 4 250 j=" 1- I,I
0 4 60 r',V	 I	 =CA' S (V C ",'UT
04270 , V	 i	 I	 = C .• 5 5 ( Z T C T
04290 P I V	 2	 j	 I ) z C A.* 5 ( Cl; Cl, l I
04290 IF(P,)^'(1).LT.PVLI".A1.-),I.LE.11-'FCO)jvnLT=t
	 *1
04300 1	 -'0	 J * I	 L T	 L I	 I * L E - t ") L C 0 ) J 1 - 1 	E D	 t
04310 4 1 C; C	 T I	 u,
04320
04330 420	 1	 1 v L C L!
n4340 ' :'- 1 P:	 +4LAL	 I	 *CC-NJG (Ck'P tI l	 I04350 4Z1l C	 T I	 F
04360 ),)	 43 f	 1	 1 o : !D I
04 3 76 VOL)T,iP c I 1 =Zcpf ,'
04380 DO	 43 0	 J = 1,-  ) I
04390 YTF-	 'p	 I	 j ) =ZL
04400 yc, o ^; f ,	( 1 91) =Zf.
04410 4 3c. C:) 1 ; T I	 JE
04420 CALL
	
C' ,* TCPY (VTT ,-,TL
	
V TT"P - VLCi	 I-ECOo'4n I 'I)
04430 ll-
	 -40	 1	 1 ,';EC,)
04440 V:l,jTwP	 I	 =V,)H	 '. I T ( I
04450 ! .)0	 4• t C;	 J=j t aLC )
04460 YTE ,lP(I•J)=Y.jIT(I.J)
04470 ys:dpH(IqJ)=y,, K(I.J)
044 J4 0 44^' C	 T I '.	 L
04490 )')	 -t V.	1=1,10
04500 Oro P RT ( I ) =tl
0 4 510 1 P -? T 1 = 0
04520 1;)QT2=()
04530 IDHSF=I;,LCSA(f,5ECT,9)/lnno
04540 P^T ( I ) =C ,! t 5 ( ZTJT
04550 JO	 460	 I=l%LCk j
04560 1 F ( C A 1' 5 ( Z T CT ( I v I)). L T . P P T ( I)1 P F: T	 1	 CA G) 5	 Z T 0 T	 I	 I
04570 D)	 46 ('	 J=19LCU
04580 1 F (CA:,b (Y P. ( I I J)) (JIT * P R T (2)	 P"T (2 ) Z CAL35 ( y 1 1404590 IF(CA-"S(y5l ;(Ioj)).(iT.PPT(3))I)F-T(3)=CA ' ^l 5 ( Y 5 1 S	 I	 J
n4600 IF(CAF,b(Y ►
.CikPw(lqj)).(7iT.PIT(4))PPT(4)=CALiS(Y,4URPH(l,j))
04610 4 C,) t,. T I ". U L
04620 IF(F)PT(2)*(iTo1*E—I0)PRT(2)z1./PPT(Z)




	 ORIGINAL PAGE 181
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	 OF POOR QUALITY	
PAGL 10
(i4h60 P--T,= _ ,l,
041-1'1 (	 Tl	 ).LT.1. t - 1 ^)	 i';T,^y7O
047)C 1F	 TI.LT.1.i)%:z rI=1./)'t1T1
U4710 IF('=;T;.,To1.o) P-:T2=1. /PA T2




JUTP, )T	 A'Ir•	 L^ P•-L	 FILES	 AID
04750 * CHAI.:C;E	 STATUS	 D1UIT	 oY	 ADOI .- ^C,	 1	 IF	 IT	 IS NOT	 ALPEADY	 2
0476G L5C,I( 
'
, =I, LCSH	 13)-1,LCSAUr)913)/10*10
04770 I F ( I F''+Sr .'.E. U. A•`!Q, I OF (SE.LF.3) a P T ( i ) =CABS ( ZTOT ( I PHSE, I NHSE) )
04780 IF(LbUlI
	 ,.LT	 1 i LCSAt^ 7 .13)=1:,LCS'^(' ! D 913)+1
04790 c,nT0(48n,49U,5(,0,51()), JaEAO
04800 * v'RITE	 STATE"-E'.T`.
04810 4io viR ITE(Li PQL'IAREC)^. SECT.LTYP,LCU,'-RFCO,XLE'4TH,VTTOTL,CPHI,
04820 6	 VTOPH,YIiJ•Y.'•URPli,
04830 6	 Y2K9Y0LlT,VPHI'49VPH O1JT9CUPHI,CriPHI
04840 G;?T:)52C
04650 44t) 4Q ITF(Lv P RL'IAr. C C) i '5ECT,LT - o,LCU, , PF CC) *VT0PH9YIM9Y2K,
04860 &	 YJUT,VTTJTL,YFHTP,ZPhTR,Xfv,
04870 b	 YT)F.PH,VPHI +,VP^^n( l T,CUPHI •CNPHI
04880 :i0T'520
_	 04P90 5110 NRITE(L[^PRL'IAPEC)f,SEC'T,LTYP,LCU,°PFCn,XLErfTH,VTTCTL,A,.,,flP',CM,
04900 6	 19v/T`)i4lsyLrlA'-`,Y)1;T4
04910 b	 YI"., Y .(, P PH9Y2K9tinN1';,V="iC'JT,CO)^-I,C'4PHI9OLJAu,VSPPAT
04920 :aGT0520
04930 516 WPITE(LLF'?LolaREC)'.SF('T,LTYP,LCU,':RFCD,XLE'4TH,VTTi1TL,APHI,
04940 b	 OV-11,CrHI of 'PH I.VTf`P i,YI":,YGUT,
04950 6	 Y^,0i^P-+4Y2KoVPliI 49 VPHOUT,C,J:iI14C':OH19XL129XL23
04960 * AFTER




04980 IF(IPFL(,* ). r ) GCjT',52.4
04990 I",JILT=I
	 ^^(?LT+1
05000 I F (! . , ;"-"I L T. L E. ',U I P L T) c„'.T(.'•57.2
05010 I F (I PLTF .(iT, 0) GGT;' 524
05020 IPLTF=1
05030 ►'=I :T,'LI' ITIt,G	 F:U' cICR	 OF	 PLOT	 ITS"S	 TO	 NDIPLT='.`IDIPLT
05040 C^i)T0524
05 50 52r C ,':TI
	 ;[JC
05060 X 	 ( I',.C-?LT,1) =XLENTH
J5070 XA(I.4^PLT92)=POV(1)
05080 XA. ( I':DPLT,3) =PnV (2 )
05090 XA(I%	 PLT,4)=POV(3)





05140 IF(LPRI;4T(1).EU.1)ARITE(LDOUT91OU12)tIt1PUT 	 CURRENT',NSECT,
05150 b	 (CUPHI(I),I=1,LCU)
05160 IF(LPRIr..T(2).E('j.1)w<RITE(LE)oUT910012) • t'ORTON	 ADMITTANCEO,NSECT





























































	 I: T (2) . Cr'.1);,R ITE(LD IOUT,10012)''iORTO r9 CURRENT I 9N SECT .
c,	 (C1PHI(I),I=1,LCU)
IF( '4I,.,T(3).E:,.1) R1TE(L:7^)t.1T.10012)'I^IPUT AD'•tITTA`ICE'sNSECT
IF	 I J(1).d).1) CA LL C -1PPT(YI.1.LC'.J911DIA9LDOUT)
IF( LP R I :IT (4).F'?.1)-,RI T F(LDOUT410012)'T')TAL LOAD',MSECT
I F (L JW I':T(4).t
 :.l)CALL•ITPRT(Y2K„IECO,;)DI!•1.LDOUT)
IF( L,P R I i,T (5).FO.1) s,.R ITE(L1)OUT,10012)'VOLTAGE TRANSFER'gNSECT
I F (LPRI^:T(5) •EQ.1)CALL C”'TPRTtVTOPFI.LCU,.'IDlt-I,LDOUT)
I F (LF^ I;^:T (6) .F.;).1) r.RITF_•
 (L;)OUT,10012)
6	 'CURRRE'IT DRIVE VECTOR FOR U)IITY VOLTAGE',NSECT
I F (LP P I ,'iT(6).EO.I)CALL CVEPRT(CUDRIV,t!ECO,tiDI!49LDOUT)
IF (LP R I ttT(7).EU.I)t•:'?ITE(LDOUT.10012)'OVERALL VOLTAGE ',
b	 ' TRANSFER I ,..SECT











*	 RESERVED FOR OTHER OPTIONS
GOT3NEX5TA,(610.730,850.8s0)
*^t^ k**,t,r**+t^►***,r^r*,r*+rat*^*+t**^+r*,t^ *+r^,t+r*t+t*+r,r**^+*+r*w*,r +►****+r*w*w^ ,►*^^*^
END OUTPUT t. ,ACRO
—SECTION	 w
^►*w+r*****^► *^t+r*^^,► *****^^r^r+r,c,r+r,r**+ ►* **^*t•► *^►*,► ,r^**+t*^*****+r^^c+ ►*****mow***^
EEG I IN LEAD M ACRO—SECT I O;4	 +t
***;r^r***^*+rte*^**^ ;t**^^**^ *^ ^^ k*****.:^► ,r,r *^^^**,t*^w^ +►*** w****w^+►w**w^**^*
STRATEGY Of: LCU AF)D NRECO. •
^► 	 LCU IS THE NUM6EP OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS AS50CIATED
* WITH	 INPUT TO 'IEA 5ECTIWl
*	 '^RECO IS THE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS ASSOCIATED
* NITH OUTPUT FROM NEW SECTION
+► 	 HENCE (CURRENT)NECO SHOULD EOUAL NEW LCU



















05700 * Z4<=LTYR<=3L	 1	 3:2
	 AND 2:1
	 TRANSITION
05 7 10 * 33<=LTYf <_gy	 2	 PATIO
	 -IA ' lK	 TRA%S0Rl•'FR05720 * l('0<=LTYP<=-191, 	 3	 'I'VIAL
	 LLiCS05730 * 1^r-)<=LTYi
	 .,	 SU?r)F_T',wOF.CS
	
MOT	 I!•'NLE'.,E%,';ED)05 7 411 *
05750 (::iTOt550%570,5tl,')+590) , ;READ
05760 * 14=LTYi=<=32
05 770 5tiU	 R;.'.D(LCuRLlIArEC+ERP=PO)K;)1)E,LTYP,LCU,*,IRECO,XLEMTH,VTTOTL,
























05990 **;,, **+► *^r**+r ** w+r;+r***•+r;t *±t,r,r*^t *. r+,r***^r+r***,*rir ,t*w,t*^t+►+rw****w+**ir***waw
06000




06050 * THE F OLD:•, I ' ► G	 15 ASSOCIATED Iv I TH SOURCE AND ROOT SECTION
06060 * CALCULATION AND SHOULD NEVER INVOLVE 3 TO 1 PHASE
06070 * TRANSITION OR RATIO 5A11K	 E ITHER OF	 dHICH DILL06080 * HAVE UNEQUAL LC IJ AND NECO^
06090 * THE FOLLOwI 4 STATE"ENT IS REACHED AFTER SETTING UP
06100 50URCE AND RCOT 5ECT10')
06110 * NEXT	 ,-tE READ	 It• :	 SECTION AT
















06220 + T^41c,	 !iECTI'JP	 u A5	 ?EF'i	 A 3r)FD
	 To	 CONPUTE	 TO	 ALL TER M INAL NCDES
06230 * ;' LY
	 Si'.C.^c
	 LI'	 0"T JQT	 IS	 PPOVIDFD
nh240
0650
06260 ) `	 630	 I=1..'•SILE
06270 I F (I ^-.LCSA (I • 1) .LT.(') GCT()631)
03280 IF(I-lLC5A( I.3).`,E.,.(')P.I`iLCSA( I.4).,,NiE.OIGOT0630
06290 J_J+1
Oo300 1NSE%lb (J) =I
06310 o30 CONT I `:UE
06320 " '9D= J
06330 JnVzi
06340 b40 IF(J;,v.FO.0)u0T:!970
06350 K.NSECT= INSECV (JOV )
06360 JQV=JcV-1
06370 GOT3670
06380 650 00 660
	 I=199







	 TO PROCESS	 I;IFORr)ATION
06440 * $114CE THE DESIRED SECTION COULD BF AiMYWHERE. THE CURRENT
06450 * NLCC	 I5 UliOEF I (.ED.
	 IT ':,, ILL BE DEFINED WHEN FIRST




06500 6:3n LSD I G=' .)CD (I ivLC5A (-N)D.13) . 10 )
06510 * PISECTS AT ..^4ICH VOLTAGE-CURRENT H AVE BEEN DETER`1INEU






06570 * %O'n GE T
 A PARENT NSECT.trORKIP , G TOWARDS SOURCE, WHICH
06580 * HAS 3EEo EVALUATED
06590 ND= I NLCSA (i4D • 2 )
06600 GOTObAO
06610 670 NR ITE(42.10030)	 ND
06620 STOP 4700
06630 7nO CONTINUE




06670 ASSIGN 710 TO NEXSTA
06680 COTC550
06690 710 NSECT=KODE
06700 CALL C M TCPY(VTTOTL•VTT')P JRLCU.A)ECO.NDIM)
06710 * NOW HAVE READ R ECORD .,	 10C I ATED WITH NSECT WHICH HAS
06720 * BEEN EVALUATED.
	 THIS WILL ESTAPLISH NECO.






06750 * ^R I TE (L^ OIJT. 1:!C 12) @ Y01 IT  I .'.5FCT
06760 * C=AL	 C' T !	 = Tl^;^,;T,	 ;F^.^.,'i)I "•Lt^t:UTt
06 7 70 + .IT,*^(L:GtlT.ii'012)'Y





06790 * ~:1TF (LL CUT • loo 12)1VTIPy0.ASECT
06800 * CALL
	 C''TPRT(V'T,)PH„ ,F_CO.t!DIlI.L^OUT)
06310 * SAVE VPHC?UT, y 0UT.Y.'K	 IN VOUTNP,YTF_'4P,YS0RPH WHICH ARE













0(3 1)10 730	 IF(ISP.EU * I )GOTJ840
06420 * ISP=1
	
I`)CICATES SPECIFIED DESIRED SECTION WHERE RESPONSE
06930 * IS DESIRED
06940 * OTHER4ISE GET NEXT SECTION
	
It: DCwr!STREAM DIRECTION.
06950 * NOTE A CUR RE%T !DECO IS DEFINED AT THIS POINT
06960 ISP=ISP-1
06970 ';D=ISTAK,(ISPI




06990 DO	 740	 I = 1 ,+1D I •t
















07140 ASSIGN 770 TO NEXSTA
07150 * READ PIEXT DO WNST R Eti a + SECTION DATA
07160 * Ytti9Y2K9VTOPH•APHI,EPHI.CPHI.DPHI,YL'JAD•LCU.NECRO
07170 * REMEt'6ER AT THIS POINT T4F FOLLOWI PIG DATA FROM PARENT HAS
07180 * BEEN SAVED: VTEP P=YOUTP, YSORPH-Y2KP, VOUTMP=VPHOUTP
07190 * oHERE P=PARENT
07200 GOT0550
07210 * NOW WE F EGIN PR OCESSING LOOP
07220 770	 IF (KODEeNE,NSECT)CALL F ILSTO MPRLs I NSECT Ol.'3SECT.KODE93305)










07260 * CALL CMTPRT(VTOPH*t:ECOotIDIM•LDOUT)
07270 * WRITE(LDOUT*10012)'TOTAL LOAD'*NSECT
07280 * CALL C"TPPT(Y2K*rECO*fiDIM•LDOUT)
07290 * NOTE YTEMP * Y5ORPH * VCUTMP HOLD DATA FROM PARENT NSECT
07300 * NOTE THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE COULD BE MADE MORE EFFICIENT
07310 * BY USING A TEMP VARIABLE FOP VOUTMP
07320 XLENTHsXLTEMP+IPILCSA(tiSECT*7)/10.0/PMULT
07330 XLTEMPsXLEhTH
07340 * WRITE(LDOUT*10011)'LCU	 NECO	 NRECO'*LCU*NECO*NRECO
07350 * NOW PE RFORM UNIVERSAL ARITHMETIC INDEPENDANT NEARLY OF
07360 * NREAD
07370 * LOGIC FOR NRECO . rIECO . LCU * 	NECO AT THIS POINT REPRESENTS
07380 * THE NUSER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS AT OUTPUT OF UPSTREAM
07390 * SECTION * 	LCU IS DETERMINED FRO M READ MACRO FOR THE NEW
07400 * SECTION AND SHOULD BE EQUAL TO NECO*
07410 IF(LCU*NE*NECO)CALL ERRSTT('NTWKAN'*0130*NSECT*LCU*NECO)
07420 * NOW RESET NECO TO NRECO WHICH CAME FROM READ MACRO FOR NEW
07430 NECO=NRECO
07440 *****************INSER CONSISTANCY CHECKS HERE
07450 772 CONTINUE
07460 DO 790	 I=1*NDIM
07470 CUPHI(I)=ZERO
07480 VPHOUT(I)=ZERO
07490 VPHIN ( I)=VOUTMP(I)
07500 CNPHI(?I=ZERO
07510 IF(I*CT*LCU)GOT0790
07520 DO 780 J=1*LCU
07510 CNPHI ( I)=CUPHI(I)+YIN(I*J) *VOUTMP(J)
07540 YTEMP(I•J)=YTEMP(I*J)+YSORPH(I*J)
07550 * NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING NORTON SOURCE PARAMETERS PERTAIN
07560 * TO THE INPUT TO THE NEW SECTION BEING PROCESSED
07570 * YTEMP-YOUTP *Y2KP=YOUTP +YINNEW+YINSIB +YLOADP
07580 * =YNORPH +YINSELF	 YINSELF = YIN(I*J)
07590 YNORPH(I*J)=YTEMP ( I*J)-YIN(I*J)









07690 * ARRIVE HERE FOR 100 <=LTYP<a999 * NREAD=3
07700 * IE NORMAL LINE PROCESSING
07710 * WRITE(LDOUT*10012)'INPUT VOLTAGE'*NSECT
07720 * CALL CMTPRT ( VPHIN * NECO*NDIM*LDOUT)
x7730 * WRITE(LDOUT*10012)'OUTPUT VOLTAGE'*NSECT
07740 * CALL CMTPRT(VPHOUT*NECO*NDIM*LDOUT)
07751, CALL CMAPBC ( DPHI * YNORPH*BPHI * YSORPH*LCU*LCU*L'^U*NDIM)
07760 CALL CMTINV ( YSORPH *LCU*LCU * NDIM*WKAREA)
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07780 CALL CMTPIPY ( YSORPHvYTE'^IPiYOUT*LCU * LCU*LCU,NDIM)
07790 * AFTFQ POWER CALCULATION, STATUS DIGIT UPDATE AND RECORD
07800 * NR I TE * RMIRIs TO PROCESS NEXT NSECT
07810 GOTG390
07820 800 CONTINUE
07830 * ARRIVE HERE FOR	 142LTYP<s32 * NREAD=1
07840 * IE TRANSISTION 010 TRANSPOSITION PROCESSING
07850 * IN THE FOLLOWING SINCE THE NORTONS ADMITTANCE INVOLVES
07860 * PARTITIONING WITH THE CURRENTS INTO OTHER TERMINALS ZERO
07870 * WE FIRST INVERT YNORPH * PARTITION AND THEN RE-INVERT TO GET YOUT
07880 CALL CMTINV(YNORPH*LCU*LCU*NDIM*WKAREA)
07890 CALL CMTMPY(VTOPH*YNORPH,YTEMP.t)ECO*LCU*LCU•NDIM)
07900 * NOTE DPHI CONTAINS (FROM NTWKER) VTOPH TRANSPOSE
07910 CALL CMTMPY ( YTEMP,DPHI * YOUT*NECO*LCU*P)ECO,NDIM)
07920 CALL CMTINV ( YOUT,NECO * P)ECO *MDIM*WKAREA)
07930 * IN THE NEXT STEP YNORPH IS RE-INVERTED
	 TO RESTORE IT




07980 * ARRIVE HERE FOR 33<=LTYP<s9q , NP.EADs2
07990 * IE RATIO BANK PROCESSING
08000 Y11=YTEMP(l.l)


















08190 * ARRIVE HERE AFTER DESIRED NSECT I5 REACHED AND PROCESSED
08200 * NEXT TERMINAL PPINT OUT FOR FINAL NSECT*

































































A SSIGN 860 TO NEXSTA
GOT0390



























IXC- # LEi4GTH IN METERS9
IYC 21 VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE
































08820 * AND PERMITS THE DF_TER!A INATIOP! OF EFFECTS DUE TO VARIATION
08830 * I'l SIr ; GLE LOADS	 AT	 ANY POINT
	
IN NETWORK
08840 * I*4 414AT FOLL)wS hSECLD 15 SECTION 'WHERE LOAD CHANGE TAKES PLACE
08850 * tiSECRL














08990 * UPON RETURN WE ARE ASSURED HAT NSECLD HAS BEEN ANALYZED
09000 * WE MUST ONCE AGAIN READ FILE. TO ASCERTAIN LCU AND NECO
09010 910 LTYP=INLCSA(NSECLG96)
09020 IAR6C=INLCSA(NSECLD914)
















09190 950 NECO=NR ECO
09200 NLDRCO=NRECO




















09340 * NEXT COMPUTE DELV2•CuPTR AT NSFCLD
09350 t NOTFaTHIS DLPEN05 OMLY W1 nLY2 NND SECTION PARAMETFWS
093oO 4 IT	 1s	 I ,1? EPE N r'C'yT OF RESULT	 SECTION.
09370 * E; .	 22	 N(, F OF ', ) M TRIX ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS REPORT
09380 980 DO	 loot)	 Ial,Nkco
09390 DO 990 Jal,NECO
09400 YTE"P2(I•J)aYOUT(I•J)+Y2K(I•J)+DLY2(ItJ)
09410 QQ0 CONTINUE
09420 10 0 0 CONTINUE
09430 CALL CMTZRO(YTE4P2 % NLCO .NECO•NDIM)
09440 CALL CMTIMV(YTEMP2%NFCO % NECO.t ►DIM%WKAREA)
09450 CALL C4TMPY ( YTE`)P2%DLY2 . YTEMP%NECO*MECO . NECO.NDIM)
09460 CALL CMTZRO ( YTEMP.NFCO % NECO•NDIM)
09470 UO	 1020	 Ia1%NDIM
09480 DELV2(I)aZER0
09490 IF ( I.GT.NECO ) GOTOIO20
09500 DO	 1010 Ja1.NECO
09510 OELV2 ( I)aDELV2 ( I) -YTEMP(I•J)*VPHOUT(J)
09520 1010 CONTINUE
09530 1021) CONTINUE
09540 DO	 1040	 I;I%NDIM
09550 CUPT6(I)aZER0
09560 IF(I.GT.NECO)GOTO)hot?
09570 CJPTq (I) aCUREV (I)




09620 • IN THE NEXT SFCTIUN TWE USER DEFINES
	
RESULT SECTION
09630 * AND WE VERIFY THAT THE SECTION HAS
	
...3 ANALYZED














09 760 +► WE ONCE A%AIN HFAD FILE TO ASCERTAIN LCU AND NECO
09770 1060 LTYPaiNLCSA(%SECRL%6)
09780 I AREC a I NLCSA (NSECR!.. ,14 )
09790 ASSIGN	 1070 TC NEXSTA
09800 GOT0550
09810 * UPON RETURN ME ARE ASSURED THAT NSECRL HAS BEEN ANALYZED







09d80	 CALL CV EPR T (VPHOUT9") ECO%Nn I M * 42.'VOLTA(iE BEFORE CHANGE')
09890	 DO IoPO I=19NECO
09900	 i)ELV2(I)=ZERO




09950	 CALL CVEPRT(DELV2•P, ECO•NDI.49429'CHAP!GE IN VOLTAGE')




10000	 CALL CVEPR T ( VSUM,NECO.NDIM.429'VOLTAGE AFTER CHANGE')
10010	 GOT01420





10070	 I STAK (I) =PiD
10080	 GOTO1100











10200 *	 THE FOLLOWING CODE CORRESPONDS TO THE SITUATION WHEN NSECRL
10210 *	 IS DOWNSTREAM FROM NSECLD. IN THIS CASE DELVI=T DELV3
10220 *	 FIRST WE CREATE DELV3
10230 *	 AT THIS POINT NECO IS THAT OF RESULT NODE IT MUST BE RESET
10240 *	 TO LOAD CHANGE NODE I.E. TO NLDRCO
10250 1150 NECO=NLDRCO
10260	 DO 1170 I=19NDIM
10270	 DELV3(I)=ZERO
10280	 IF(I.GT.NECO)GOT01170















10410 k	 THIS SEGMENT ANALYZES THE DLTV1 OF EACH SECTION IN STACK
10420 1200 J=I
10430 1210 ND=ISTAK(J)
10440	 I AREC= I NLCSA MD,14 )
10450	 LTYP=IPiLCSA(ND96) '
10460	 ASSI&I 1220 TO MEXSTA
10470	 GOT0550
10480 *	 UPON PETURN HERE THE VALUE OF LCU READ SHOULD EQUAL NECO
10490 1220 NECO=NRECO
10500	 DO 1240 K=1,NDIM
10510	 CEL`'1;K)=ZERO
10520	 1F(K.GT.NECO)GOT01240










10630 *	 NOIE LAST RECORD READ IS AT NSECRL AN^ `)ECO OF OUTPUT I5
10640 *	 F*,?A9LISHED
10650 1260 WRITEi42+10043)
10660	 CALL CVEPRT(VPHOUT94ECO,NDIM,42 9 'VOLTAGE BEFORE CHANGE')
10670	 WRITE(42.10044)
10680	 CALL CVEPRT(DELVI,NECO•NDIM,42,'CHANGE IN VOLTAGE•)


























10910 * RECORD R EAD FSTAELISHFS LCU AND NPECO FORSECTION AFTER NJAY
10920 k THE LCU VALUE 15 SAVED AS JLCU AND BECOMES DI MENSION OF RESULT
10930 1391 0 r^ECO=NRECC
10940 JLCU=LCU
109501 CALL CMTADC ( YIN,Y^!ORPH , ZI^I,LCU, ? IDIM)
10960 CALL CMTINV(ZIN,LCU,LCU.NDIM,WKAPEA)
10970 * NOTE VTOPH HAS NECO ROWS AND LCU: COLUMNS
10980 CALL CMTRAN(VT(,?H,YTEMP,NECO,LCU,NDIM)
10990 * YTEMP NOW WILL HAVE LCU ROWS AND NECO COLUMNS
11000 * YTEMPI WILL ALSO HAVE LC U
 ROWS AND NECO COLUMNS
11 0 1 0 CALL CMTMPY(ZIN,YTEMP.YTEMPI,LCU,LCU.NECO,NDIM)
11020 CALL CMTCPY ( YTEMP1 . ZIrl,LCU,NECO , NOIM)




11070 IAREC = INLCSA ( ND,14)
11080 LTYP=INLCSA(ND,6)
11090 ASSIGM 1340 TO NEXSTA
11100 GOT0550
11110 * NOTE W HEN RETURN FROM READ ZIN .y ILL BE JLCU X NECO




11150 CALL CMTCPY ( YTEMPI + ZIN,JLCU , NECO , NDIM)
11170 GOT01330
11180 * IN THE FOLLOWING DFLV3 MUST COME OUT WITH JLCU ELEMENTS
11190 * ALSO LAST SECTION READ WILL BE NSFCLD WHOSE NECO WILL
11200 * WILL HAVE SAME DIMENSIONS AS CUPTB
11210 1350 DO	 1370 K=1,NDIM
11220 DELV3(K)=ZERO
11230 IF(K.GT.JLCU)(jOTO1370




11280 IF ( IBRAPI . EQ.1)GOT01400
11290 ND=NJAY
11300 IAREC=INLCSA ( ND.14)
11310 LTYP=INLCSA(ND,6)




11360 CALL CVEPR T ( VP HOUT,NECO.NDIM,42,'VOLTAGE BEFORE CHANGE•)
11370 WRITE(42.10044)
11380 CALL CVE PR T(DELV3,NECO,NDIM,42,'CHANGE IN VOLTAGE')












































NOW DONE EXCEPT RUN PERTURBATION
	







SETS STATUS DIGIT TO 2
	









+► 	 READS NT	 FILE AND IN ALL CASES GETS LCU AND NRECO11680
	
11690 +► 	 IF NECO IS UNDEFINED ! NECO =- 1) IT SETS NECO=NREC0
	11700 +►	 RETURNS TO NEXSTA
	





















	 SOURCE CURRENT VECTOR—PHASE11790
	
*	 CUPHI	 CURRENT VECTOR INTO SECTION—PHASE11800
DAPRYLIJ RANDOM BINARY FILE CONTAINING PRIMARY LOAD DATA11810
	
*	 DAHBTRLI RANDOM BINARY FILE CONTAINING RATIO BANK TRANSFORMER DATA11820
	
+► 	 DASECDLI RANDOM BINARY F ILE CONTAINING SECONDARY LOAD DATA11830
	
+► 	 DATAIN
	 ASCII INPUT FILE11840
DATRANLI RANDOM BINARY FILE CONTANING DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER DATA11850
	





	 COMPLEX MATRIX RE PRESENTI`!G OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF Y2LEX11880
	
+► 	 DLYIN	 COMPLEX MATRIX AP PROXIMATION TO YINEX11890
	
+► 	 IAREC
	 RANDOM RECORD ADDRESS ASSOCIATED WITH FILE DARSTRLI11900
	
+► 	 IASN	 ASSUMPTION CODE11910
	
+► 	 ICOND	 INTEGER LENGTH CODE FROM DNWKINLI11920
	
*	 IDATIN	 TERMINAL ( E0.0) VS FILE ( NE.0) CONTROL FLAG FOR INPUT DATA11930
1-69
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11940 * IDR 8TR RATIU !SANK TRANSFORMER IDENT READ FROM DARBTRLI
11950 * IPRFLG FLAG USED TO CONTROL PRINTOUT
11960 * IELEM
11970 * IFCODE FRE JENCY CODE
11980 * IFILE rLAj TO CONTROL OPENING OF RANDOM FILES TEMPRARI
11990 * AND TE4PRAR2
12 000 * IHEAD HEADER PRINT CONTROL FLAG
12010 * INDRHO OHM CODE
12020 * INSECTS NUMBER OF ELEMENTS USED tIN CASCADE)
	
TO FORM NETWORK
12030 * IOMCD OHMCODE ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT OPEN DPULIJKN FILE
12040 * IOPT OPTION CONTROL OF EXACT, DIAGONAL APPROXIMATE CALCULATIONS
12050 * IPHS PHASE CONNECTION CODE
12060 * IPLTF PLOT FLAG USED TO PREVENT OVERWRITING PLOT ARRAY
12070 * IPFLG PLOT FLAG TO BYPASS PLOTTING LOGIC
12080 * IPRIM PRIMARY LOAD CODE
12090 * IPROC VECTOR CONTAINING ELE MENT SEQUENCING
12100 * IGUANT MODAL	 (EQ.0) VS PHASE (NE.0) CONTROL FLAG FOR INPUT
12110 * ADMITTANCES
12120 * IRECD RANDOM RECORD ADDRESS ASSOCIATED WITH FILE NTLIJKNM
12130 * IRES OHM CODE FROM DNWKINLI
12140 * IRTRAN DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER TYPE CODE PLUS 1
12150 * ISECD SECONDARY LOAD TYPE CODE
12160 * ISELEC RANDOM (E0.0) VS MANUAL
	 (NE.0)	 DETERMINATION OF SEQUENCE
12170 * ISTM ISTM.I=LAST RECORD IN DASECDL; FILE
12180 * ITEMP TEMPERATURE CODE
12190 * ITTM ITTM+I=LAST RECORD IN DATRANLi FILE
12200 * ITTY DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER TYPE CODE
12210 * IVOLT CURRENT	 tED.0) VS VOLT	 (NE.0)	 CONTROL FLAG FOR SOURCE
12220 * IZNGR INTEGER GROUNDING ADMITTANCE
12230 * JROOT ROOT SECTION NUMBER
12240 * KDRBTR FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DARBTRLI
12250 * KELE M VECTOR OF FLAGS TO INDICATE IF A SECTION IS VALID
12260 * KISRC
12270 * KPRIM FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DAPRYLIJ
12280 * KTRSEC FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DASECDLI AND DATRANLI
12290 * KVTSU FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING SULIJKNM
12300 * KYSRC
12310 * LCU NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
12320 + NEW YIN
	
(NTWKER)
12330 LCU NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS INPUT TO NEW SECTION (NTWKAN)
12340 +► LDAIN=10 FRN FOR DNWKINIJ
12350 * LDOUT FRN FOR ASCII OUTPUT FILE
12360 * LJPRL=20 FRN FOR NTLIJKNM
12370 * LDNU =25 FRN FOR DPULIJKN PER UNIT LENGTH DATABASE FILE
12380 * LDSEC=11 FRN FOR DASECDLI SECONDARY LOAD DATABASE FILE
12390 * LDT1 FRN FOR TEMPRARI
12400 * LENGTH CODED LENGTH
12410 +► LE VND LEVEL OF SECTION= INLCSAtNSECT95)
12420 * LEVPAR LEVEL OF PARENT
12430 * LOOTMP TEMPORARY FRN SAVE
12440 * LOUT =16 FRN FOR NTWKOUTI







	 LRBTR=14 FRN FOR DARBTRLI PATIO BANK TRANSFORMER DATABASE FILE
12470 * LSUIG LARGEST DIGIT
12480 * LSUf3N FRN FOR ASCII SUBNETWORK
	 INPUT PAR,AMTER FILE SUBNTLMN
12490 * LTOP LTYP ASSOCIATED WITH PREVIOUS READ OF DPULIJKN
12500 * LTKAN=13 FRN FOR DATRANLI DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER DATABASE FILE
12510 * LT Y O DUMMY TO BE DELTED FROM FINAL OPERATIONAL FORM
12520 * LTYP LINE TYPE CODE
12530 * LVTSU FRN FOR SULIJKNM
12540 * t4AXND=512 DIMENSION LIMIT TO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SECTIONS
12550 * MAXRUN
12560 * MDOUT CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR ASCII OUTPUT FILE
12570 * MDPRL FILENAME VARIABLE FOR NTLIJKNM
12580 * MDPU CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILEMAME DPULIJKN
12590 * MDT1 CHARACTER VARIABLE=ITEMPRARI1
12600 * MDT2 CHARACTER VARIABLE=tTEMPRAR2$
12610 * MECO SAVED VALUE OF NECO FROM HEADER RECOD
12620 * MNTWK FILENAME VARIABLE FOR DNWKIMIJ
12630 * 14PRI !M CHARACTER VARIABLE FO R FILENAME DAPRYLIK
12640 * MPRS FILENAME VARIABLE FOR NTWKOUTI
12650 * MRBTR CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DARBTRLI
12660 * MREC=750 RECORD SIZE FOR NTLIJKNM
12670 * MTRAN CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILEMAME DATRANLI
12680 * NCHECK STOP CODE
12690 * NDIM =4 DIMENSION OF ADMITTANCE ARRAYS
12 700 * f)DIPLT DIMENSION OF PLOTTING ARRARY
12710 * NDPUZ RECORD SIZE FOR DPULIJKN
12720 * NDSEC CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DASECDLI
12730 * NECO NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
12740 * OLD Y IN	 (NTWKER)
12 750 * NECO NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS AT OUTPUT OF PRESENT
12760 * SECTION	 (NTWKAN)
12770 * NIDEN NETWORK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
12780 * NLCSA=14 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN INLCSA ARRAY
12790 * NOMAX TOTAL NUMBER OF SECTIONS
12800 * NPAR PARENT SECTION=INLCSA(NSECT•2)
12810 * NPER FLAG USED DURING PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
12820 * NPRISZ=38 RECORD SIZE FOR DAPRYLIJ
12830 * NRBTR=78 RECORD SIZE FOR DARBTRLI
12840 * NRDAT=1 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN A SINGLE SECTION DATA
12850 * HREAD POINTER TO CORRECT READ FORMAT AND BASED ON LTYP
12860 * NRECO NUMBER OF E FF ECTIVE CONDUCTORS READ IN FROM
12870 * DPULIJKN	 (NTWKER)`
12880 * NRECO NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS AT OUTPUT OF NEW
12890 * SECTION	 (NTWKAN)
12900 * NSECM FILE DASECDLI CONTROL PARAMETER
12910 * NSEOV=1 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN INSEOV VECTOR
12920 * NTRNSZ RECORD SIZE FOR DATRANLI
12930 * NTRPH PHASE CONNECTION CODE FOR DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER
12940 * NTWKNO NETWORK NUMBER	 (IN CASCADE)
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12980 *	 5ULIJK NM
 RAWOM BINARY F ILE CONTAINIMG COMPUTED SU8NET PARAMETERS
12990 * TVOD COMPLEX VECTOR ERPRESENTING DIAGONAL VOLT AGE TRANSFER RATIO
13000 * TVOEX COMPLEX MATRIX
13010 * TVOEX COMPLEX MATRIX 0OOAL VOLTAGE TRANSFER RATIO
13020 * VOUTNP TEMPORARY STORAGE OF VOLTAGE VECTOR FROM PARENT TO SUN
13030 * VPHIN VOLTAGE VECTOR AT INPUT TO SECTION
13040 * VPHOUT VOLTAGE VECTOR AT OUTPUT OF SECTION-PHASE
13050 * VTOPH VOLTAGE TPAISFER RATIO MATRIX
13060 * Y2 K SECTION TOTAL TERMINATION ADMITTANCE MATRIX-PHASE
13070 * Y2LDI COMPLEX VECTOR REPRESFNTING DIACONAL ELEMENTS OF Y2LEX
13080 * Y2LEX COMPLEX MATRIX EXACT SECTION TERMINATION ADMITTANCE
13090 * YIN SECTION	 INPUT ADMITTANCE MATRIX-PHASE
13100 * YIND COMPLEX VECTOR REPRESEP ►TIlG DIAGONAL APPROXIMATION TO YINEX
13110 * YINEX COMPLEX MATRIX EXACT SECTION INPUT ADMITTANCE
13120 * YLOAD TOTAL EXTERNAL CONNECTED LOAD ADMITTANCE MATRIX-PHASE
13130 * YLTOT COMPLEX MATRIX TOTAL SUMMED LOAD ADMITTANCE
13140 * YNORPH NORTON EOUIVALE,`IT SOURCE ADMITTANCE AT OUTPUT OF
13150 * PARENT SECTION-PHASE
13160 * YOUT ADMITTANCE MATRIX LOOKING BACK INTO SECTION OUTPUT
13170 * TERMINALS-PHASE
13180 * YPUL LINE ADMITTANCE PER UNIT LENGTH
13190 * YSORPH SOURCE ADMITTANCE MATRIX-PHASE
	
(SOMETIMES TEMPORARY ARRAY)
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00010*0 RUNH *=NTWKERH4(ULI69CORE246K)LIRRAPY4;LIRRARY/IMSL•R;
00020** LIRRARY/OLDTSLIB%R
00030 * THIS RCR VERSION CONTAIMS MODIFICATIONS FOR:
00040 * RATIO SANK TRANSFOPMrR PROCESSING-SINGLE PHASE
00050 * ELIMINATED MANY UNUSED VARIAdLFS
00060 * TIDIED JP STRUCTURE SOfiEWHAT
00070 R REAL OPUIJKLM FILES USING A DIRECTORY VECTOR
00080 * READ DPUIJKLM FILES HAVE ONE "ECORD PER LINE TYPE
OOU90 * CONSIDERABLE SOPH ISTICATED LG'IC FOR CHECKING
00100 * BINARY TREE CONSISTANCY
00110 * NECO-LCU-NCU CONSISTANCY
00120 * LINE SEQUENCING IN DNWKINIJ EXPECTED TO BE 1000.1
00130 * ALSO THE METHOD OF ADDRESSING LDPRL FILE HAS BEEN
00140 * CHANGED TO BE 1LINE-982 WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR 	 18
00150 * HEADER AND INLCSA RECORDS
00160 * TO OETAIN A COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC ASCII OUTPUT OF ALL
00170 * ADMITTANCES WITH ANNOTATION, REMOVE ALL *** COMMENT
00180 * CHARACTERS-RCRUSTAY
00190 * Iw THIS VERSION: JTG HAS ADDED THE FOLLOWING CAPABILITIES:
00200 * INCREASING LENGTHS BY MULTIPLYING WITH PMULT
00210 * ADDITION OF REAL LOAD AT EVERY OT FOR DISTRIBUTED LOADING
00220 * LOADING.
	 SEE IOPC CONTROL FLAG IMBEDDED IN PROGRAM
00230 * ALSO AN OPTION HAS BEEN
	 INCLUDED FOR READING DISTRIBUTION
00240 * TRANSFORMER ADMITTANCE DATA FROM A FILE TRANFILE
	
(EFFECTIVELY)
00250 * VIA A SUBROUTINE TRANAD•
00260 *
00270 * THIS PROGRA M
 DETERMINES THE DRIVING POINT ADMITTANCE
00280 * MATRICES AND
00290 * THE VOLTAGE TRANSFER RATIO MATRICES FOR A MULTICONDUCTOP TRANS-
00300 * MISSION LINE NETWORK.	 THE NETWORK	 IS SPECIFIED BY T HE USE OF
00310 * SEVERAL DATA BASES.
	 THESE APE:
00320 * 1 D`IWKIN12
	 NETWORK CJNNECTION	 INFORMATION SEOUE NCIAL	 ASCII
00330 * 2 DPU12345
	 PER UNIT LENGTH LINE PARAMETERS
	
RANDOM BINARY
00340 * 3 DASECD12
	
SECONDARY LOAD ADMITTANCES	 RANDOM BINARY
00350 * 4 DRBTR123
	 A6CD MATRICES FOP RATIO BANK TRANSFORMERS
00360 * RANDOM BINARY
00370 * 6 DPRIM123
	
PRIMARY LOAD DATA FOR LTYPE > 10000
	 RANDOM BINARY
00380 * 7 DTRANNI2
	
ANALYTIC TRANSFORMER PARAMETER FILE FOR
	 IOPC=0.1v2
00390 * NOTE=IN ABOVE NUMBERS REPRESENT CONCATENATED STRINGS OF
00400 * CODE DESIGNATIONS DESIGNED•BY MR, R.C. RUSTAY•TO ALLOW
00410 * CATALOGING AND RET R IEVAL OF THE APPROPRIATE
	
INFORMATIOM.
00420 * REPLACING ALL B***B WITH B8PBB WILL CREATE OUTPUT ASCII FILE
00430 * WITH COMPLETE ADMITTANCE ANALYSIS,
	
BESURE TO USE A TEMPORARY
00440 * ASCII FILE TO SAVE NEW SOURCE *	IE DONOT CHANGE ORIGINAL
00450 * THE OUTPUT FROM THIS PROGRAM WILL CONSIST OF A RANDOM BINARY FILE
00460 * NT123456 WHICH IS ALSO CODED WITH A CONCATENATED STRING OF CODE
00470 * DESIGNATIONS.
00480 * NOTE NDIMz4 LIMITS PROGRAM TO IASN2294







00500 *	 PPOGPAM hTWlf A;;SI: ARE INCLUCED IN THE FUTURE EVENT THEY MAY BE
00510 *	 NEEDED TO REPQESF^'T OTHER APPARATUS
00520 100Ci1 Fn;, ,AT('TI+I5 PP f)GRA-1 FVALUATES THE DRIVING POINT ADMITTANCE'/
00530	 6 MATRICES Ar ► C VCLTA(, E TRANSFEP RATIO MATRICES'/'THE FOLLOWING#*
00540	 6 ' SPECIFICATIMS GEFI E THE RUN PARAMETERS : ' / 1 FRED CODE '*
00550	 6 ' - 2 CIGITS 9TE"'0 CODE - 1 DISIT 1 9 1 ASSUM CODE'•
00560	 6 ' — 1 DIGIT %'IEThORK ID NUMOER - 2 DIGITS'/)
00570 10001 F OR S+AT(//'FREGUENCY CODE='9I2sl0X9 1 TENlPERATURE CODE=' 913/
00580	 6 'ASSUMPTION CCDE='9I3s9X9 l NETWORK NUMBER:' 9I4111YIOX9
00590	 6 'IS THIS DATA CORRECT ?'/'IF YES HIT RETURN'*SX9 0 IF NO ENTER 1 •9
00600	 6 'THEN HIT RETURN '/)
00610 10002 FORMAT('ENTER PERCENTAGE MAGNITUDE MEAN* STD, DEV AND '/
00620	 6 ' PHASE ANGLE MEAN, STD.DEV(DEGREES) FOR LOAD')
00630 10003 FORMAT(' MEAN '9F6 * 19 1 PER CENT 0 9' MAGNITUDE '9' DEV '$
00640	 6 F6.19' PER CENT 1 /' MEAN ' * F6.1 * ' DEGREES ANGLE DEV '9
00650	 6 F6919' OEGREE5 1 /' ENTER 1 IF WRONG ELSE CR')
00660 10004 FORMAT(' MULTIPLYING FACTOR FOR LENGTHa'*F10*7)
00670 10005 FOR4AT(6HDNWKIN$I291H;)
00680 10006 FORMAT(//'NETWORK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER I5 IN ERROR'//
00690	 6 *ASSIGNED NUMBERm 1 %14vI0X9 l DATA NUMBER='914//'CHOOSE OPTIONS'/
00700	 6 • TYPE 1 TO CONTINUE PROCESSING'/'TYPE 2 TO RETURN TO THE'$
00710	 6 ' BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM'/'TYPE 3 TO ABORT'/'HIT RETURN')
00720 100n7 FORMAT(//'DNWKIN DATA HASF. RECORD/READING ERROR ENCOUNTERED • ,+
00730	 6 'RECORD NUMBER '9I4 * 1
 HAS LIME NUMBER '*I4/ • PROGRAM ABORTS')
00740 10008 FORMAT(/'ENTRY ON LINE NUMBER'9I5 * 1
 I5 A SECOND ENTRY FOP'$
00750	 6 ' SECTION '9I5/ 9 PROGRAM ABORTS')
00 760 10009 FORMAT(//'ENTRY AT LINE 1 9I5 * 1 INDICATES MORE THAN TWO'S
00770	 6 ' 9RANCES FROM 5ECTION' * I50RECONFIGURE NETWORK AS A BINARY99
00780	 6 ' TREE BY INSERTING ZERO LENGTH SECTIONS'/'PROGRAM ABORTS')
00790 10010 FORMAT(//'THE DNWKIN FILE CONTAINS TWO ROOT 5ECT:ONS'$
00800	 b 'THE SECOND ONE IS ON LINE'9159 1 AT SECTION '*I5/
00810	 S 'THE FIRST RGOT 15 1 * I5/'PROGRAM `SORTS')
00820 10011 FORMAT(//'ENTRY ON LINE 1 9159' INDICATES DUPLICATE ENTRY OF ' ♦
00830	 6 'A SON AT SECTION 1 915/ 1 EITHER A LOOP EXISTS OR ENTRY ERROR'/
00840	 6 'NETWORK MUST PE CONFIGURED AS A TPEE 1 /'PROGRAM ABORTS')
00850 10012 FORMAT( •
 AT LINE1 9I6 * 'SECTION',I69 1 HAS 40NEXISTANT SON99I6)
00860 10013 FORMAT('SECTION '9I59'AT LIME 0 ,I5 * 1 HAS A PARENT SECTION '/
00870	 6 ' NUMBER 9 9I59 1 AT LINE 1 9!59 'WHICH IS A TERMINAL SECTION '/)
00880 10014 FORMAT(' SECTION ' * I59' AT LINE 9 9I59 1 AND ITS PA&RENTY'/
00890	 6 ' SECTION • 9I5$ 1
 AT LINE '9I5$' ARE NOT COMPATIBLE '/)
00900 10015 FORMAT( ' PATH STARTING WITH TERMINAL SECTION '9I5•
00910	 6 ' IS A LOOP ENCOUNTERING *: 9/(1516)/)
00920 10016 F ORMAT( •
 THE NETWORK APPEARS DISJOINT 1 / 1 THE FOLLOWING
00930	 6 *'NON TERMINAL SECTIONS ARE NOT ENCOUNTERED IN PATHS :'/
00940	 6 (I5 $' AT LINE 99I5/)/)
00950 10017 FORMAT(' THE FOLL0611IG SECTIONS WERE FOUND TO BE IN ERROR :'/
































































10023 F00'AT(//°OUTPUT FILE NOT AVAILABLE ON '9I6/
6 `TO ^AR I TE RECORD NUMBEP ' % 16 / l PR0GPAf l ABORTS')
10024 FOR"AT(//'OUTPUT FILE '.TRITE F"ROR or)'.I6+'FILE AT RECORD 11I6/
6 'PZOGRAN, ABORTS')
10025 FOR ,'^tAT(//'PRUGRAM ERROR. INVALID INFORMATIOl OF SECTION 91I6/
6 'PROGRAM ABORTS')
10026 FORMAT(14I59I8)
10027 FORAAT('FRE0 s1 9I2 ° 1 TEMPs 1 * Il t 1 ASSUMPTIONa'•I1•' NETWORK='9I2)
10028 FORMAT(V)
10029 FORMAT(// 1 FILE CLOSING NOT SUCCESSFUL'/'DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?•/
6 /'IF YES ENTER 1 AND HIT RETURN •IF 140 HIT RETURN'//)
10030 FORMAT(//'USER INSTRUCT PROGRAM ABORT')
10031 FORMAT(//'PROGRAM WILL CONTI")UE WITH FILE IN AFT' /' IF THE "FT1•
6 'GETS FULL THE PROGRAM MAY ABORT')
10032 FOR4AT(//'FILE'°AIO° 1
 IS NOT AVAILABLE ON UNIT 99I5/
6 'DUE TO ISTAT COMCITION 1 •I5/'PROGRAM ABORTS'.
6 t o
 CHECK OHMCODE IN FILE'•A9)
10033 FORMAT('IOPC•Db•ANGLE='.I292F8.2)
10034 FOR'4AT( 1 SECTION°ITTY.LTYP•LE4GTFI=°• 3I69 F8.1)
10035 FORMAT(8I5)
10036 FORMAT('SUENETWORK AT SECTION =1.16)
10037 FOR,MAT01 PHASE TO 3 PHASE AT SECTION=1116)
10038 FORMAT (/' LOAD INFORMATION AT SECTION ' . I5•/ 1 INCORRECT'/
6 'PROGRAM ABORTS')
10039 FORMAT( 1 3 PHASE TRANSPOSITION AT SECTION=1•I6)
10040 FORMAT(//'THREE PHASE TRANSPOSITION LIME TYPE IN ERROR AT SECTION•
6 9I50PROGRAM ABORTS')
FORMAT('RATIO RANK TRANSOFRMER AT SECTION=1916)
FORMAT(5HDRBTR.I29I1.1H;)
FORMAT('DIAGNOSTIC DATA FCR READ OF DARSTRLI'/6I7)
FORMAT('LINE TYPE'•I49' AT SECTION'9I4)
FORMAT(3HDPU.I2.3I19:H;)
FOR'1AT(10(2I4.2X) )
FORMAT(/'DIMENSION SIZE OF DATA IS 0 1I59' WHILE DIMENSION OF
6 ` MATRIX I5 ' I5/ 1 0N LINE TYPE 1 9I50 ON FILE '•A10/
6 ° PROGRAM ABORTS 1 )
FORMAT(5H0APRY•I2.I1%lH;)
FORMAT (6HDTRAN(+1 • I 2.1H; )
F ORMAT(/"PROCESSIN(a ERROR AT SECTION 1 .159' ON PASS 1•I5/
6 'PROGRAM ABORTS ')
FORMAT(/'LEVEL OF PARENT SECTION) 1 9I59' I51915
 4HILE THAT OF PRESENT SECTION '.I50 IS'1I5/
6 ° PROGRAM ABORTS `)
FORMAT('SPE,CIAL TRANSFORMER FILENAME= 1 •A8 0 FOR IOPC=31)
FORHAT('TYPE CR IF OK1)




FORIAT ( 1 WCODE/NSECT • LTYP.IPRI • IP =115I6)
FORtiAT('WCODE•NSECT•LTYP.ITTY•NEUF•NUMF 2'16I6)


























01540 10061 FOR %4AT
 ( ' WCODE,r!SECT.LT YP,LCU,!aECO,rJCU
	 31 9616)
01550 100b2 F C 9 ' I AT(' wCODEttISECT,LTYP,r1EUF,P'UMF,IPRIIM 	 s'96I6)
01560 10063 F O R; 'A T (' w COCE,'iSECT ,LT Y P,LCU94':ECO,t4CU,IPRI'4	 =',717)
01570 100c+ 4 F CRmAT ( ' UP;AoLE	 TO	 FI 4D LTYP _', I3,'	 Ir1	 FILE=',A9,
01580 S	 '	 FOR	 NSCCT=',I5)
01590 10065 FORMAT('TRANSFORME Q
 ADMITTANCE MODIFIED SY',F6.1,
01600 6	 '	 DES AND ANGLE',F7.19'
	
IN DEGREES')




01630 10068 F ORHAT(A8,W )
01640 IMPLICIT COMPLEX ( A—G,O,S,T , V,Y,Z)
01650 DIMENSION	 INLCSA(1800,14),INSEOV(1800)9ISTAK(1800),ICdUF(5)9
0166 0 &	 YIN(4,4 ), Y2K( 4,4 ),YLOAU ( 4.4),YTE?4 P(4•^^)•AM ( 4),BM(4) , IDIR(900)•
01670 &	 CM( 4), DM(4),ZNULL(494),VNULL(4),LEVPT(50),

























01890 * THIS SEGMENT OF T HE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF INTERACTIVE INPUT.
01900 * THE USER SPECIFIED CODES WHICH ARE USED TO DETERMINE THE





















02 0 80	 IF(ITE5T9EG*0)G0T0 130
()2090	 NR I "'T • l EiiTER I TEMP. I A5)I
02100	 READ, I TEMPI ASN
02110	 GOTO 120
02120	 130 NR INT•'ENTER FREQUENCY CODE.NCTWORK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
02130	 READ.IF000E9MIDEN










02240 *	 BASE DNWKI N 12(12 ARE LOCATIONS FOR NETWORK IDENTIFICATION
02250 *	 NUMBER), I T








023:)	 160 STOP OloO
02340	 170 DO 180 I=1•MAXND
02350	 I"ISEOV(I)=0
02360	 ,NLCSA(I.1)2-10

























































THIS SEGMENT :S FOR CONSISTENCY CHECKING


































































































































I STAK ( X) =10
Kno(+l



























IF (ISTAK ( I) ,GE.0) (j0TO370
K=K+1













400 UO 410 I=1.MAXND
W EOV(I)=0
4 10 I STAK (I) =0
MCOL=14
C % LL PROSEO(INLCSA,INSEOV,ISTAK,MAXt(D,NTEST.MCOL,JROOT)








R	 SECTICM LEVELS AN-D F HOCF55IN6 SEQUENCE VECTOR HAVE BEEN CREATED
THE NET;,CRK HAS REEK EXHAUSTIVEL Y TESTED FOR CONSISTENCY
w
	
THE 'IcXT STtP IS Tt? CPFATE A DI R ECTOR Y FOR WRITING THIS
x
	
I'1F^Ft'AT I ON I'+Tn AN JI iTPUT FILE
`40-'REP OF 32o wcPD °LOCKS IS 32+1 . 6 TI"DES NUMBER OF SECTIONS*















I^(ISTAT . NE.0)CALL FILSTO ( MPRS*/STATUS' • O•ISTAT•l58)
430 CALL RANSIZ(LDPRLvmREC.1)
IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)PRINT•'OUTFILE NAME= '.MPRS





FOR EXPLANATION OF ABOVE SY"BOLS SEE NOTES ON DATA FILE NTWIJKLM




THE F I RST SECTION WILL START AT RECORD 21 AND THEY W ILL BE STORED
IN THE _'ZUUE'-CE INDICATED  BY I NSEQV.
450 On 470 I=19NOMAX





470 CONi I r;')E
N
	
INLCSA AND INSEOV ARE NOW WRITTEN ONTO DISK, INLC5A OCCUPIES







RECORDS 2 THRU 159INSEOV OCCUPIES RECORD NUMBER 18
DO 480 j-1.14
IRECD=J+1
wRITE ( LDPPL' IRECD.ERR=440)(INLCSA ( NINDXcJ) • NINDX=191:..",;; ND)


























































OF POOR QVA'"YNTWKERS4 PAGE	 9
04140 IF	 (;^p^1AX.FO.t'AXplp)GCT05(10
04150 CJO	 490	 I = .1O'lAX • 1 • "AXNr)
04160 4^0 LP SC r)V (I) =o
04170 5 n C 4R I T E(LO PRL'IRECD,FRk=440) (I`1SEGV(J),J=1,i•1AXND)
04180 * IF(t1OUTFL.t1E.0)WRITE(LOUT,10020)'I"1SEOV',(INSEOV(IP),1P_1,hOMAX)
04190 * NOTE STATUS 4ORD IS ?4 EANINGLESS UPTO THIS POINT.









04280 * THE REST OF THIS PROGRAM WILL CONTAIN SEGMENTS WHIC H
 WILL BE
04290 * DEVELOPED LATER IN APPROPRIATE PLACF5 WE SHALL ASSUME
04300 * THE AVAI:.ABILITY OF THE RESTULS OF THESE SEGMENTS, APPROPRIATE
04310 * NJTW ON WILL BE MADE.
04320 * THE L";OP BELOW WILL DETERMINE DPA QUANTITIES FOR THE
04330 * t..L`wa^R. «E FIRST OPEN THE NECESSARY RANDOM BINARY FILES
04340 * DASE'DgDAPRIN9DATRAN9A8CD
04350 * THEIR LGU NUMBER59SYMBOL5 AND NAME CHARACTERS ARE:







04370 * DASECD	 11	 LDSEC	 MDSEC
04380 * DPRIM
	 12	 LPRIM	 MPRIM
04390 * DRBTR	 14	 LDRBTR	 MDRBTR
04400 * DPU
	 25	 LDPU	 MDPU
04410 * DTRANN	 15	 LTRAN	 MTRAN
04420 520 CONTINUE
04430 * IOMCD THE VARIABLE KEEPING TRACK OF DPU FILES
04440 * IS NEXT	 INITIALIZED
04450 IOMCD=-1
04460 * WE NOW BEGIN w MAJOR. LOOP FOR ANALYZING THE NETWORK
04470 * THE PROCESSING LOOP BELOW FOLLOWS THE LOGIC OF 'PPROCESSING
04480 * ALGORITHMf	 FLOWCHART OF 9/15/77
04490 * WE FIRST	 I N ITI A LIZE THE INFORMATION STORAGE AREAS
04500 DO 530	 I=19MAXND
04510 530 LEVPT(I)=0
04520 * wE SET ALL OUTPUT GUANTITIES TO ZERO 50 THAT THOSE WHICH ARE NOT
04530 * MODIFIED WILL ALWAYS PRINT OUT AS ZERO.
04540 UO	 550	 I=1,NDIM
04550 AM(I)=ZERO
04560 BM ( I) =ZERO
04570 Cm(I)=ZERO
04580 OM(I)=ZERO









..ORIGINAL QUPLr YOF POOR
NT'WKER54 PAGE 10
04660 Y2K(I,J)=ZER0






























04900 * IF(IOPC.EO..U.AND.NOUTFL,NEeO)WRITE(LOUT910021)•TRANSFORMER SHORT',
04910 * b	 ' SECONDAx Y ',IOPC
04920 * IF(IOPC.E0.I.AND.NOUTFL*NE.O)WRITE(LOUT,10021)•TRANSFORMER OPEN',
04930 * &	 ' 5ECONDARY',IOPC
04940 * IF(IOPC.E0.2.At:D.h.OUTFL.NE.O)WRITE(LOUT910021)'TRANSFORMER ANAL',
04950 * b	 'YTICAL MODEL',IOPC
04960 * IF(IOPC.GT.2.AND.t4OUTFL.t!E.0)WRITE(LOUT,10021)'TRANSFORMER SPECIAL',
04970 * &	 ' FILE/ARKAY',IOPC
04980 * IF(IOPC.LT.O.AiiD.NOUTFL.NE .O)WRITE(LOUT910021)'TRANSFORMER LOADING',










05070 * BEGIN MAJOR LOOP


















05190 I SECr)= I t^LCSA (t,SECT * 10 )
05200 1 L Pt(,R=1'dLC5A t ,SECT * 11)
05210 IF (IZt!GR.GT,O) Y^ ; EU =AONE/ IZi)GR
05220 * IF( i•( OUTFL * P:E*O)wRITE ( L01)T*1CO34 ) NSECT + ITTY*LTYP *. 1*LENGTF.
05230 * PRINT	 10035*NSECT*ITTY*LTYP
05240 IF(IASN*LT.3*AND*IZ!4(iR.E0.0)PRINT
	 1(1054*0250*NSECT*IASN*IZNGR
05250 * NEXT hE RE A L) !)ATA	 IN AND DETERMINE APPROPRIATE A.B*C*D*ETC.
05260 * I.E. OODAL OR PHASE AND THEN PACCEED WITH ANALYSIS*
05270 * ******+►****c*****+************e*+►***,► *•*+► *+► **+ra+r************w**w****
05280 * THIS SECTION RESERVED FOR LOGICAL SECTION FOR IMPLEMENTING
05290 * OTHER OPTIONS FOR THE PRESENT ONLY OPTION 1
05300 * I.E. ALL QUANTITIES PHASE WILL BE IMPLEMENTED
	
+►
05310 * ********w****►*** ►******** ►+t*******+►****w****w************+►*****+►**+r
05320 * THE FOLLOWING SECTION IS FOR PHASE QUANTITIES ONLY OPTION
05330 * ONLY FEEDER PROPAGATION WILL BE CONSIDERED AT FIRST
05340 * HENCE WE EITHER HAVE A PRIMARY LOAD ON THE FEEDER•
05350 * OR A SINGLE PHASE PRIMARY BRANCH.
05360 * NOTE *	 NO ABORT OnOVISION IS BEING MADE HERE.
05370 * THE FOLLOWING SECTION IS REPRESENDED IN THE BLOCK DIAGRAM BY THE
05380 * BLOCK MARKED PROCESS NSECT * GENERATE YN(I•J)AND STORE INFO
05390 * ON DISK,	 OUTPUT WILL BE STORED ON LOCATION CORRESPONDING TO









05490 * THIS SECTION IS FOR LTYP GE 1000—SUBNETWORKS WITH 3C PRIMARIES
05500 * NECO=LCU*IE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS UNCHANGED
05510 * IF(NOUTFL.NE*0)WRITE(LOUT*10036)N5ECT
05520 * THE FCLLOWING SECTION IS FOR 1 PHASE TO 3 PHASE CONNECTIONS
05530 * IE LTYP=1-9
05540 * PIECO=EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS ON SINGLE PHASE SIDE
05550 k LCU=EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS ON THREE PHASE SIDE
05560 600 CONTINUE
05570 * THIS LOGIC FOR 3 PHASE TO 1 PHASE.
	 NOTE THE LAST
05580 * PRECEDING PROCESSED SECTION WILL BE AN ACTUAL FEEDER
05590 * SO THAT NEUF* ETC WILL BE VALID FOR DETERMINING LOAD






















	 I"PL1ES DELTA COt'NECTIONo	 IE NO NEUTRAL
05740 * THIS AS^oUMPTIJP	 'lAY HAVF TO REVISED
	 IF 'JOT TRUE
05750 * IF(wOUTFL0iE.0) WRITE ( L OUT,10022)'AT 3 0 38 LCU*ii')ECO='*LCU*NECO
05760 DO 610	 I=1*LCU









05860 * HERE DPHI	 IS USED TE14PORARILY AS AN NECO*NECO SIZED
05870 * TRANSPOSE OF VTOPH




05920 IF(LCU*GT.3)DPHI(LC ►1*2) =AONE
05930 620 CALL CMTMPY(Y2K.VTOPH.YTENP.LCU.LCU.LCU.NDIM)
05940 CALL CMTMPY(DPHI*YTEtlP*YIN.LCU*LCU*LCU*NDIM)
05950 * LCU=NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS ON SOURCE SIDE






06010 *** b	 LTYP.NPAR*NSECT
06020 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(Y2K*NECO *NDIM*LOUT)
06030 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)WRITE(LOUT.10022)'YIN FOR LTYP*LF*9 %LTYP*NPAR*NSECTx*
06040 *** b	 LTYP*NPAR,NSECT
06050 *** I F(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(YIM*LCU.NDIM*LOUT)







06120 * THIS SECT'
	 A IS FOR PHASE TO PHASE TAKE—OFFS
06130 MPH27mOD((LTYP—MPHI+1)93)+1
06140 * LTYP	 i•+,)H1
	
MPH2
06150 * 4	 1	 2	 MPHI=PHASE ON 3 PHASE SIDE TO
06160 * 5	 1	 3	 WHICH SINGLE PHASE HI
	
IS CONNECTED
06170 * 6	 2	 3
06180 * 7	 2	 1	 MPH2=PHASE ON 3 PHASE SIDE TO
06190 * 8	 3	 1	 SINGLE PHASE LO I5 CONNECTED

































































OPNI 0APH1 . 1) =HONE
!)Vrl I ( mPH2.2) =A011E
(10T0620
650 CONTINUE
THIS LOGIC FOR THP.EE PHASE TRANSNOSTIO`). '+JILL USE
CONTINUITY OF NEUF TO DETERMINE ACCEPTABLE LOAD
*	 SIDE CONDITIONS
IF(NOUTFL.NE .0)WRITE(LOUT.10039)NSECT
+► 	 THIS SECTION IS FOR 3 PHASE TRANSPOSITIONS.
+► 	 LYTP CAN ONLY BE 12913.OR 23.
4	 LTYP=12 PHASES 162 INTERCHANGED
*	 LTYP=13 PHASES 163 INTERCHANGED
































IF (NOUTFL.NE.0)WRITE(LOUT910022)'Y2K FOR LTYP.LE.23.LTYP.NPAR.NSECTs
6	 .LTYP.NPAR.NSECT
IF (NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(Y2K.NECO.NDIM.LOUT)








06740	 6.10 CONTI %UE
06750 * THIS SECTION	 IS FOR 3-2 PHASE AND 2-1 PHASE ZERO LENGTHS
06760 * IE LTYP=24-32
06770 * LIr°E TYPES ?6-32 CHOSEN ARGITRAPILY(,3Y R. 	 WOODING)
06780 * CHECK MECO	 (FtiOM PR ECEDING LAST PROCESSED SECTION)
06 790 * 3ASED ON REOUIREMNTS OF THIS SECTION
06800 * LTYP=24925926	 I14VOLVE 3 P14ASE TO 2 PHASE
06810 IF((LTYP.GE.24.AND.LTYP.LE.26).AND.^IECO.NE.(NEUFE+2))
06820 b	 PRINT	 1005690310,,45ECT,LTYP9?,ECO,r4EUFE
06830 IF((LTYP.GE.27.ANCp.LTYP.LE.32).AND.NECO.NE9(NEUFE+1))
06840 b	 PRINT 1005690311,r)SECT,LTYP,NECO,NEUFE
06850 * PRINT99AT 6666 ^DECO,NEUFE=•,NECO,NEUFE
06860 DO 700	 I=1,	 NDIM



























07130 b	 YIN,ZNULL, Y2K9ZrIULL,VNULL,Vt4ULL,VNULL,VNULL
07140 *** IF(N)OUTFL.NE .0)WRITE(LOUT,10022)'Y2K FOR LTYP*LE.339LTYP,l,
07150 *** b	 lNPAR.NSECT=*,LTYP,NPAR,NSECT
07160 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(Y2K,NECO,NDIM,LOUT)
07170 NECO=LCU
07180 *** IF(r+OUTFL.NE90)WRITE(LOUT910022)*YIN FOR LTYP9LE.33,LTYP,0,
07190 *** b	 #NPAR,NSECT=',LTYP.NPAR,NSECT
07200 *** IF(NOUTFL.r(E.0)CALL CMTPRT(YIr(,NECO,NDIM,LOUT)
07210 GOT01100
07220 * THE FOLLOWING SECTION IS FOR RATIO BANK TRANSFORMERS
07230 * ARBITRARILY 33.LE.LTYP.LE.99 WILL BE RESERVED FOR







07260 * THE FOLLOWING LOGIC IS PREDICATED ON ALL RATIO TRANSFORMERS
07270 * BEING O'JE OR	 THREE
	 IO FNTICAL SI"4'GLE PHASE	 (IN A BANK)	 TWO
07280 * wINDIPG TRANSFORMERS
07290 * Ili AS	 "UCH AS T!,FSE DEVICES OCC'^R ONLY INFREQUENTLY ON A
07300 * FEEDER+ AN ASCII DATABASE FILE WILL BE USED
07310 * AT THIS TI RE LACKING MEASUREDDATA. A TWO WINDING
07320 * RLC'J MODEL WILL 6E USED.
	
THE ASCII DATABASE
07330 * FILE 'vvILL CONTAIN A HEADER PECO QD NOT USED BY THIS PROGRAM
07340 * WHICH CAN BE USEC FOR ANICTATIONs
	
ALL OTHER RECORDS WILL
07350 * EACH CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING DATA STRUCTURE IN THE ORDER SHOWN
07360 * LINE NUMBER	 (FOR EDITIIG * NOT USED BY PROGRAM)
07370 * ICENTIFICATION NUMBER
07380 * WINDING RESISTANCE
	
(BOTH WINDINGS REFERED TO PRIMARY)	 OHMS
07390 * LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE (BOTH WINDINGS REFERRED TO PRI MARY) HENRIES
07400 * SHUNT CAPACITANCE ACROSS PRIMARY TERMINALS-FARADS
07410 * SHUNT CONDUCTANCE ACROSS PRIMARY TERMINALS-MHOS
07420 * IDEAL TRANSFORMER TURNS RATIO
	
(PRIMARY TO SECONDARY)
07430 * ADDITIONAL ANNOTATION NOT USED BY PROGRAM
07440 * THE SHUNT ELEMENTS WILL BE USED TO COMPUTE A SCALAR COMPLEX
07450 * ADMITTANCE YRBTR AND SIMILARLY THE SERIES IMPEDANCE ZRBTR
07460 * USING THE WINDING RESISTANCE AND INDUCTANCE.
	 NOTE MAGNETIZING
07470 * INDUCTANCE IS NEGLECTED,
	 THE SHUNT CAPACITANCE IS A ZEROETH
07480 * ORDER APPROXIMATION TO THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF BUSHINGS
07490 * AND STRAY CAPACITY.
07500 * THE NATURE OF THE RATIO TRAI+SFORMFR INSTALLATION WILL BE
07510 * INFERRED FROM THE NATURE OF THE DOWNSTREAM CONDUCTOR SITUATION
07520 * AS IMPLIED BY NEUFO AND NECO•
	 IE
07530 * NEUFO NECO
07540 * 0	 2	 SINGLE PHASE DELTA
07550 * 0	 3	 THREE PHASE DELTA
07560 * 1	 1	 SINGLE PHASE AND NEUTRAL
	 (IE SI NGLE PHASE WYE)
07570 * 1	 3	 THREE PHASE WYE
07580 * AT THIS TIME ONLY THE FIRST WILL BE IMPLEMENTED AND IT WILL
07590 * BE ASSUMED THAT THE PRIMARY IS CONNECTED PHASE TO NEUTRAL•
	 IE
07600 * A SINGLE PHASE WYE
07610 * THEREFORE DOWNSTREA M SHOULD HAVE NECO=2
07620 * REMEMBER THAT IZNGR NEEDS TO BE SPECIFIED IN DNWKINIJ NETWORK
07630 * FILE FOR	 IASN=1*3
07640 IF(r4EUF0.E0.o.A^JD.NEC0.E0.2)GOT0722

















































08070 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE90)WRITE(LOUT*10022)9087q VTOPH*Y2K*YIN*LTYP*NPAR*ZNULL
08080 *** b	 NSECT-'*LTYP*NPAR*NSECT
08090 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)WRITE(LOUT*10022)'USE ONLY FIRST COLUMN FOR VTOPH'
08100 IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPPT(VTOPH*NECO.NDIM*LOUT)
08110 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE*O)WRITE(LOUT*10022)'RBTR*Y2K*NECO*LCU *NSECT='*NECO*LCU*
08120 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(Y2K9NECO.NDIM%LOUT)
08130 *** IF(NOUTFL *NE.0)WRITE(LO!JT*10022)0RBTR	 YI"J*LTYP*NPAR*NSECTs'*LTYP*NPA
08140 *+►* IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(YIP!*LCU*NDIM*LOUT)
08150 NECO=LCU
08160 GOT01100
08170 * THIS SECTION
	
15 FOR 30 AND 10 LINES WITHOUT




08220 * WE FIRST MAKE SURE THAT THE PROPER DPU FILE 15 OPENED
08230 * IOMCD I5 THE VARIABLE WHICH KEEPS TRACK OF WHICH FILE 15
38240 * OPEN.	 IF THE PROPER DPU FILE 15 NOT OPEN * WE CLOSE THE PRESENT
08250 * DPU FILE AND OPEN THE PROPER ONF.	 IOMCD IS INITIALLY -1
08260 * NOTE THAT THE ONLY PARAMETER WHICH COULD CHANGE TO
















08390 IF(IFCODE.NE .JFC)CALL FtLSTO(MDPU,IFCODEl.IFCODE.JFC,IOMCD)
08400 IF(ITEMPoNE.JTM)CALL FILSTO(M PU,0ITEtiP'•ITEMP,JTM •IOMCD)
08410 IF ( IOMCD.NE . JOM)CALL FILSTO ( MDPU , IOHMS' , ITEMP,JTM,NSECT)
08420 IF ( IASN.NE . JASN)CALL FILSTO ( MDP!J , 'ASSUM',IASN,JASN,IOMCD)
08430 +► READ IN DIRECTORY VECTOR

















08580 * USING LTOP TO AVOID UNNECESSARY DPULIJKN READ WHEN NEW
08590 * LTYP SAME AS OLD LTOP.
	 NOTE MUST NOT CHANGE ANY OF THE
08600 * RETURNED VARIABLES WITH THIS STRATEGY
08610 * IF(NOUTFL.NE90)WRITE(LOUT*1002Z)•AT 5364 LTYP,LTOP*',LTYP,LTOP
08620 IF(LTYP.EO.LTOP)GOT0810
08630 CALL DPUFRW(LD°U+IR,O, NDIM,LTUP,NRECO*.NTOT,NUMF,NUM59NEUS,NEUF,
08640 b	 Z•Y*ZO,''O,S,SI,DL)
08650 IF(NECO.GT .4)	 :':1INT	 10056,0282,NSECT,LTYP,^IRECO,NEUF
08660 * ESTABLISHING NFUFE FOR USE WITH NECO CHECKING ELSEWHERE
08670 NEUFE=NEUF
08680 IF(IASN.GE.3)NEUFE=O
08690 * IF(NOUTFL.NE90)WRITE(LOUT910022)'AT 5381 LTYP*LTOP*NRECO=',
08700 * b	 LTYP,LTOP,NRECO
08710 IF(LTYP.NE.LTOP)CALL FILSTO(MOPU* I LINE TYPE'*
08720 b LT`!P,LTOP,IOMCD)
08730 810 CONTINUE
08740 * DETERMINE IF AT TERMINUS WHERE NECO AND NEUFO NEEDS TO













OSA20 * ZERO ALL U-i(iFCF.SSARY FLEAENTS
08830 IF (NRLCO9LT.1!.) I M) GOTOA20
08840 '-,gpITE(06*10047)'vRECO*F!DIM*LTYP9MDNU
08850 820 CONTINUE




08890 DO 830 4aloNDIN
08900 Z(1*J)=ZERO
08910 Y(19J)=ZERO





08970 DO 840	 I=19NRECO
08980 DO 840 J=NREC0+19NDIM
08990 Z(19J)=ZERO






09060 * WE ARE NOW READY TO P ROCESS THIS INFORMATION.
09070 * DETERMINE LOAD ON SEGMENT Y2K=YIN+YLOAD
09080 * FIRST ZERO YLOAD
09090 850 DO 860	 I=I,NDIM





09140 *** b	 LTYP*tiPAR,NSECT=',LTYP*NPAR*PISECT
09150 *** I F (NOUTFL * NE * O.AND. (ILSOPI.P4E * O.OR.IPSr)N.NE.0) )
09160 *** 6	 WRITE(LOUT*10022)'DO414STREAM YIN9LTYP9NPAR9NSECT=',
09170 *** b	 LTYP*NPAR9NSECT
09180 *** IF(NOUr:L.NE.O.AND.(ILSON.NE.O.OR.IRSON.NE
.0))
09190 *** b	 CALL CMTPRT (YIN,o!ECO P,40IM*LOUT)
09200 * NOW R ESE T LCU z NRECO FQR CHECKING ON YI49YRPIM*ETC09210 LCU=NRECO
09220 * IF(NOUTFL.NE
.0)WRITE(LOUT,10022)'AT 6380 NRECO9NECO9LCU='9
09230 * &	 NRECO9NECO,LCU,NSECT
09240 * DETERMINE YLOAD TOTAL.'
09250 * NOTE EVENTUALLY WANT BOTH YLOAD AND Y2K
09260 * WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR SAM E E X TRA LOGIC09270 * CHECK TO SEE IF THERE IS A PRIMARY LOAD










09340 E:1COr)E ( MPR I M * 100411) I FCODE+ 1000, I TEMP
09350 CALL
	










09440 * IF FOLLOW ING TRUE, THE HAVE NORMAL CASE, IE NO OPEN DELTA
09450 * PRINT*'AT 6591
	 1111	 NCU:'*`)CU*1CON*LCU9NUMF
09460 IF(iCOP**EQ.0)GOT09on
09470 * AT THIS POINT ONLY	 ICONs4*5 * 6 * 7 * 8 * 9 IS PERMITTED CORRESPONDING




09510 * NOW CHECK AGAINST ANY ILLEGAL COMBINATION.
	 LOGIC COULD
09520 * PROBABLY BE NEATEP





09570 * FOR	 ICON2 596.8*9 MUST HAVE NUP!Fz3
09580 IF((ICON.EO*5,OR.ICON.EQ*6.OR*ICOr,.E0.8.OR9ICON.E0.9)
09590 6	 * AND * NUMF * NE * 3)PRINT	 10062903669"'SECT,LTYP*NEUF*NUMF*IPRIM
09600 * BY INFERENCE
09610 IF((ICOM*E0.4.OR*iCON.EO*7).At4D*NUMF*LT„2)
09620 b PRINT	 10062.0367*N'SECTiLTYP*`4EUF,NUMF*IPRIM









09720 * NOTE ABOVE THAT FOR ICON24 * 7 COMPLETE FOR NUMF=193




09770 * PRINT*'AT 6619	 iPRtM*ICON,IP=' *IPRIM*ICON*IP
09780 * CALL CMTPRT(YLOAD,NCU,NDIM,06)
09790 * IF NEUTRAL NOT AT ZERO POTENTIAL, AUGMENT YLOAD
09800 + WITH YN 2 1.0/IZNGR.	 PREVIOUS TEST PREVENTS /0
09810 IF(IASN,EO*3*OR,IASN„E0.4)GOT0910
0982 I F (NCU,E0,LCJ) GOT0910


































































Nr,W C14ECK Obi PRIMARY LOAD COMPATIBILITY ( SEE 362+2)
I F (NCU.t!E.LCU)PRI"tT 10063.0369,tlSFCT.LTYP,LCU.NECO.NCU,IPRIM
IF(IPRI * NE,IP)PRI;<T 10058,0368%NSECT,LTYP,IPRI.IP
IF(i4OUTFL,?IE.t))t4RITE(LOUT.10022)'PRIMARY LOAD ,IP,NSELT=•+IP.NSECT
IF(NOUTFL,NE.0)CALL CMTPRT(YLOAD,t1CU,NDIM.LOUT)
IOPC LOGIC TO FOLLOW IS TEMPORARY AND ALLOW CONTROLS
WHETHER TRAPISFOKMER OPEN OR SHORT SECONDARY IS USED OR




















I 0 (IPHSE.EO.I.AND.t:EUF.EO.0)PRIMT 10059 937119NSECT,LTYP9ITTY,NEUF,
&	 NUMF
IF(IPHSE .LT. 0 .OR. I PHSE .GT,9)PR13T 10059,37109NSECT9LTYP,ITTY,
6	 NEUF,NUMF
IF((IPHSE.EQ.2).AND.(NEUF.EO.O.OR.NUMF.E0.1))
& P RINT 1005993371.NSECT.LTYP.ITTY,NEUF,NUMF
IF((IPHSE.E0.3),AND.(NEUF.EO.O.OR.NUMFeLT.3))




6 A NDeMUMF.NE.3)PRINT 10059933749NSECT,LTYP,ITTY,NEUF,NUMF
IF(!OPC.LE,2)GOT0950
USE SPECIAL TABLE PROCEDURE
PRINT, • AT 6943 1111 NCU.LCU.NECO= 99NCU4LCU,NECO
CALL TRANAD(YTPUT,IFCODE,ITT.LDTRA,TRANF,TRANAY9I049)
IF ( NOUTFL.NE90)+(RITE(LOUT,10022) I YTPUT FROM TRANADiITTY,NPAR,NSECT=l
&	 ,ITTY9NPAR9N5ECT
IF(NOUTFL.NE .0)WRITE(LOUT,10067)''TPUT
PPINT9 9 AT 6945 s IFCODE,ITTY.YTNUT=I.IFCODE.ITTY,YTPUT
GOT0980
THIS PROCEDURE USES ANALYTIC TRANSFORMER MODEL RECORD
MUST CORRESPOND WITH DTRANNI2 FILE INFORMATION
IN THE FOLLOWING IOPC=0,1 ARE TREATED BY MODIFYING OLOAD














10440 9 70 I TREC=ITTY - IPHSE*1000.1






10500 IF(IOPC * EO * 0)OLOAO=CMPLX(1O000 *4O)






10560 * PRINT,•AT 6964 1111 YTEMP=•
10570 * CALL CMTPRT (YTEMP-pMCU,,4DIM,06)





10630 * IF(NOUTFL*NE*O)WRITE(LOUT•10022)•AT 7080 NECO,NCU•LCU=••NECO*NCU*LCU
10640 * PRINT,IAT 7081 * NEC09NCU.LCU=99NECO*NCU,LCU
10650 IF(NCU.NE.LCU)PRINT 10061,0374.NSECT•LTYP•LCU,NECO*NCU
10660 * IF(NOUTFL*NE*O)WRITE(LOUT,10022)•AT 6075 NREC*IPRI=••NREC*IPRI
10670 IF(IFLAG-ME.0)PRI")T
	 1005890376*NSECT*LTYP,IPRI
10680 00 1000 I=1.NECO
10690 DO 1000 J=19NECO
10700 1000 YLOAD(I,J)=YLOAD(I•J)*YTEMP(I.J)
10710 *** IF(NOUTFL*NE*0)WRITE(LOUT•10022)•TRANSFORMER LOAD•ITTY.NPAR*NSECT=**
10720 ***	 b	 ITTY*MPAR.NSECT
10730 *** IF(NOUTFL*NE*O)CALL CMTPRT(YTEMP*NECO*NDIM•LOUT)
10740 *+►* IF(NOUTFL*NE*O)WRITE(LOUT.lOn22)'YLOAD*YTRAN,ITTY•NPAR•NSECT=•,ITTY*
10750 *#*	 6	 NPAR*NSECT
10760 **+► IF(NOUTFL*NE*0)CALL CMTPRT(YLOADgNECO*NDIM•LOUT)
10770 * CALL CMDUAN(YTEMP•NECO*NDIM9200.069WKAREA)
10780 1010 CONTINUE
10790 * IF NOT AT TERMINUS.THEN NECO ASSOCIATED WITH YIN
10800 * SHOULD BE EQUAL TO LCU
10810 * IF AT TERMINUS DO NOT ADD YIN WHICH MAY HAVE GARBAGE
10820 * ALSO NOTE IN THIS CASE NECO HAS BEEN DEFINED
10830 IF(ILSON*E0*O.AND.IRSON*E0*O)GOT01030
10840 IF(NECO*NE*LCU)PRINT 10061*03759NSECT*LTYP,LCU*NECO
10850 DO 1020 I=1*NECO
10860 DO 1020 J=19NECO
10870 1020 Y2K(I*J)=YLOAD(I*J)•YIN(I•J)
10880 GOTO1050






































































*+►*	 IF(NOUTFL * NE90 ) CALL CMTPRT ( Y2K*MEC0 9 NDIM,LOUT)
+► 	 LOAD HAS BEEF! CREATFD AND C AN NOW BE USED IN PROCESSINGTHE ► 'EXT STEP T-, TO CREAT L N PAR M T RE I E




























IN THIS CASE wE ALSO COMPUTE OTHER MATRICES
CONTINUE
IF(NOUTFL . P)E.0)WRITE ( LOUT910022) ' AT 6405 NSECT ,NREC=' . NSECT,NREC
NO CHANGE IN NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS IN AND OUT
100<=LTYP<=999
WRITE(LDPRLONREC)NSECT,LTYP,LCU,NECO,XLEtITH,ZNULL,AM,BM,CM,
& APHI , BPHI9CPHI9DPHI9VTOPH , YLOAD , ZNULL . YIN,ZNULL.Y2K9
b VNULL.VNULL,VfIULL.VNULL,OLOAD,VSPRAT
IF(NOUTFL*hE.0)WRITE(LOUT910021)'Y2K',NSECT
IF(NOUTFL .NE.0)CALL CMTPRT ( Y2K,NECO . NDIM,LOUT)




IF (NOUTFL 9NE90)CALL CMTPRT ( VTOPH , LCU.NDIM,LOUT)







11430 *+►* I F (NOUTFL.t!E * 0)CALL CMTPRT(YIN*LCU,MDIM*LOUT)
11440 IF (PIPAR.GT .0	 ) GOT01110
11450 IF ( I;iD.EGi.,NOMAX) GOT01180
11460 wPITE(06*10050)NSECT*IND
11470 1110 IF(LEVPAR.EO.LEVND)GOT01180
11480 * THE ABOVE BRANCH OCCURS WHEN THE NEXT SECTION TO




11530 * THIS LOGIC PICKS JP SAVED SIBLING YIN AND
11540 * CHECKS WITH EXPECTED NECO
11550 LEVPT(LEVND)=0
11560 NSTAK=NSTAK-1
11570 * PRINT*•AT 8061 NSECT*NECO,NSTAKI*NSECT*NECO*NSTAK
11580 IF(NECOV(NSTAK)*EO*NECO)GOT01130
11590 NRItIT*•NSECT*MECO*NSTAK*NECOV(NSTAK) =t
11600 NR I •`IT * PISECT, NECO * NSTAK 9,4ECOV (^)STAK )





11650 * b	 *YIN*YSTORE*YSUM',
11660 * 6	 NSECT,NPAR*INLCSA(NPAR93)91NLCSA(NPAR *4)*NSTAK
11670 DO 1140 I=1*NECO
11680 YDIAG1(I)=YIN(I,I)
11690 YDIAG2(I)=YSTORE(I*I*NSTAK)
11700 DO 1140 J=1*NECO
11710 *** YTEMP(I,J)=YSTORE(I *J,NSTAK)
11720 YIN(I,J)=YIti(I*J)+YSTORE(I,J*NSTAK)
11730 1140 CONTINUE
11740 * IF(NOUTFL.NE*0)CALL CVDBAN(YDIAGI*NECO*NDIM*200 *LOUT*WKAREA)11750 * IF(NOUTFL.tJE*0)CALL CVDBAN(YDIAG2*NEC04NDIM,2OO,LOUT*WKAREA)
11760 DO 1150 I=1*NECO
11770 1150 YDIAGI(I)=YIN()*I)
11780 * IF(NOUTFL.NE.0)CALL CVDBAN(YDIAGI*NEC09NDIM*20o.LOUT*WKAREA)
11790 ** NSIB=INLCSA(NPAR*3)
11800 *** IF(NSIB.EO.NSECT)t)SIB=IrILCSA(NPAR*4)
11810 *** IF(NO U T FL.NE*0)W R ITE(LOUT910022) I SIBLING YIN*NPAR,NSIB*NSECT=•*
11820 *** 6	 NPAR*NSIB*NSECT
11830 ** IF(NOUTFL*NE*O)CALL CMTPRT(YTEMP*NECO*NDIM*LOUT)
11840 *** IF(NOUTFL.NE*O)WRITE(LOUT * 10022)*TOTAL YIN*PARENT*SIBLINGS =0911850 +►** 6	 NPAR * NSIB *NSECT
11860 *** IF (NOUTFL.NE * 0)CALL CMTPRT(YIli*NECO,NDIM*LOUT)
11870 GOT01180
11880 1160 LEVPT(LEVND)=1
11890 * THIS LOGIC SETS ASIDE YIN AND CURRENT NECO FOR LATER RECALL
11900 NECOV(14STAK)=NECO
11910 * PRINT,IAT 8141 NSECTvNECO94STAKI*NSECT*NECO,NSTAK
11920 00	 1170 I=1*NECO













	 END OF M AJO R LOOP













12140	 CALL CMTPRT(YIN,NECO „NDIM,LOUT)
12150	 CALL CMTCOP(Y' 4,YTEMP,NECO,NDIM)
12160	 CALL CMTINV(YTEMP,NECO,.^)ECO.NDI!'*WKAREA)
12170	 WRITE(LOUT,10021)'YIN INVERSE'
12180	 CALL CMTPRT (YTEAP,NECO,NDIM9LOUT)
12190	 DO 1200 I=19NECO
12200	 TEMP=ZERO




12250	 WRITE(LOUT91002:)'CURRENT DRIVE FOR UNIT VOLTAGE'
12260	 CALL CVEPRT(ZT..VECO%NDIM,LOUT)
12270	 DO 1210 I=19MECO
12280 1210 ZT(I)=AONE/YTEMP(I,I)






















12 4 70 NECO=-1




12520 * THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE IS USED TO KEEP LOGICAL C HECK ON
12530 * THE NUIN'BER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS TO PREVENT/DETECT
12540 * POSSIBLE ERRORS IN LOGIC OR FILE RECORD INDEXING.
12550 * LCU WILL REPRESENT THE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
12560 * FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE NEW YIN FOR THE CURRENT SECTION.
12570 * NECO WILL REPRESENT THE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
12580 * ASSOCIATED WIT'S THE MET YIN BEING PRESENTED TO THE CURRENT
12590 * SECTION BY 'DOWNSTREAM' EFFECTS.
12600 * NCU IS USED TO CHECK CONSISTANCY OF PRIMARY LOAD AND
12610 * EXPANDED DISTRIBTUION TRANSFORMER LOADS
12620 * EXCEPT FOR SINGLE PHASE TO THREE PHASE TRANSITIONS AND
12630 * RATIO BANK TRANSFORMER SITUATIONS•AND OTHER THAN
12640 * POSSIBLY ZERO LENGTH SECTIONS,LCU=NECO.
12650 * A VECTOR NECOV(15) W ILL BE USED TO KEEP TRACK OF NECO
12660 * ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAVED YIN IN THE STACK
12670 * DAPRYLIJ
	
RANDOM BINARY F ILE CONTAINING PRIMARY LOAD DATA
12680 * DARBTRLI	 RANDOM BINARY F ILE CONTAINING RATIO BANK TRANSFORMER DATA
12690 * DASECDLI	 RANDOM BINARY FILE CONTAINtN'G SECONDARY LOAD DATA
12700 * DATRANLI	 RANDOM BINARY F ILE CONTANING DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER DATA
12710 * DNWKINIJ	 ASCII FILE CONTAINING NETWORK LOGICAL DESCRIPTON
12 720 * ITRAN	 FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DTRANNIJ
12730 * IAREC	 RANDOM RECORD ADDRESS ASSOCIATED WITH FILE DARBTRLI
12 740 * IASN	 ASSUMPTION CODE
12750 * ICOND	 INTEGER LENGTH CODE FROM DNWKINLI




12760 * INDRHO	 OHM CODE
12790 * IOMCD	 OHNICODE ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT OPEN DPULIJKN FILE
12800 * IOPC	 TEMPORARY CONTROL FLAG FOR OPEN VS SHORT VS DISREGARD TRANS
12810 * IPHS	 PHASE CONNECTIOtl CODE
12820 * IPWIM	 PRIMARY LOAD CODE
12830 * IRECD	 RANDOM RECORD ADDRESS ASSOCIATED WITH FILE NTLIJKNM
12840 * IRES	 OHM CODE FROM DNWKINLI
12850 * IRTRAN•	 DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER TYPE CODE PLUS 1
12860 * ISECD	 SECONDARY LOAD TYPE CODE
12870 * ISTM	 ISTM+I=LAST RECORD IN DASECDLI FILE
12880 * ITE MP	 TEMPERATURE CODE
12890 * ITTM	 ITTM+I=LAST RECORD IN DATRANLI
	 FILE
12900 * ITTY	 DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER TYPE CODE
12910 * IZNGR	 INTEGER GROUNDING ADMITTANCE
12920 * JROOT	 ROOT SECTION NUMBER
12930 * KDRBTR	 FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DARBTRLI
12940 * KPRIM	 FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DAPRYLIJ
12950 * KTRSEC	 FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING DASECDLI AND DATRANLI
12960 * KVTSU	 FLAG TO CONTROL OPENING SULIJKNM






12980 *	 LDAINa10 FRN FOP CNKKINIJ
12990 *	 LD N 2L=20 FQN F„R NTLIJKNM
13000 * LDNU=25 FIN FOR DPULIJK^i PER UNIT LENGTH DATABASE FILE
13010 * LU 5 EC=11 F p ."1 F OR DASECDLI
	 SECOfoDAPY LOAD DATABASE FILE
13020 * LUTRA=13 FkN FOR TRANF USED IN TRANAG
13030 * LENGTH CODED LENGTH
13040 * LEVND LEVEL OF SECTION=INLCSA(NSECT95)
13050 * LEVPAR LEVEL OF PARENT
13060 * LOU T =16 FRAM FOR	 WK.-ROUIJ
13070 * LPRIM212 FRN FOR rA;,:'YLIK
13080 * .	 LRBTR=14 FRN FOR i ,""' TPLI RATIO BANK TRANSFORMER DATABASE FILE
13090 * LSUBN FRN FOR ASCII SUBNETWORK INPUT PARAMTER FILE 5UBN7LMN
13100 * LTOP LTYP ASSOCIATED WITH PREVIOUS READ OF DPULIJKN
13110 * LTKAN=15 FRN FOR DATRANLI DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER DATABASE FILE
13120 * LTYO DUMMY TO BE DELTED FROM FINAL OPERATIONAL FORM
13130 * LTYP LINE TYPE CODE
13140 * LVTSU FRN FOR SULIJKNM
13150 * PIAXND=512 DIMENSION LIMIT TO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SECTIONS
13160 * ttDVRL FILENAME VARIABLE FOR NTLIJKNM
13170 * MDNU CHARACTER VARIABLE FOP FILENAME DPULIJKN
13180 * MNTN, : FILENAME VARIABLE FOR DNWKINIJ
13190 * MPRIM CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DAPRYLIK
13200 * MPRS FILENAME VARIABLE FOR WKEROUIJ
13210 * MRBTR CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DARBTRLI
13220 * MREC=760 RECORD SIZE FOR NTLIJKNM
13230 * MTRAN CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DATRANLI
13240 * NCU USED FOR PRIMARY LOAD DIMENSION CHECK
13250 * t•IG.= 4 DIMENSION OF ADMITTANCE ARRAYS
13260 * tlOPU,. RECORD SIZE FOR DPULIJKM
13270 * MDSEC CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR FILENAME DASECDLI
13280 * NECO NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OLD YIN
13290 * NEUF NUMBER OF FEEDER NEUTRAL (0 OR 0• INDEPENDANT OF IASN
13300 * NEUFE NEUF MODIFIED BY IASN
13310 * NEUFO OLD VALUE OF NEUF• USED FOR CONTINUTIY CHECK
13320 * NIDEN NETWORK	 IDEVTIFICATION NUMBER
13330 * NLCSA=14 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN INLCSA ARRAY
13340 * NOMAX TOTAL NUMBER OF SECTIONS
13350 * NPAR PARENT SECTION=INLCSA(PfSECT,2)
13360 * r ►PR ISZ=38 RECORD SIZE FOR DAPRYLIJ
13370 * t4RU T R =78 R ECORD SIZE FOR DARBTRLI
13380 * NRUAT=1 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN A SINGLE SECTION DATA
13390 * NRECO NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS READ IN FROM DPULIJKN
13400 * NSECM FILE DASECDLI CONTROL PARAMETER
13410 * NSEOV=1 NUMBER OF RECORDS USED TO CONTAIN INSEOV VSCTOR
13420 * NTRNSZ RECORD SIZE FOR DATRANLI
13430 * NTRPH PHASE CONNECTION CODE FOR DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER
13440 * NVTSZ RECORD SIZE FOR SULIJKNM
13450 * SULIJKNM RANDOM BINARY FILE CONTAINING COMPUTED SUBNET PARAMETERS
13460 * TRANF FILENAME FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMER DATAFILE IOPC_3
13470 * VTOPH VOLTAGE TRANSFER RATIO MATRIX
13480 * YIN ADMITTANCE INTO THE SECTION






	 TOTAL EXTERNAL (IE NOT INCLUDING DOWNSTREAM YIN)LOAD




















































0250 IZNGR h1U5T NOT BE ZERO FOR
	 IASN.LT93
0 260 LTYP.GE.1000 NOT YET DEFINED
0274 FOR	 IASN=1+2 AND NEUF=1+ EXPECT NECO=2 FOR LTYPa1+2+3
0275 EXPECT NECO=2 FOR LTYP 24+5+6+7+8+9+	 IE DELTA
0276 FOR IASN2 3+4 AND NEUFo1+ EXPECT NECO=1 FOR LTYP =1+2+3
0277 FOR	 IASN=3+4+ AND NEUF-O EXPECT NECO=2 FOR LTYP=4+5+6+708+9
0279 FOR	 IASN=1+2 EXPECT NECO=2 FOR ANY LTYP2495.6+7+8+9
0280 DO NOT EXPECT NECO.GT.2 FOR ANY LTYPm4+5+6+7+8+9
0281 EXPECTED ALL NONZERO ELEMENTS IN Y2K FOR LTYP24+5+6+7+8+9
0282 NECO FROM THE DPU FILE IS GREATER THAN 4
0300 EXPECTED LTYP:12+13+23
0303 FOR LTYPs 13+23 EXPECT NELO TO CORRESPOND TO THREE PHASE
0304 FOR LTYP=12 NECO CANNOT CORRESPOND TO SINGLE PHASE
0310 FOR LTYP=24+25+26 EXPECT NECO=NEUF+2
0311 FOR LTYP a27.28+29.30+31+32 EXPECT NECO=NEUF+1
0352 EXPECTED RECORD SIZE 140T EQUAL TO THAT IN DPUIJKLM
0353 LTYP NOT CONTAINED IN DPUIJKLM
0354 LTYP NOT DEFINED IN DPUIJKLM
0355 EXPECT PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF NEUTRAL TO REMAIN CONSTANT
0355 1 EXPECT ACROSS RATIO BANKS (THIS TEST NOT NECESSARY
0355 2 IF	 IASNa3+:
0 356 EXPECT ICON=4+5+6+7+8+9 FOR OPEN DELTA LOAD
0365 FOR OPEN DELTA EXPECT NEUF_l AND NUMF=2+3
0366 FOR OPEN DELTA AND ICON=5+6+8+9 EXPECT NUMF=3
0367 FOR OPEN DELTA AND ICON=4+7 EXPECT NUMFc2+3
0368 PRIMARY LOAD SPECIFICATION IN DAPRYIJK INCONSISTANT
0369 INCONSISTANCY `IETWEEN LCU AND NCU WITH NCU DETERMINED
0369 1 IN PRIMARY LOAD LOGIC AT 369-1+
	 3666+ 365
0374 INCONSISTANCY BETWEEN LCU AND NCU WITH NCU DETERMINED
0374 1 IN DT-TTY LOGIC.
	 AT STATEMENT 3740+2 AND 373-1
0375 FOR 100.LE.LTYP+LT.1000 LCU DETERMINED FROM DPUIJKLM
0375 1 SHOULD EQUAL NECO DETERMINED FROM DOWNSTREAM
0375 2 COPID I T I ONS
0376 IFLAG FROM DAPRYIJK NOT ZERO; LOGIC/SUBROUTINE
0376 1 NOT INSTALLED YET FOR PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
3371 IN DT LOGIC WITH IPHSE=2 EXPECT NEUF_l AND NUMFz2+3
3372 IN DT LOGIC WITH IPHSE23 EXPECT NEUFal AND NUMFe3
3373 IN DT LOGIC WITH IPHSE=497 EXPECT NUMF=2+3
3374 IN DT LOGIC WITH IPHSE=5+6+8+9 EXPECT NUMF=3
3710 ILLEGAL
	 IPHSE;	 EXPECT	 IPHSE=1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9
3711 IPHSE EXPECTS DT TO BE CONNECTED PHASE TO NEUTRAL





* * - * . *---*4 *- •.+-,r * *-* * ** ** 4 4*4
SF PRYL'32	 7,4/P7/91	 2:39 Phi
**** * .A*-* . W ^ ^ r	 - " " - -+ --	 I	 i A	
-t 9- 41	 41.
0010 * T.-4TS &	 iSCI 1	 04 1. Ai-Y	 LC, A :	 D 'AT A FI-LES
	
^! I	 FILENAMES 
00 27 * -F	 T%r; ' .
	lF',-4Y'j<
0030 * I ;=I F,-;c=[	 .. I	 ,I T	 E. . C Y	 C
0040 * CO:-E
0050 * b",r*-".CTL,;lL	 OF	 THIS
	 FILE	 IS	 E-X%AI : iE0	 BEL00Y
0060 *
0070 * THIS	 C0`.5"r".CTo,	 THE	 '.)I-;ARY	 FILE	 DAPPYIJK	 WITH
MO * C) .1 rNL L	 L,	 . 3 Y	 - ATA	 PEC i M
0010 *
0100 * FT;E;	 C3:'+;i-i:Tl,,,G	 ':Af : '^YIJK	 CO:ISTi't.:CTILI tiq	 DAPi2YIJK
	 15	 REREAD
0110 * -VJ^	 T'T	 )ATA
	
L15F.')	 REVPITF AFPrYIJK.
	 THE PURPOSE OF THIS
0120 * IS TO CL 17 A•.UP	 FOP "AT	 A:-'r) P40VIDE	 A CHECK	 THAT DAPRYIJK HAS
0130 * -EE	 C^;-.::)T^'jCTEL-,
	 V -t(J ;TRLY.	 T;-E	 ,.SCII	 FILE	 AFPPYIJK	 CAN
	 BE
0140 * r7	 6"	 AS ".N'	 I(4PJT	 ON	 SUESEOUENT
0150
0160
0170 * At.	 r PTICi'	 IS	 ALSO	 PR OVI^,ED	 F .") g	 ETTHEP	 L15TING•
	 IOPTZI	 OR
Olso * C2^.VL,Tl'.G	 DAP Q Y i -'K	 7'j'	 A"	 Z,5CII	 C ILE	 rjUTFILN!lv	 IOP 7 =2	 WITHOUT
0190 * C!-'4.*,(-I,'-G
	 ArPRYIJK o	 Ir	 j-^'DE L '	 Tr	 C"ECK	 CO:4TEAITS
02 0 0() r, * •F
0210 *
0220 * NO ATTEI'PT	 IS - AC E T( 	 PROVIr)E SELECTIVE RECORD MALNTENAMCE
0230 * OR	 TC	 -ETECT PuPLICA T E	 EI!TRIr_-S
0240 *
0250 * THE	 P--'	 9V;`Fy	 PILE	 CA p F y ljr,	 rI	 ATA P =-COPD HA5 THE FOLLOWING-/
0260 * 5E;'luE':CE	 f! F 	 ""'TL
0270 * LUCID	 I,)L'lTIFICp'.TI(j'l 	 AUNSER
0280 * .FC,)= Acr, \ I t G	 S I	 E . 5 1 If!
02 1 0 * T 1: r, 'SPECIF4--
	 ',;-,;i-VTIC	 ( IFLl n.=n)	 OR	 PHYSICAL
	
(IFLAG=l)
0300 * Yl-'--i	 l',,TRIY	 4	 ITW-CF	 I'EC:)* ,' FC n	 FO')	 IFLAGz,)
	 OR
0310 * .EC 3*	 ;E C L + 1	 2	 P ! JY S I (- ;A L	 F L E*... E:,! T 5
0320 *
0330 * THE	 A5CII	 FILF.	 AFPqY IJK 	 :SAS	 'HE	 FOLL ,00 1 - ;G MUt-Ti
	 PECORD
03 4 0 * PC<JAT
	
TO SPECIFY	 J;,E	 SET C)F CAT4	 N '!)TE
	 ILLUSTRATED FOR NECO=4
0350 * FOR	 IFLA,7jZ3:
0360 *
0370 * LI.	 ?=F•EAL
	 PAPT
0380 * LI,.t	 Imo-?!
	 ,lEC(I	 IFLAC	 PART
0390 * LIFE
0400 * L I'.E
	 Y F` 1 1
0410 * LI-E	 Y111
0420 * LI,;E
0430 * LI':E	 Yk12	 YP22
01,40 * Ll.,;E	 Y112	 Y122
0450 * Ll*!E
0460 * L I "E	 y r,13	 Y'23	 YR33
0470 * LI--E	 YI13	 YI23	 Y131
0460 * Ll'!E
04 Q O * LI;,E	 Yk14	 Y`24	 Y134	 Y"44
1-100
0500 * L 	 .: Y 11	 y 124	 YJ14-	 YI44-
0510 *
0520 * 777	 5I' IL--	 c0'	 iAT	 IS	 ':SE I)	 '')IT S (	 T or	 ENTRIES
0530 * '-rY; I C", 	 -z LE' Zi T5
05 4 0 1'. F	 T('	 )
0550 1i F''r''•',"Tt15912911,'+')
0560 12 FDF ti'AT ( " )LTFIL' +I2.' ;' )
0570 1'r F ^P,'AT (14.2X,' iF;E=' , I2,7.X,' IT"P=' , I 1.2: {+'LREC 2 ' ,
0580 ;, I2, ZX,'IPP	 %13,2:<,•.I:)^-TE_•,Ay,2X,'TI-'E=',FE.2)
0540 15 Frig.',^,T (' I "	 r- =' , 12, 	 I T^ ,'Pz • • I 1 /' I F	 OY	 TYPE	 CR • )
0600 1^ FO9k`AT(I4.1P4E1h.7)
0610 1' FO- f.aT(14*3I5+Qx93I5)
0620 V:lPLE),	 Y (4,4) ,ZER' l A (4,4) ,Z,ZERC
0630 :)I')E^'5IG	 IC8UF(5).Y2(4),Y1 (5)
0640 CHARACTE,^	 I',FILE*9wCUFILE*Q,SFP*69:+DATE *8
0650 DATA	 SFn/'SFPRYL'/92EOrA/16*(0..i).)/,ZERO/(O.,O.)/
0660 DATA	 IC.uF/2999941,3/,LUOU/12/,LREC/38/.KOUT/0/
06 7 0 CALL	 i,.,,1STKX
06+0 ?RIF:T,'THIS PPGGRA'•' RE A DS AFPRYIJk	 .ar'D C04STRUCTS DAPRYIJK'
0690 100 COI-.T I i:UF
07no PQI":T,'TYPE Co FOP r0r" A L FILE EUILDIN3 OPTION	 IOPT=O'
0710 PKINT,•Of=,TYPE	 1	 PEFD G Z	 CP.	 FOR	 IOP7=1	 TO LIST DAPRYIJK'
0720 PKIt!T,'CF	 TYPE 2	 PEFDL';	 CR	 TO CChVERT DAPRYIJK TO'







0800 CALL	 3PE'.F(LJI ► l,Ir:FILE)
0810 * ):OTE	 TFAT	 NON	 I":FILE	 15 ASCII	 OUTFIL')M
0820 105 C0'•:TIr;''E
0830 PQI'.T,'TYPE	 TJC, DIGIT F RF nUE!,.CY CO'E,	 lilt DIGIT	 TE M PERATURE CODED
0840 kEAD,IFRL%IT'0
0850 !R I J	 159 I F RE, I T"'P
0860 READ,I
0870 IF(I.AE.n)GCTOIGO
0880 Ef;C;)DE (:,uF I LE • 1 1) ' UNPRY • ,1 OOO+ I FPE , I TMP
0890 PR I'+T,C•;;F I LE
0900 11P CONTI.^:UE
0910 * OPE +	 (C,:EATE	 IF	 r.ECF.SSARY)	 DAPRYIJK
0920 CALL	 nP;:f:F(LUCU,DLIFILE.ISTAT,3,1,ICBL)F)
0930 IF (I STAT * EG.,N GOTG111
0940 PRINT,'U::P'?LE	 TO ^PE' s /C" oAT E	 ',CUFILE,'	 ISTAT=',ISTAT
0950 STOP
















1040 ^^ I':T.' I
	
.T A' T=' , I ST %T
1050 IF(1^T-*T.i.	 I''T.I'-"IL"c•'
	 )'F5	 '`T	 cXIST'
1060 LIT,
1070 +► °	 .: '	 5FAC :,-*	 )^`k. r	 F INST	 iE;AL	 EcaW)	 Ir.	 AFPPYIJK
1080 112 i• EA D(LOV •111)
1090 "f:"	 r4^il'	 ErO	 iFF?YIJK.
	
N^ITE	 r/•F•QYIJK
11 ( 0 IPov= )
1110 114 C')%TI.:JE
1120 * REA"	 '.ULL
	
LI'. ► 	 FLP)	 ^ECC'':U
1 130 F'. F,"..^ (L'.. I':, 1+^ •E	 .D=4f	 )
1140 * REAC	 'iLCO	 :iA T A RFC0kP5
1150 READ(Li-12.:•1O•E::U=99b) LI';E•IPRI,t.EC:;9IFLAG•I1•I2•I3
1160 DO	 120	 I =1 •i,ECO	 -
1170 REAC(LLIt-910)
1180 READ(LUIS.• 10•F',DX996)LI'IE•(YR(J),J=1,I)











1280 115 Y(J•I) =Z
1290 120 Ct)`ITI'iL1E







1340 I PR' = I Ft.	 • 1
1350 .4R I TE (LU(.0 l I P G '-, • 1) O , U, r'i •ZE4,)A
1360 G-T022C
1370 23 I ►'R, =I!'D t •1
1380 24n CO,!TI:::;E









1410 •vRITE( LUJU' IDFI.1)1F` RI,:FC:j,IFLAG•I1,I2,I3•((Y(I*J)•121*PIECC)•J=1•ti
1420 GOT3114
1430 400 C0 N!T I • )UF
1440 * AT THIS POI'.T END . )F AFPPY I JK HAS O EEN REACHED NORMALLY
1450 * JR I TE HEADER UN f)APR v
 I JK
1460 IF( IOPT.F(J.o)CALL
	 GATI , '( ,DATE•TI',10)
1470 "RITE(LUi;U'1) IFRE• ITAPsLlFC.I?Rh•t,-•ATE,TIAE
1480 * PO.. HAVE F I !:I SHEC. CG'.STRUCT I ON OF	 PAP^Y I JK
1490 * r:E)(T PE vfi? l
	 E	 AFPPY I JY,	 c(Y RE 1 3 Vj #,3 BACK	 DATA FROM DAPRY I JK
1500 REr^I.;D(LU1'd
1510 E NDFILE,LUI'))
1520 402 R EAG(LLOU'1) IFPE•IT t­ P•LREC.IFki •r:DITE*Tl!-IE
1530 :'jkITE(L1.1Ir'..14) 1J0 o. IFPE+1n,) u•iTr•!P,LRFC•IPRr±.r4DATE•TIt•)E
ORIGINAL PAGE. 15
OF POOR QUALITY
5FPR yL52 PAGE 4
1540 L I "c" zz
1550 ,102-z
156 6 41.1 r Cl




1620 .0; T TY - (L ,.) T	 17)	 . I 	 E	 I pr., I	 -rCl	 I FLii fl. 11	 1 2 	 13
1630 LI.EmLl
	 E*IC
1640 :)0	 44(l	 lzloi:E(X,
1650 DJ	 x• 10 	 j = 1	 ,, ECO
1660 22y(T,J)
16 70 Yri(J)X– r*^EAL(Z)
1680 41) YI(J)=AitA(-)(z)
1690 '4R I TE ('..'J I f - 116) L I ',F
170n L1.41MLI.;EV10








IF(IOPT	 E(IsO)P O T J 
0 
()tJF I LF	 REv;F r TTET,
1780 1 F ( I JPT * '0 T , I ) L) ; I ITo')UF 1 yam `, t	 C 1. ,'NL):  "rP r	 TO	 ASC I I	 AIND PLACED' •
1790 f,	 '	 l'i	 * I iF 16.E






1860 990 PR V,Tq • u , .EXPE rr Eo	 ;EOF	 r',CC!.J.lTFPFD•
1870 STOP





AAAAA1t^^FA .E• #/F#* If# k+^'t1F!F f ^Fi► N4 #* r###.^ ki## ^^► *•K##+.##^•.fN###'+F1l1fiF1. 1lA^FAirANMAAIlMt1►
SU`NETS1
	 04 /07,' 41
	
2:42 PIA
**IF1•'R1F^17ffi-° # Y# •7 A-^ .f+t+wR •,hwxtr `ft*'. r -^ a :. .4+i#+.f*•e - ^FA^► + 1F1► *#4#A1Ftl/##!•f11A11 # AA^^F^^1^IF
0010 * EXT':,V75	 FRi)'l A SPECIFIED .IETWORK FILE CO NTAI14ED
0020 • I'	 T .-, -- 	 I ".FILE •	 A	 `U? r ^ T ! Cpv	 1E	 TPAT	 PART I 7!v	 INCLUDIN G 	 AND
0030 * f_Y^	 :1	 SPECIFIC	 3r'CTI : I	 i',ICH	 O('CUkS	 33r4EiHERE	 WITHIN	 THE
0040 * GIVC'•	 FT'.'.0GK.	 THIS	 00 CriRA •( ALLIVIS	 GEAEPMTIOri OF	 ANY	 ,UMBER
0050 * OF	 S1)::!,ET;;0RK5.
0060 * *'ij5	 I%.-OkOO^:'ATE5 AN APP-7 000H 5U61E5TED BY R WOODING
0070 * "•OTF-	 T,;A-	 `55I 6r.tC,	 5FCTI0 , 4 I iUP-eEPS MUST BE EACH LESS THAN	 THE
0080 * UI *, El 5ICN	 ASSIG'Or E"T OF	 THE	 :;ETWL)PK	 ARRAY	 IA 'WHICH	 IS PRESENTLY
0090 * 1AL=1000
0 ,100 in FORN(AT(V)
0110 11 F0R*AT(I+f•5I5+1X•7I5)
0120 12 FOR 14AT ( • PRINT	 NA N'E	 CF	 ' •.A6 •'	 FOLLO % -EC	 B y	 A	 *9*) 
0130 13 FORN.AT( 9 1F	 OK	 TYPE	 C9•	 TYPE	 1	 TC C 4 ar'GEs	 TYPE —1	 TO ESCAPE*)
0140 14 FO P%-,RT( •! iE:1	 rET:.OFK	 IU	 -;u;.?ER='•I2)
0150 15 FUP k . AT ( • '!C;i	 POOT	 SECTION	 6=0915)
0160 CHAPACTER	 I.:FILE*9•CUFILE*9
0170 DI'E,,SlJf.	 TA(2('00.10 •j5(200)
0180 DATA	 jr:FILE/'Cr.NKI^: 9!3i• /.OUFILE/'^'. tiKj`1o9i•/
0190 DATA	 IAL/ 2000 /.ISL/200/•lilET /99 /•Ir:OOT /100/
0200 DATA	 Lk'I+,/11/9LUOU/12/
0210 CALL NAST4X
0220 130 CONT I jiLlE
0230 PRI'.T.'If.FILE='•I"'FILE
0240 PK I "^T	 13
0250 RE AD9 1
0260 IF(I)Q99.150•l35
0270 135 PKI':T	 12.'ViFILE'
0280 READ•jr:FILE
0290 GOTO'.3C
0300 15^l CONT ( IUE
0310 CALL	 C A E' f'F(LuIN9Tr,FILE.ISTAT•1.0.')
0320 IF(ISTkT.LO,O)Grroi^o
0330 IF(ISTAT.EO.5)PR!'4T•I'!FILE.' 	 DCES	 r,OT	 EXIST'
0340 IF(ISTAT.r.E,5)P'rt ► •T•I":FILE•'	 STATU5=19ISTAT
0390 CJT013C
0360 * FIRST PESET FIRST COLO N't! OF	 IAL TO — 1 	 AS A FLAG
0370 160 DU	 le5	 I=191AL
0380 165 IA(I.1):^-1
0390 * NO:: ;EAD	 I`( %ET"OPK "BRAY AND PLACF SECTION 	 IN INSECT ROW
0400 REA:)(L01-l%10) IGJr•1•I
0410 l 7 ^ PEAD(LUI: •!•IO•F.	 D=18G)IOU't.ISECT•(It.(ISECT.J)•J=1.11)
0420 GUT0170
0430 18 1) CONT I';UE
0440 PRI).T•'0(JFILE=' •OUFILE
0450 PNI;iT	 13
0460 READ • I
0470 1F(i)130.2209Z:('






SUS NETS1	 OF POOR QUALITY	 PAGE 2
05!1 0 G)T-,1,Io
05c0 22C, CC';TI	 .!L
0520 CYO,.	 ;•^' FtL^G;!.:)lFiLt.ItiT+T.3.c'•1)
0530 IF t IS'^T.. _. 5 )	 , 'T^_ ^,:^
0540 CALL	 ')''E; F(L'1vl;.GL'rlLF)
0550 jl^.%250
0560 234: IF C ISTAT.^'•E.^,):CTC^24 )
0570 PRA"J.0iFILE,'	 AL R. C^L' Y FXISTS•	 TYP	 CR IF OK TO DE5TP OY/REWRITEO
0580 REAJ,I
0590 IF (I) 1G'j.25UgJ 8Q




0620 * tT T-4 15 POINT OUTPUT F ILE CIPFN




0670 26 11 I'R I'!T	 14
0680 READ, I"!CT
0690 G0TC25C
0700 270 MJ I iL T




0750 280 PR I,'.T	 15
0760 READ*IPGOT
0770 GOTCZ7C





0830 * '-E= I'-Ol ,1 6	 PRCCESSI;:(, 	 COUP
0840 * FEY
0850 * 1	 IPAR
0860 * 7	 IL5"v
0870 * 3	 IR5N
0880 * 4 LTYP
0890 * 5	 ILCD
0900 * 6	 I	 '"
0910 * 7	 ITTY
0920 * d	 IPH S
0930 * 9	 "15ER
0940 * 10	 IPRL
0950 * 11	 INGD
0960 * '.E.'F-6ER
	
SECTICr, DATA	 ST')RE0 FY	 ISFCT NOw
0970 * THE	 FOLLOV:ING	 IS A	 PFJGF.A'1M2':G E°ROR C- l ECK, REMOVE AFTER DEBUG
0980 295 IF(IA(ISECT * 1) * LT * O)STOP	 0295
0990 IF(I5ECT,NE*IPC0T)GOTO320






















































3<i% 1 ,41Tf.tLJCUIII)4I iE.ISFCT.(Im(IACT.J) * in 1.11)
Ll' F==^I .t +1
ILA>":I r. { 15CCT.?)
I k S^ =1^ (ISECT.S)




'EAT C l- o tCr, TU SEE IF ^%RA"CHT'^E, 15 1 11V )LVED
IF t ILS;'.' E.C,.A^.^^. tR5').,.1_.i^):,t3Tt:4^'•0
AT THIS OCINT * 1 0 :RA:;CHI-G I WOLVEn
I5ECl=MAA0 ( ILSt,•IR$rc)
JOT0245
4U'l CO';T I NIU,7
AT THIS 00I" ! T i3RA" CHI;,G IS I:,VOLVEI.) .	 AR3ITRARILY PLA
STACK "ECTOR 1 5
I F (\STA^K *LT .ISL)GOT0420
PRINT•'STACK EXHAUSTED, I4CRE45E 15 01"ENSIONO
GOTO?R^
42U NSTACKaNSTACK-1
15 ('STACK) = I RSA.
I5FCT=ILS-"I
GOT0295
500 CO,+T I %UE
AT T % 'IS POINT A T ERMINUS SEC T Ioi4 WAS REACHED, LOOK AT
STACK VECTOR Fo p A NE,u SECTIOM NOT YET PROCESSED, IF
..STAG . THE f,U ► BL O'- OF AS YET U+)Pt ^CESSED SECTIONS. 15





90 0 CONT I MUL
AT TH15 PUINT HAVE EXHAUSTED STACK AND FIVISHED WITH
GJFILE.
CALL DETACh(LU0U,ISTNT.)
PRI":T.'..R.O TE • .J:JFILE.' AI TH MET'^ORK N U'l5ER= '.INET
PRINT. O APA) FOO T SECTI )r-19IRCiOT
.:Os REPL ACE PARENT ,oDC V1 IA AR;+AY
I A (IRn')T. 1) 2Ip.AW
PRj NJT. I TYF'E 1 TO Gf t : E4ATF A ty cN5U5^ ? FT^0RK • TYPE CR TO ESCAPEI
READ.I
IF(I)13U%130.1a0















*** ♦ -*****•• *+*ri* A-A,4".c-,**! * .*,.,r4 	 siF^	 *********
01 0 "	 T +IS	 CL''PUTES THE THREE UH;,Sr A(1"'ITT.AHCE ASSOCIATED
021) *	 v I Ta A	 FACTGF CC.P! ZECT I,Y r^' !2 AC I TOR 3AAK TRAPPED IN THE
030 *	 '_"' 03 . : c	 ?Y	 I "'^`, !CT^P (SEr i ES	 A,4D L) SHU4TED SY A
044 *	 C:;^ L 1 tCT.= Cr. GS,
05o	 10 FURk'AT(V)
060	 11 FOk" L T( • TYPE CR IF OK')
070	 12 Ft ►Ra'AT(9C='.1PE9.3)
080	 13 FJWl'AT('P-GS9L2*%lP3E12.3)
090	 1r FUR%!AT('F='.F8.2)
100	 15 F0K'(i.T (72 (' *') )
110	 16 FJR^'AT ('TYPE CR TO CC' l TVwE' )
120	 17 FJK"'AT('fll9Yl2=9,IP2E12.3.5X.2E12.3)
130	 C`Y-- LEX YC•?T.Y11.Y12.ZC=,E.OEi•!
140	 kEAL L
15 0 	"ATi,
160	 100 FRI''iT 1t.
170	 kEhD.I
180	 IF(I.i.E.0)STOP 0100




230	 115 PRIi T 13
240	 PEAD .n,GS.L
250	 G  T^o' 11G
260	 120 FR I',T 12.0
270	 PRI :T 11
280	 READ ,  I
290	 IF(I)i1C.13r,,125
300	 125 PRI^!T 12
310	 REA09C
320	 GOT0120





















TRAPAD4T	 OF POOR QUAUV	 PAGE
Soo	 Pt l^'T 15
51()	 PRI', .T
52Q 	 f- E A I-D ,












1000 * THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS THE CONCENTRIC NEUTRALS OF U.G.
1010 * POWER CABLES INTO ELECTRICALLY EQUIVALENT SINGLE NEUTRAL
1020 * CONDUCTOR ANALOGOUS TO THE SITUATION FOUND IN OPEN WIRE
1030 * OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS9THIS PROGRAM USES IMPEDANCE AND"
1040 * ADMITTANCE DATA IN UNIT OF OHMS/METER AND MHOS/METER
1050-* CALCULATED FOR BURIED CABLE BY USE OF THE SPA EMTP
1060 * CABLE CONSTANTS OPTION.
1070 * IN CALCULATION PERFORMED BY THE PROGRAM THE ELECTRICAL
1080 * EQUIVALENT NEUTRAL CONDUCTOR IS NOT ASSUMED TO BE AT
1090 * GROUND POTENTIAL THUS RETAINING THE EVUIVALENT NEUTRAL
1100 * AS AN $ EXPLICIT* CONDUCTOR.
1110 * THIS PROGRAM IS EQUIPPED TO SUPPLY THE
1120 * PROPER Z AND Y MATRICES FOR EITHER 1.2 OR 3 PHASE CASE BY
1130 * THE PROPER EXTRACTION AND MANIPULATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF
1140 * THE 6 BY 6 IMPEDANCE AND ADMITTANCE MATRICES SUPPLIED BY
1150 * THE B.P *A• PROGRAM
1160 * WRITTEN BY RICHARD WOODING
1170 * 4/7/81
1180 * EXTENSIVE MODIFICATIONS WERE COMPLETED ON THE ORIGINAL
1190 * NEUREDSI PROGRAM DESCRIBED ABOVE.THIS PROGRAM NOW
1200 * HAS THE CAPABILITY TO GENERATE Z b Y DATA FOR
1210 * UNDERGROUND CABLES INTERNALLY AND THEN PERFORM THE
1220 * NEUTRAL REDUCTION FUNCTION USING ALGABRAIC METHODS.
1230 * THE PROCESSING OPTIONS NOW ARE;
1240 *
1250 * 1) USE OF PROPERLY FORMATTED E.M.T•P. ZY DATA.
1260 *
1270 * 2) MANUAL ENTRY OF Z b Y DATA SUPPLIED BY THE USER.
1280 *
1290 * 3) USE OF AN ASCII DATA FILE SUPPLYING I LTYP O CASE
1300 * INFORMATION AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE CABLE

















1470 PRINT92FOR USE OF AN EMTP FILE TYPE A CRI
1-109
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
UGIYGESI	 OF POOR QUALITY	 PAGE 2
1480 PRINT•IFOR USE OF MANUAL ENTRY TYPE A 19

















1660 PRINT••LTYPE CASE DATA•
1670 PRINT•NPRI9NOCASE9NRC9NFOC9NCC9NTPC9NTOT9NPHSET9NSP9NSN9NEUF
1680 PRINT90TYPE A CR IF OKI
1690 READ9NCHK
1700 IF(NCHK.E0.0)GOT0130
1710 120 PRINT9 • ENTER MODIFIED DATA CASE'
1720 READ9NPR19NOCASE9NRC9NFOC9NCC9NTPC9NTOT9NPHSET.NSP9NSN+NEUF
1730 PRINT91MODIFIED CASE DATA'
1740 PRINT9NPR19NOCASE9NRC9NFOC9NCC.NTPC9NTOT9NPHSET9NSP9NSN9NEUF





















































































































































































































PRINT• • ENTER XCC'
READ•DENT(3)
PRINT O ENTER XNN'
READ•DENT(4)






PRINT9 1 ENTER YCC'
READsDENT(8)



































































3500 DO 210 2x13.24
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3850	 *	 HERE THE COMPLEX 6X6 MATRIX IS READ FROM THE DATA FILE
	
3860	 DO 280 I=1.6
	
3870	 DO 270 J=1.6
	













3950	 *	 NOW FORM THE COMPLEX 6X6 Y MATRIX
	
3960	 DO 290 I=1.6
	









4030	 DO 310 19196
















4160 *	 NOW COMMON ELEMENTS IN EACH MODIFIER ARE FORMED
4170	 NOW FORM THE MODIFIERS
4180	 DO 350 IX1.4








4270 *	 NOW FORN THE MODIFIED Y MATRIX
4280	 00 370 Isl.3




4330	 DO 390 Isl93
4340	 DATY2(I.4)sDATAY(I.4)*DATAY(I.5)•DATAY(196)
4350	 390 CONTINUE





























4600	 DO 435 Is1*NPM













4740	 DO 445 Isl92
4750	 DATY2(39I)aOATAY(49I)*OATAY(Sel)
4760 445 CONTINUE
4770	 DATY2( 393) a(DATAY(4.4)•DA7AY(5*5)•(2*OATAY(4.5)))
4780 +► 	 NOW WRITE THE OUTPUT FILE












4910	 00 462 Kal•NPM







4990	 00 467 Ial•NPM






5060	 DO 520 Kal•NPM





























A##A#*###t1F ##+F #w wlrxf► # R*A f► 1► !t w #fwt ,e f# R# 4w^t wx •? f#Y #R#f# ######### ##^F*1F**#**#*
ZPTRANSI
	 04/07/81	 10:25 AM
^*#A/f###lr ii#* wflefM ^ ♦ xffRtlF M4#w^ Mw ♦ ^+w R fi^1^.tnw•'stiF4 ## ^M«##*^iF #* w####*##^F##
0010*0 RU(.h f=ZPT: t,!:hItULlf .,CCrF=3QK,**;rtAn".)LIt'PARY4;LIBRARY/ZFTA,K
0020 *+►*#n«+tw*ww^tRww^##*w*,r«w„#4##www+e#fir+f,r•##++#*+r#**#*##ww+r##w#a ►**
0030 * THIS PRwGkA%i Af.ALYZE5 DISTRIPU T 1O"!	 TPA"iSFOPMERS
0040 * USI`G THE LU"PED PAPA V ETE R ^100EL.	 THE '!SER MAY ENTER
0050 * VALUES FOk THE VARIOUS CIRCJIT ELt"ENTS .'YR 14AY CHOOSE_
0060 * TO RE'1GVE THOSE ELE 6 ENTS FPON' THE ANALYSIS SIMPLY BY
0070 * ENTERING A VALUE OF ZEPO wHEP. PPrji.PTED UY THE PROGRAM.




0100 *	 MODE 1: PRIMARY	 -->	 SECONDARY






0130 * COMPUTATION RESULTS IN VALUES FOR THE '4AGNITIIDES OF THE
0140 * INPUT A01 :1ITTA?ICE AP,L THE VOLTAGE T^ AhSFER ►RATIO• BOTH
0150 * EXPRE55ED IN D0. AS WELL AS T`iEIR PCLATIVE PHASE ANGLES•
0160 * IN DEGREES.	 A PLOT FILE IS GENERATED WHICH CONSISTS OF
0170 * TWO PLOTS.	 THE FIPST IS OF THE VOLTAGE TRANSFER RATIO•
0180 * ITS MAGviITUDE
	
I,*I DC AND	 ITS PHASE ANGLE	 IN DEGREES.
0190 * THE SE	 'D	 15 OF THE	 I';PUT AGt+ITTA" CE.	 ALSO WITH !SAG-
0200 * NITUDE
	
It', DO AND PHASE	 A(•!GLE
	 I'i	 DEGREES.
0210 * CODING FOR OTHE R DEPENDANT VAFIABLE COMBINATIONS
0220 * COULD EASILY of ADDED. 	 THE RAAGE OF FREQUENCIES
0230 * ENCOMPASSED BY THIS ANALYSIS 15 FROM 2 K—HZ TO 100 K—HZ.
0240 * I"!	 500 HZ	 I"FCRE'1ENTS.
0250 *+►#4^^c#****#+r###*fw##*##*•*##*f#######^#w#ww#*+ ► *##w#*#######***,r*
0260
0270 * STATEMENTS I41;M5EPEC) 10 THROUG)-	 49 ARE OUTPUT FORMATS
0280
0290 10 FOR Y-AT ('THIS PROGPA- UbE5 THE LU P'PFC PARAMETER AODEL' /
0300 G ' TU ANAL I ZE	 D I STR I BUT I I) : '+	 TR ANSFOR;4ERS' )
0310 11 FORMAT(/' mODE	 1 CALCULATES PRI•)ARY	 ---> SECONDARY'/
0320 b 'NODE 2 CALCULATES 5ECGr,DA f7 Y --> Pit IMARY' / )
0330 12 F0.^-"1AT (/' E."•!TEa	 1	 FOP	 N OOE
	
I	 ')P	 2	 Fi. r	 M ODE	 2l)
0340 13 FOkMaT(//'LOAD	 INDuCTA ,.lQ	 a'9 9 15.60	 '•'ILLIHENRYS')
0350 14 FORMAT(*LOAD RESISTAICF. 	 ='•F15.69'	 OHMS')
0360 15 FORMAT I' ENTER CK	 IF OKAY.	 ELSE_ ENTER	 11)
0370 lb FORMAT(/'ENTER LOAC	 I^+DUCTA")CE	 (IN MILLIHENRY5)')
0380 17 FOR MAT(/'ENTER LOAD RESI5TA ,ICE	 (I"= OHMS)*)
0390 16 FORMAT(//'FEEDER CAPACITAr;CF 	 = 1 9F15.6.'	 MICROFARADS')
0400 1Q FORMAT('FEEDE R C fJVcLCTA r +CE = 1 9F15.60	 MHOS')
0410 20 FJR MAT(/'E,+TER FEEDER CAPACITAiCE	 (I:I MICROFARADS)')
0420 21 FORMAT (/'ENTER FEEDER CO! •(DUCTA.NCE	 (Ir; AHOS)' )
0430 22 FORMAT W O W INDING RESISTANCE ='+F15 9 69' OHMS	 REFERRED TO')
0440 23 FORMAT061MDING INDUCTANCE ='•F15.69'	 MILLIHENRY$	 SECONDARY')
0450 24 FORMAT(/'ENTER	 ++IMCI!iG	 RESISTA;TE	 (I'! OHMS)')
0460 25 FORMAT(/'ENTER
	
wINDI)IG	 I":DUCTA.%CE	 (IA	 c1ILLIHENRYS)')
0470 26 FORMAT(//'TURAS RATIO OF	 IDEAL TRANSFOPMER sl,F15.6)
0480 27 FORMAT('STRAY CAPACITACCE
	
s99F15.6•'	 MICROFARAD59)




ZPTRAr'S1 PA G E	 2
0500 21 l: J ­4 ' ',T(/'E' TE N 	STF , 'Y	 C^•^?CITA,tCE	 (I I	 *:ICRUFARADS)')
0510 3^ FC"'~.T(//'CC:aE	 J IT tC T .. Cc
	 ='• F 15.h. • 	'ILLIHE:iRYS'l
0520 31 ^,.:;•	 :T t ^C:C.•'^	 C^	 ...;CTS .CE.	 -' . F 15.t .'	 '^H^.S' )
n 530 32 F • ,;	 :Tt/'k.''E"	 •'p	 1' ;k.'(7T"	 +CE	 (1'•	 "ILLI^4EARYS)1)
0540 33 i=	 ,:'•	 :T c /' c". T E 9	C f-)RF.	 Cr.	 :^UCr.>r C=	 ( I'	 "Hi lo S) I )
055(% 34 FO;;.'.T ( /'v;	 Yl_)L	 .,i:•,T	 Jj " TPJUT	 ,;T	 T w E	 TE't''IAAL
	
71)
0560 3' FN l AT (/'(OUTPUT	 FILF	 =' .:9)
0570 35 FOB % 'ATt'CDULD	 r.OT	 L,LT;;C N
	FILE'.A10.'	 4ITH	 STATUS	 =14I3)
0580 37 F0^'^.T(A3+A1)
0590 31 F0 r-NlAT('UOEP:ED	 FILE	 = 0.A10)
0600 31 FJR'•!MT(f.' ODE OF	 O P FRATIC.d	 =19I3)
0610 40 FO Q ' ;A T(///'FRED.	 (HZ)'.T14. 4 VTR	 (I.	 D3)'9T309 1 VTR	 PHASE',
0620 6 T441#Ylf:PUT	 (^h)'.T5d.'Yj;;PvT	 0PASE'//)
0630 41 FJPSAT(F9.19T1391PE13'.E+1.2H.E13.6.T43•E13.692X•E13.6)
0640 42 FORMAT(/'wROTF_ OUTPUT FILE ='.M10)
0650 43 F O R MAT(///'ENTER A VALUE OF	 0.	 FOP ELEME'ITS YOU WISH	 t0	 IGNORE')
0660 44 FORMAT(//'SASE FkE:vE:iCY Fr.R FPFCUC"'CY DEPENDANT•/,
06 7 0 b RESISTAt-CE	 ='. F 15.6.'	 )HERTZ')
0680 45 FJR N+ AT(/'E`.TER	 SASE	 F kCCUFNCY	 (I',	 HERTZ)•)
Ob90 4h F'J:'-,AT (/' E N TER	 P11401E	 IF	 OUTPUT	 F I LC' )
0700 47 F'Jar• AT(//'9AN3E OF	 VT't	 %1 4Gt:ITU0E
	
=99F6.10
	 TO	 '.F6.19'	 DO')
0710 4y FnR! •'AT ('i;,A`iGE	 OF	 VT^	 PHASE
	
Ar,GLE5
	 =' .F6.1.'	 TO	 ' .F6.1 •'	 DEGREES,)
0720 49 FOR 4'AT ('RANGE
	 OF	 Y j •,;PUT	 !•iAG'4l TtUDF	 =' .F6. 1 .'	 TO	 ' .F6.1.'	 DS')
0730 50 FOP. •+.AT (/' E":TER
	
LOWC P 	 A *14D UPPFO	 VT°	 M AGi ., I TUDE
	
LIMITS'/
0740 6 ' (I;:	 DP.),	 SEA c '-,TED	 r3Y	 +	 CU '"•'A' )
0750 51 FOR',;AT(/'EP!TER LOWE.
	
At:0 UPPER VTR P wASt ANGLE LIMITS'/
0760 6 ' ( IP: DEGREES), 	 SFP--RATED
	 BY	 A	 CO 'JiA A ' )
0,770 52 FORMAT (/' ENTER I ;.IFR	 A',D UPPER Y I :PUT MAGNITUDE LIMITS'/
0780 6 '(IN DC).	 5EPE„ATEC BY A C(*'''""A' )
0790 53 FORMAT (/' OO YOU ^J I SH	 TO	 A'!AL IZE ANOTHER	 TRANSFOR,"E? 	 70)
0800 54 FOR''i,;T(/'FCR OPE': CIRCUIT
	 SCCO;4DAPY9	 RESET 9OT11 THE LOAD'/.
0810 6 'jNDUCTANCE AA rl LOAD RESISTANCE TO ZERO$)
0820 S5 FORMAT(' i A :GE
	
OF	 Y l t PUT	 PH.A'iE
	
='.F6.1.'	 TO	 '.F6.19'	 DEGREES')
0830 56 FJR'SaT (/' E: • :TER	 LO'W; 	A'!D	 UPPER	 Y I (()UT	 PH.45F	 L I 1 I TS • / •
0840 c, '(jr, DEG;^EES) • SFP,_RATEC BY A C,'TJ 'l A' )
0850
0860 * VAF I ABLC DECL AR AT I G")5
0870
0880 IMPLICIT COMPLEX(Y.Z)
0890 CO'IPLFX	 VT A (2Q'0) •O7.E.VT












































































	 PH Z / I?J0 * ,X / •
f,	 P,13/-Ieo*00/•
t,	 P H4/ 1u3 0.') l'! It
f•	 ALI/-5G•(`(,/•
b	 I)ES/57.2A578/•
b	 IxC/'FREOUE;ICY I'I y ERTZ' /
:,•3E A., AR 1 TH;'ET I C S T ATE>'E':T FL"ICT I,)i. TO FIND
TF-E FR1 OUVI C Y r F P E' A- . + h T	 4ESIST.A-ICE• USE
T ►-E VALUES Fi.TC I J:'1 F ,)4 '•b; ,a, u rHF 3ASF FPEOUENCY
TO DETER"ViE VALUES AT ^•T^^F V FREQUENCIES.
ALSO USE AR I THOET I C STATF^-E' . T FO,:CT I YIS TO CALCU-
"+TE MAGNIT;,(.ES I-, L1 3 FvF T'•E VTR AND INPUT AI)MlTTAP'CE
AS .'#F-LL AS T HE PWS F AA(lLE CF THE VOLTAGF TRANSFER RATIO,
REF (A) = (X / nASE)*+^l.h
D'—F(Y) a 20.0 * ALC 10 KAPSM )
PHFtY) = DEG k ATA;'.2(Al'tAG(Y) • :EAL(Y) )
;01r CETERNtI+ E M tCM 'tCDE^F 'W ckaTIUN TAE USER
OESIFLS ANC YE AU 1I: THE APP,tUrRIATE VARIABLES
"^('CE 1 CALCJLATF5 P u I ,' 1 ,; Y ---> SECONDARY
''CGE 2 CA LCULATES 5ECr;%,^A'-Y --> (S R I 'AR Y
PR I ;T 10
oRINT 11
10') LJOUT s -70
(S RI":T 12
READ**!'0'lE
IF t`"DL^E.EO.1.Un.'CCt.EC.2) N 0 I"T 43
I F (',! ODE.; iE • I ) j?TO 130
ni_AD IN LOAD I":CUCT a !ICF A r .D CONDUCTANCE FOR MODE 1
". P ERATICN .AML SFT FEECE F' CA 0 ACITAhCE AND CONDUCTANCE
T(', ZERO
PRINT 54






ZPTRANS I	 P %GE 4
1540 ,JCT,'	 1
1550 u'+ I 	 T	 I.,
1560 : ►;	 ;;.^^
1570 c^i.	 ?	 :~
1580 r`.L*^—L
15 9 0 GOTC	 t i
1600
1610 12'' CF z
1620 6F a n
1630 60TO	 15)
1640
1650 * I `i FEE N Z C APA C I TA •, C[ 	 %t.^ C3 1000TAACE FOR MODE 2
1660 * ►rERATIOoi At,'	 5FT L `A,)	 11,DUCTANCE	 AND CONDUCTANCE
1670 * TJL	 ZFRO
1680
1690 130 I F ( M OvE * NF.2) GOTO 100
1700 PRINT	 Is%CF
1710 PRINT	 19.UF
1720 PR FIT	 15
1730 READ	 I Dk,kY
1740 IF(IIKtYoE0.0) ,'?Tn	 1 w)
1750 PRINT 20
1760 REAW'•CF




1810 1 4o LL : 0.0
1620 RL = 0.0
1830
1840 + REA,'"i	 14 ALL "'AT', THAT	 15 USED FOR SOT4 MODE	 1 AND
1850 * '10DE	 2 JPERAT I O o
1860
1870 15(: PRINT 44.rASE
1880 PRINT	 15
1890 READ.IukAY
1900 IF(I [_KAY,U,0) U—OTD	 lt,0








1990 IF tICKAY.[O.0) GcTC	 170















2060	 17" PR I'.T
2070 P41 T Z7-L
2080 aaI	 T	 It








2170 131) P9 I':T	 3.: *LC
2180 PKI-1r	 31 *(-lC
2190 PR I %T	 15
2200 READ*IC):1Y
2210 IF(ICK.AY.L-)*J)	 GOTO	 190
2220 PRINT. 32
2230 READ*LC




2280 * '.J':	 %TE:R'.+ I t:t	 THE	 DE'ST I 'IA T I OM OF 	 TAE PROGRAM OUTPUT*
2290 * DEF4"LT DE5TI'iATIuN
	
I5 A FILE NA ,+ED	 'DT0'JT1 •	BUT THE
2300 * '15E2 CAN 5PLCIFY	 ;UTP'1T TC	 4 CIFFERENT FILE OR	 TO THE
2310 * TFPti'It +AL. 	 I'+	 A`.Y	 CoSE *	THE	 PLOT	 FILE	 I5	 NRITTENo
2320
2330 190 PRINT 35*CUFILE
2340 PRINT	 15
2350 READ910KAY
2360 IF(IOKAY*E%'J,0)	 GOTO	 21C
2370 I F (I0JT.E(:.0)	 GOTO	 200
2380 CALL DETACH(LJOUT*I5TAT*)
2390 IF(ISTA.T.kE*G)	 PRII•T	 36*0UFILE-ISTtT
2400 200 PRINT	 34
2410 PRINT`+T	 15
2420 READ* I jK 1Y
2430 IF(IDKPY6E(..0)	 GOTO	 22C
2440 PRI%T 46
2450 'LEAD*F':A;-E
2460 ENCGDE (CUFILE * 37) F;,At`(E *' ;'




2510 IF(IUUT.EO.1)	 GOTO	 230
2520 CALL CPE7iF(LuGUT*CUFILE*I5TAT)
2530 IF(I5TAT.(.[.0)	 CALL	 E°PSTT(:I.A"1E*210*L000T*ISTAT*0)
2540 PRINT	 3b*VUFILE










2580 220 LJ')JT	 =	 b
2590
2600 * I	 :E	 T-•E	 ..i6E	 C I F	 1'AL'J 9 S	 Tf'	 FE	 USEC'-	 ON
2610 +► T••:	 ^ithi r :^T F 	 ;', c	 Tti'	 F•')^.r	 NL:?TS.
2620
2630 230 PRI": T 	47gVT=1,VTw2
2640 PK I',T	 4t; %Vt-i1,PN2
2650 PPIiYT	 49,AD19AL'2
2660 PR I"T	 554PH 3, PH4
2670 Pit I %T	 15
2680 RE4D1 1(>_4y











2800 * NOW THAT ALL	 INPUT DATA HAS 5EE74 READ INN CONVERT
2810 * •;ILLIHE!,RYS TO HENRYS A,.D h'ICPOFARADS TO FARADS.
2820 * THIS :a I LL EE SF CO3"PUTAT I C',S WHE J CONVERSIONS TO
2830 * I:'PEDANCES AND ADMITTAMCES ARE REQUIRED
2840
2850 240 C	 = C	 * 1.0E-06
2860 CF = CF *	 1.0E-06
2870 LC = LC * 1.0E-03
2880 LL = LL * 1.0E-03
2890 Lw = LA *	 1.0E-03
2900
2910 * CODE EXECUTFG sY MODE 1 OPECATI 0h IS SEPERATED
2920 * FkWl THAT EXECUTED ?Y	 2 OPERATION TO FACILITATE
2930 * EASY COMPREHEVSIO K; OF T^4F PPOGRAM LOGIC
2940
2950 FRED =	 1500.00
2960 IF(MJDE.;:E.1)	 GOTO	 270
2970 00 260	 I=1,197
2930 FREQ	 = FREG • 50C.0
2990 :!	 =	 TWOPI	 * FREO
3000 A	 = W * C
3010 IF(LC.P:E.0.0)	 A	 =	 A- 1.0 /('n *LC)
3020 YI'iP	 =	 CMPLX(GC,A)
3030 VT	 = (;NE / %
3040 IF(RL.EO.O.O.AND.LL.EU.().0)	 GOTO	 250
3050 ZLOAD = CVPLX(RL,w*LL)
3060 ZWI " 1D = CMPLX ( REF(FREO) 9W *L4)
3070 YCOM;,	 =	 ONE	 /	 (ZLOA.D	 +	 ZAIiID)
3080 VT	 =	 (YCOMB * ZLCAD)	 / N
3090 YINP	 =	 YI"tP	 +	 YCO'•+E/(„ *'J)
1-123
PAGEOR^GtNA1.
Of POOR Q UA
ZPTR At: S1 PAGE	 7
3100 2:;', C:)"TI'	 .c
3110 VTO	 T
3120 VT^'''_T(I.l1	 =	 F^.=r
- 3130
3140 F'41OLT( S•I 	 El
3150 P'11PLT(1,2)	 =	 PHF(VT)
3160 ADPL)T(I,i)	 =	 F;EC
31 7 0 A0PLOT ( I •2)	 =	 D&F (Y I'4 D )
3180 PH2PLT(I•1)	 =	 FPEr:
- 3190 PH2PLT (I , 2)	 =	 P-+F (Y I'!P )






3260 EXECUTE 7HE F OLOW I NG UDE FOP VODE 7 OPERATION
3270
3280 270 CONTI'.UE
3290 DO 250	 I=1,197
3300 FRED	 = FREC + 500.00
3310 .J	 = TwOPI	 * FREC
3320 A	 = w	 *	 (CF + C)_
3330 IF(LC.t:E.0.0)	 A	 =	 A - 1.0/(w *LC)
3340 YI(.P	 =	 C kIPLX(GF	 +	 GC,A)
3350 VT	 =	 t:	 /	 (CIE+( (*m)*YINP*CrIPLX(P.EF(FREO),w*Lw))
3360 Y I;; p 	=	 p :	 *	 VT	 *	 v I v,iP
3370 VTR(I)	 =	 VT
- 3380 VTRPLT(191)	 =	 FREC
3390 VTRPLT(I,2)	 =	 C3F(VT)
3400 PHIPLT (I , 1)	 =	 FREC
3410 PHIPLT(1.2)	 =	 PHF(VT)
_ 3420 ADPL3T(I,1)	 =	 FREO
3430 AUPLuT(192)	 =	 DFF(YI'iP)
3440 PH2PLT(I,1)	 =	 FREG
3450 PH2FLT(I,2)	 =	 PHF(YI';P)
3460 28(' C0"TINUE
3470
3480 * ' C.q THAT CALCULA T IG"5 .4?E	 Ct:'•+PLFTE•	 RECOi4VERT_
3490 * H,CNRYS TO MILLIHE.iPYS A",G FAPAOS TO .41CRO-
3500 * FARADS.	 THIS ':'ILL	 EASE USE 7r OPERATIOM.
3510
3520 290 C	 = C	 * 1.GE 06
3530 CF = CF * 1.0E 06
3540 LC = LC *	 1.OE 03
3550 LL = LL *	 1.0E 03
3560 Lw = LY	 *	 1.0E 03
3570

































































ik jTr.(L'J(* 1, T.23)L•-
!RITE(Lu,.UT.2e)'.
'.• R I T_ (LI_'I'1.T,27) C




.i R ITE(Li.i'.)U T ,41)VTPPLT(191) .VTaC'LT(I •2),PHIPLT(I.2) •
L	 AOPLCT ( I •2) ,r) H2 0LT (I •2 )
300 C0 11 T I +UE
I F (LUOUT * NE.6) PRINT 429CUFILE
SET ARGUMENTS F^R VTR PLOT AND CALL PLOTTING POUTINE
ID	 = ID * 1
IYC = 'VTR %^AGN I TUC E IN CF'









6	 X1 .X2 •XS.IFO.',i)(C.')YC •':TI.XYO,VTRI +VTR2,XYD)
SET ARG64ENTS FCR VTR PHASE PLOT AND CALL PLOTTING ROUTINE
TO OUT uOTH C9 !. PHASE ON 7!-E SA YE SHEET
IYC = 'PHASE A':GLE I'1 DEUFEES'
NYC = 22
IFO = 2
PR I 1 ,T0PLOTTING VTR PHA5E	 VS. F'^E'!UEiXY'
CALL ZPLOTT(I(,'.r;P.;•lV.PHIPLT.P.DI"."t`I`!01XC•IYC.ITI•X09
G	 X1.X2.X5.IFO,f.XC9,;YC, ;ITI.XY0.PH1.P42•XYD)
SET ARGUMENTS FnR I "PUT	 PLOT AND CALL
PLOTT1 1 4G ROUTI'•E.
IYC = ' I I •PUT AU 4I TTANCE Ir CB'





PR I J,' PLGTT I NG Y I ,PUT	 VS. F Z
 EOUFtICY'
CALL ZFLOTT(ID.tiP •R'V •ADPLOT•P,')Ii •i.r'^ I".IXC• IYC.ITI •X0+
6	 XI9X29XS.IFO.NXC,NYC,(4TI .XYO.AD19AD2.XYD)










4160 I Y C GL t,	 I	 % c.:	 ?E S'
4170 i l
4180 I F'^





4200 CALL	 4PL.:TT(I').•;o,...V,,')'+2PL*-gin;	 .^.:-T^•,TXC,IYC,ITI,xn.
4210 G k1,X2IAS91Fl^,;,yC9 iYCq . T I,XYtl,PH39P!n4,XYD)
4220
4230 +► : t•	 SEE IF	 T!^E
	 • JSER	 , T SHFS TO	 EXECUTE
	
T W E	 PROC,RA'•! AGAIN
4240
4250 P;Rl'iT 53
4260 Pry I ".T 15
4270 REAC,ICr,AY
4280 IF(IiKAY.Eo.0) UOTr,	 100
4290 STOP
4300
4310 * DEFIP'ITION OF	 V t- Z IA'LES	 IN	 'ZPTPANSI'
4320
4330 * A -	 TE('PG^I:aY	 CO , "PLEX	 VAP.IAHLE
4340 * AC,PLC.T - AR g AY , I'H YI,IaUT VS.
	 FREQUENCY PLOT
	 INFORMATION
4350 * Ai.l - LO.-ER Ll.-;IT  OF GRO I HATE
	
FOR
	 Y I NPUT PLOT
4360 * X72 - UPPFR LI s IT OF O P DI":ATE FOP YI:iPUT PLOT
4370 * r;ASE
- 3ASE F-E,:. FCR FRFrUF'4CY DEPENDANT RESISTANCES
4380 * C -	 ST-'4 y 	C"PACI TA'.CE
4390 * CF - FEEGER
	 CAPACITAP!CE
4400 * DEG - CONVERSIC.N FACTOP FOOM RADIANS TO DEGREES
4410 * F"•A.vlE - NIAVE TO CE 'iIVEr	 OUTPUT FILE
4420 * FRE) -	 FRtCUE-^;CY
	 (Ii!	 HEPTZ)
4430 * r,C - CORE CC•4-DUCTANCE
4440 * ,;F
- FEECER C);,DUCT ,:r
 CE
4450 * If-
-	 IDU TIFICATIO'I NUM=EP OF PLOT FILE
4460 * IFO - PLOTTE P
 CON!T P OL CONE
4470 * ITI - TITLE C F PLOT
4480 * I XC - AEC T SSA LAPEL FOP ILOT
4490 * IYC - ORC1:4ATE LA 3EL	 F-OR	 PLOT









4520 * ISTAT - STATUS
	 2ETURr.ED	 9Y	 SUB'{ 1)UTINE	 'OPENF'
4530 * LC -	 CORE	 I'!')lJCTA%CE
4540 * LL -	 LOAC	 I" i)UCTA.'!CE
4550 * LUOUT - OUTPUT DEVICE CGr^E
4560 * L - WIr,LI!Ju	 INDUCTANCE - REFERRED TO SECONDARY
4570 * I IL: I I I
- COLU'^ ! + DI', ENSI' tN OF VTRPLT,PHIPLT,PH2PLT9 OR ADPLOT
4580 * '•,UUE
- MOUE OF OPERATION
	 (1 OR 2)
4590 * '!V -	 '4U l - l FEP	 OF ^EPE".0 ANT VARIABLES
	 TO BE PLOTTED
4600 *
- TURNS P ATIO CF	 IC`EAL TPANSFOR'•!ER
4610 * ';: ME - THE +IA :-;E OF THIS P).OGRAM	 (FOP	 ERROR MESSAGES)
4620 * *iUIM - ROW CI'A E"SIGN OF VT Q PLT,PHIPLT,PH2PLT, OR ADPLOT
4630 * `;P
- NU'•'EEP OF D OI NITS C'! A3CISSA OF PLOT
4640 * 'JTI - i!U'foER OF CHAPACTECS
	 TA	 ITI
4650 * '4XC






YC	 -	 Ll ' F t , OF C . :0 :CTE=5 I i'. IYC




1 ;D LT — - P L I- Y	 ITS vT^	 %/S• F Q C,-)UE ICY P LOT INFORMATION
	
.4Y	 I* L4 YI'!'UT %o, ,s 5E PLOT I Fok'IATION
	
t 't L 1 +t T ',F	 FOR VT R PHASE A;4GLE PLOT
NrZ	
- UPPE_° Ll' IT CF	 It;ATE F1R VT? PHASE ANGLE PLOT
F + 3	
— LO'••ER L I: IT CF r,c -U I HATE FOR Y I NPUT PHASE PLOT
	
UPPE? LI V IT OF	 FOR Y I .'+PUT FHASE PLOT
— '.^Ir ^t.•^ J ESISTAt'CE (FREQUENCY DEPENDANT)
nREFEK S F'') TG SECO':f) A RY 4HEN IT IS E"1TERED
T'..UPI	
— TWO TI..FS PI
VTR	 — VOLTAGE TrA.'ISFEr P'4TIU
VTRPLT — VTF. 1AG'11TUDE !S. FRE,)UE )CY PLOT INFORMATION
VTRl
	 — LO::L,\ LI i IT OF OPOI'iATE FOR VTR PLOT
VTR2	
— VPPER LI'tIT CF UPDINATE FOR VTR PLOT
XO	
— A6CISSA COORDI,^ATE OF ORIGIti FOR PLOT
X1	 — FIRST VALUE ON ABCISSA OF PLOT
X2
	
— LAST V ALUE ON AHCISSA 3F PLOT
X5	
— ABC I SSA SCALE I r. U1. I T5 PER INCH
XYO	
— ORDIFIATE COURDIt : ATE CF ORIGIN FOR PLOT
XYD	
— OISTA%CE: I`+ Ir:CHES T O dE SPAVIED BY XY2—XY1
YCCt•+ R — AD'•Ii I TTANCE OF LCA.0 & ,41 •"iD I NG COMBINED
  
ZLOA	 — I"PEW.CE JF THE RE FFRRED LOAD








































+IwA^/At►+*war*w*w#**,► *ww**w**s^►****+► *w**^w*,► •*w.w*^► w+► +► ^► *+► w,rw+r +rw+►w**wwwwA+►^Iw
LIST OF 5UFROUTINE5
w NOT ( INTENTIL-i ALLY ) CG ►;Ti, I'IFD Ir: R O PUSTAY U5EP LI3RARY
ABCDEM COMPUTES	 ;IAGO , - , AL FCP'A OF ASCD " ATPICES FOR LINE LENGTH X
ABCDEN COMPUTES NXP: '4ATR I X F r.)R •a OF RECD ''ATO I CFS FOR LINE LE`IGTH X
ADBMPY COMPUTES SPECIAL MATRIX PQOOUCT C=A*C*S .THERE D IS DIAGCNAL
CCMMPY COMPUTES THE CC" 'IPLEX CHA I `! ' " ATR I X VULT I PLY
CDAPSC COMPUTES SPECIAL '•' A TRIX ') PERATIC 11 1 Wz XC+YO*Z, XD . YO DIAGONAL
CHYPER COMPTTES THE 'COMPLFX HYPE cF DLIC SIP;H.COSH OF COMPLEX^ARGUMENT
CMAMBC C'!r• ; PUTFS SPECIAL ' I ATR I r OP El AT I C': D=A—R *C
CMAPBC CCIMPUTFS SPECIAL MATRIX r0EPA T IC , w CsA+P*C
MUM P O IN TS OR :•F I TES FOR	 A CON•PLFX f 'ATR I X I . 1 08-ANGLE FORM
CMINRF CONPU*FS Ao4G ?!' PPOVES 0Y F ADDFEv4) COP'PLEX MATRIX INVERSE
CMTABC COM PUTES CO"PLEA --'ATRIX • ';,LTIPLY C=ATRA!'SPOSE*BCO "IJUGATE
CMTADD C,OINPUTES MATRIX ADD C=A+S
CMTCMP CMMPA IES A' ► I:'IPUT COMPLEX " ATS i X t, 4THT  STANDARD MATP I X
CMTCOP COMPUTES MATRIX COPY 3 =A -jTIH A ANG 0 EAC'i SOUARE
CMTCPY COMPUTES NONSGUARE MATRIX CnPY E =A AND ZEROES BORDER OF 8
CMTCRC I ► ITERCHA .IGES TWO SPECIFIED Or'-.S AND COLUMNS AFTER COPYING
CMTDWD COMPUTES SPECIAL MAT R IX OPERATIC 41	 AD.CD DIAGONAL
CMTIDE PERFORMS DIAGNOSTIC CHECK OF '•'•ATRIX FOR IDENTITY OR DIAGONAL
CMTCRC It!TEW CHA 14 GES TV.O SPECIFIED PnwS A ±D CCLUM NS Ii•, PLACE
CMTMPT COMPUTES MATRIX TRANSPOSE MULTI PLY CaA*PT
CCTMPY COMPUTES MATRIX MULTIPLY C=A*P
CMTPOL PRINTS OR ►:RITES FOR CIAGrOSIS A CC'IPLEX 'ATRIX IN POLAR FORM
CMTPRT PRINTS OR 1.4'F I TES FOR C I AW-01S I S A CO M PLEX !ATR I X
CMTRAN COMPUTES MATRIX TRANSPOSE OPERATIC, BZAT AND ZEROES BORDE R OF B
CMTSUB COMPUTES %iATRIX SUBTRACT C =A —?
CMTTMP CO M PUTES V .ATRIX TRA')SPCSE •! ULTIPLY C=AT*'3
CMTZRO ZEROES B OARDER OF NOf:5 ;JUARF MATRIX A
CMVMPY COMPUTES THE !iATRIX —VECTOP "ULTIPLY W=A*V
CSYADJ FORCES EXACT SY,MYETPY ON A SPECIFIED I,XN MATRIX
CV08AN PRINTS OR WRITES FOR CIAGPOSIS A CCXPLEX VECTOR IN D8—ANGLE FORM
CVECMP COMPARES Art INPUT COMPLEX VECTOR '*ITH A STANDARD VECTOR
CVEPOL PRINTS OR wRITES FOR DIAG!,05I5 A CCVPLEX VECTOR IN POLAR FORM
CVEPRT PP I NTS OR t+K I TES FOR ) I AG.:C15I S A WIPLEX VECTOR
CZYRED COMPUTES REDUCED Z .Y i',ATRICES FOR ZEPC POTENTIAL ASSUMPTIONS
DPUFRW SPECI AL ROUTINE FGR ?FAD /'ARITF. OF FILE CPULIJK'i
ERRSTP GENERAL STOP ROUT I ":E •^ I TH 1-10F AND CODE CAPABILITY
ERRSTT GENER AL STOP ROUT I ^IE ^, I TH ' I A'^E. CODE AND INTEGER OUTPUT
FILSTP PROVIDES FILE READ ERROR IDENTIFICATICM AnD ABORT
FORMFE PRODUCES A FORMFEED TG TER ►•!I,':ET 1200 ITH SUITABLE TIMING DELAYS
LINEPU COMPUTES ALL PER U"-IT LEi4GTH "ATRICES GIVE: Z AND Y
MOPENF MODI F IED OPENF PROCEDURE. PRI MARILY FOP, RANDOM BINARY FILES
NORTCT COMPUTES NORTON	 PARAV-ETER It: RECURSION FORM
OPDPUF* FILE MANAGER FOR OPENiNG IASMAX DPULIJKti FILES (NOT IN LIBRARY)
OPNVOL COMPUTES FULL N VECTOR. VOLTAGE FOR N —M CURRENTS EQUAL ZERO
OPTADM DETERM INES CPA AND VTP FOF AO ►'ITTANCE WITH N OPE'4 TERMINALS
PROSEO DETERM INES NODE PROCESSING 5EOUENCE9 LEVELS AND CONSISTANCY






"RITES FOR CIAGr' f)SIS A	 P EAL VECTOR
THENCT C C'; PUTES	 THE P:IVI' l 	PAR,;N,ETFa I•;	 RECL , PSION	 FOR14
TRANAD- COMP U TES C I STQ 15JT I ONIN Ta:;,+SF ,DR +ER AOV I T TA"JCE F ROM FILE TRAmFILE
YAODEC GECVPOSES 3X3 OR 4X4 ANAL Y TIC AIATPIX	 I':TO DISCRETE PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
YADMIT C.); .,PUTES
	
THE	 ANALYTIC ADf ITTANCE ASSOCIATED WIT H LUMPED ELEMENTS
YADMNU C" ..VERTS	 ',X: . TO ':+1X':.1	 v0 t ^ -PEPFECT GROUNDED ADMITTANCE
YREALI T'ST5 PHYSICAL RcALIZAB ILITY IF A SPECIFIED ADMITTANCE MATRIX
YTRAMT EXPANDS D I STR I SJT I O ' l TRA`!SF !.)P"ER	 SCALAR AO '1I TTANCE
	
INTO MATRIX -
YTRANP CONPJTES DISTRI60TION TRANSFORMER PRI"ARY DRIVING POIr4T ADMITTANCE
ZPLOTM SE,•+I	 GE N ERAL P URPOSE PLOTTI. ;G SUBNOUTINE- A OEP E` UANT VARIABLES
ZPLOTT SF;tt	 GE ".EPAL	 °URPOSE PLOTTI' IG SU9 0 0UTI ",F-:4 DEPENDANT VARIABLES LONG X











OO IOSSN •R'.]UT (L2)





00703 : PRt!FL:0494 9L9PoRUST.AY^/; CAP'-C; I
0080S:PRMFL:05•?•L•R.PUSTAYI/C ►,YPER71
0090S: PRh4FL : 06 • n •L g P oRUSTAY 1 /C k'A'P FCC 1
O 1005: PRMFL :07 •,-'( • L • F •PL;STAY I / C- , T A r;f.,- , 
 I
011OS: PRMFL : 09 •,: •L •F .RUS T .AY 1 /C!vTCOPO1















0270S: PRM FL :02 •4 •L •H .RJSTAY 1 /Ct'T''PY- l
02805:PRMFL:03 •P •L •^ •PUSTAYI/C'+TPr,L(il
029GS: PRMFL : 04 • n .L •R •RUSTAY I /C'4 TP P T') l
03005:PRMFL:05•P•L•RoRUSTAYI/CMTRA;I01
0310S:PRMFL:06 •R •L tk.kUSTAY 1/C"TSL'31)1
0320S: PRtA FL :07 •R •L •R * RUSTAY I /CMTT.'P(I l
0330S: PkAFL : 08 qR •L •F. oPUSTAY I /CSYADJ01












































07405: PR'4FL:OS,RtLoRomUSTAY I. /C,TA9COI



















0940$:PR,4FL:03 •^7•L,R.IUSTAYl/C ► 'TP'PTOI
09SOS:PRt!FL:U4.4•L.F'.RU$TAY1/YTRA`IT02
0960S: PRt4 cL : OS * R * L vP eRUSTAY I /C`'A" ZCO 1
0970S : PRMFL:O6 9R9LtP.RUSTAYl/TPA!:AD04
09806:PRMFL:07•R,LoP,RUSTAYl/YADCIECe)I
0990S: PR!4FL : 08 ,R, L,; * RUSTAY 1 /OPNVOL01










 I F / •H%:)/•Zn/
1O SOS:FUT!L:03+20+ 'CGPY/IF/ %H%i)/ ,210/
10605:FUTIi:04.20+"CCFY/.F/,HJLD /+20/
10 7 GS: PUT IL:05 920







11405: PRtaFL:01 •P •L , 4 .4USTAY 1 /C'%TC;'P71
11503: PR': c L:02 •«' •L • 6 '+NUSTAY I /C`: ECA'or)I
11605 : PR"'17 : 03 •P •L , F, * RUS T AY I / -iC)PF-,iF0I
1170$:PRb3FL:049R•L, .PUSTAYI/ZPLk;TT')1
11 7 1$: P R'•I *L: 0 5+:•L,ti+PU :TAY1 /;)FTAD,101
118OS:FILZ;20^+X65+lUL
11903:FUTIL:01.20•"COPY,'1F/+t:.LD/•2C/












131GS: FUT I;.:01 •u7+R.vD/01 +0T/.'•COPY/ iF/ *HOL-P/,C7/
13205 :FUTIL:02•J79P:cD/t)2%/,'•iCnPY /IF/,HJLD/,C7/
13305: FUTIL:03,G7 9;i.L
 /33 %/ .' ; CIF Y/ I F / ,H,)LD/ +07/
13 40S : F U T IL, :04 •J79R'..D/04+/+ 1 'C,-,PY/ lF/ V-iOL')/.07/
13505 :FUTIL:05,07 *Av:D/05+/ •'SCGFY/ IF/ * HOLD/ v,07/
1360S:FUTIL:O69O79Rr.D/069/•CCPY/1F/
1370S:PRO,,RAm:PANLI9
1380S :FILE;R* q X l'N • 1CL
13 9 05 : F I L;:: A4 , x 2 U • 7P +PlE 4 +L I RR A R Y4
1400$: END J06
2-5
w*w*+^,►**^►**ww*+►.r*,r**+► w+r+► +^+► +r* +rw w *+r* *w.,►*s r**.**+►#,r***a+r **^►*.,r****+►w***^rw
ABCDENS1	 04/08/81	 3=52 PM
***sir+psi►^+x+eu^► t► iri►*+^i►^if+►***+► +►*rw+t^► +► wwuw!► *^tx*^ way►+i►+f**+► i►*i►*^ra►+^+^w*w+1^► ^► a►^ri►i►^►
o10**RUCA ku;A8CDE';0i (i•:000.00PE=30K )
020 SUHROUTIME ASCOE'4(CL.ZC+Y795.5I+X.t..-i.
030 b	 AoliX^.AO,$J,CJ.!^U•SA1)
040 * THIS SUbRCUTIt E C0 MP l:TE5 THE A c.6k_ •C0•0o
050 * COEFFFICIENT "ATCIC_S FOR A U'•IFC r- k'.l CONDUCT0R
060 * TRANSI M I SS I ON L I ^'E.	 IT	 I' PUTS THE E I 1ENVALUE VECTOR
070 * 0L •	 THE CHARACTERISTIC	 I 9P EC A-.CE 2`0 a.:D ADMITTANCE
080 * YO '-ATRICES	 (Iti PHASE C,-It; p UCTUr-	 CoRPDINATES)	 ANC	 THE
090 * VOLTALE t,ODAL u I^ TRIX	 5	 4t•!f ,^ 	 ITS	 I A-E a SE	 $I
100 COMPLEX	 DL (:•)) ,Aw (1) .E" (') .ZER(" oN E
110 COMPLEX	 ZG(" M). ►;0('ol),C7	 .S(1`9 '1) .51('•1.'+I)
120 CO'4PLEX	 YC(tr ,M) ,PO(	 , ') .0; (+'.M) 9SA1 c^. +)
130 DATA	 ZERO/ (0.,0.) / •i,t.E/ (1..0.) /
140 IF('i.GT.M)CALL ESRSTP('A3CDEl '.0)
150 IF(X.rIE*(G.))G0T02U0
160 * FCR X=O. A=D=I• C=J="BULL
170 DO	 100	 I=19N
180 DO	 100	 J=19N
190 AO(I.J)=ZERO
200 bO(I•J)=ZERO
21 0 CO(I +J) =ZERO
220 DO(I•J)=ZERO
230 IF(I.t;E.J)G0TO1C0
240 AO (I ,J) zot!E
250 DO (I • J) =o(4E
260 100 CONT I `)UE
270 RETURN
260 200 CONT I N+UE
290 DO	 300	 I=1 •'i
300 300	 CALL
	
CHYPER (DL (I) *X .c,	 (I) .AC, (I) )
310 CALL	 ADB ,nPY(S•A'•!•5I.t0• :9M)
320 CALL	 C I-i N.At.(AJ•: 09" s t.. ')
330 CALL	 AD5*-iPY(598',!.5I15AI,t).M)
340 CALL	 `.4 T, PY(5A1.Z0•?0,!:•












^! #w,!###^#.+!#wRwr^lrrR # R Rw#wwwwwraxwww#wwww^#wxw^lw^lrwil+l^l+►###wtwwtwwww##^##
010**FUN *2; A 03`'rYC;I (`'CGC.CORE=30K )
020	 SUBRCQTI'!E A03.lPY(ApL;s3.Cof4gA)
030 *	 THIS 5 l.:.ROVT I NE COM PUTES THE S P ECIAL CG?(PLEX "ATR I X PRODUCT
040 *	 C_A*0*5 ''AHERE • * =1,C uSE THE JPPER LEFT •lX.t PARTITIDMS OF
050 *	 RESPECTIVE MX ­ ":,TCICES. 0 IS A CC"4 PLEX VECTOR OF DIMENSION






100	 DO 200 I=19%
110	 r,C 200 J=101+
120	 5U',=Zci)C,














^*{{#*NiFf{**{{f1F*+***{.t*{{!F i^f.^F{v*iFff{*1^{*^ ► 1f+F7►1f4{RtiF{#4^► *1► ^11►**#MiF***1►*1F^
010*4RUN t =;Cc %.%. PY C1 t':OGO.CORE=-	 )
020 SUt+RCUTI' E	 CCf ` - PY (A1• ,I.C1,Di•a2•c2.C2,^2.A3+83,C3+03+S A 9. loM+IDIA+LU
030 * THIS Stj,:hJUT I `:E PERFO?"5 THE CC:'PLEX C H A I % "-1ATR I X MULTIPLY




080 * "rMEcE EACH MATPIX	 15 SOLACE ',XP: A'. D EACH OV-4 ENSIONED MXM
090 * SA	 IS 4 SCP A TCH A.;PAY
100 10 FOPm AT( • ICE?JTITY [jE";.	 IN (C4PPY+)
110 CO'4GLEX	 Alt ►'.:°) ,51 ;'= .'.) .C1 t , , r• ) .C1
120 CO;4PLEX	 A2 ('^+;. ! .r' ^ :"+'•) ,C2 (` . r") .02
13C COMPLEX	 A3 ( 0 ,A) .`_' ' (':.'t) .C3 (' ! .M) .C• 3 (' .")
140 COMPLEX	 5A C-3 "i , `' J"+ZERC+O ,`  E
ISO CHARACTE2 St.B*o
160 DATA	 ZE.:C/(C.•;i.)/+Or:E/(1..0.)/+ERSI/1.E-6/95U8/'CCMMPY•/
170 IF('1.3T.^)	 CALL	 ERF.STP(SU;,O)
180 CALL	 C"'T'•: Y (A1,A2,A3++'.+'i.' )





240 CAi-L	 Ci'T:•PY(Cl,A2+C3•'I,:,. !,-?)
250 CALL	 Ct:T"PY(C19C29SP•:4.'I.'I.:)
260 CALL	 C.-IT,'DC (C3.^A,C3,'l•'.')
270 CALL	 :"T IPY(C1,?2.C'3•+•'^•".''•)
280 CALL	 C+•T`?FY(^1.02,SA.':.:+:+. 	 )
290 CALL	 C' ► TACC (D3+SA,G3,'4,")
300 IFtIDIA.EQ.0)RETUR?t
310 { IF DESIREC CHECK	 ICE,•ITY AT*D—CT*2=I
320 * FIRST FOR M SA=AT*D—CT*2
330 015 200	 I =1 9N
340 DO 200 J=10:
350 5Um=2ER0
360 DO	 1C ,.)	 k=1.r.
370 100	 SUM=SJjA*A3(K ,I)*D3(K,I) —C3(K.I)*63(%+I)
380 200	 SA ( I +J) =5Ut.;
390 * SA SHOULD BE DIAG;ONAL.	 COULD CALL CMTIDE.
	
WILL OPT FOR
400 * LOCAL	 CHECK	 FOR	 COh!m Ut1ICATI0 ►•1 CC(':VENIE'ACE
410 * FIRST CHECK DIAGONALS
420 DJ	 300	 I =1 ,:,
430 300	 IF(CASS (BA(I,I)).GT.EPSI)GOT0600
440 * NEXT CHECK OFF DIAGO NAL
 ELEMENTS
450 X."YAX=t},
460 00 400	 I=1+N-1
470 DO 400 J=I+19N




















#R#R#RRRR ###R R#RARy►#R##R#R##R#^► #R###R#RRR## #R#RRi►# R1►RI►RRR#^FiFR#RR^IRR#RR*#
CDAPBCSI	 04/08 / 81	 3:52 PM
#R#RR#^IMA# . # A# 1Fw +FSwttr ## it###1r#R#^► #i►4##RR+FR#t^►t4^► #i#a►R#RIF#MR^►RR####iF#R1F!#R^
010**RW': *=;C0AP5C':104CGO+ CORE= 30K)
020 SU8;0UTI::E	 CDAP3C(AU+3O.0 +w+-*)• ► ))
030 * T-415 Su&R0UT I `-C C0 %i PUTES THE SP ECIAL AATR I X OPERATION
040 * .q-AO.T:*C " HERE AL+30 ARE OIAGC`)AL AND REPRESENTED BY THE
050 * UPPVK	 '.	 ELEMENTS OF	 ^ •^ -VECTOPS.	 v,	 AP I D C ARE THE UPPER LEFT
061 * %X: PA P-TITION OF GENE D AL M XM	 -ATRICES.	 SEE RCR E -8A+
070 * E-16A+E-17A
080 CO'M'PLEX	 +AD W) .3C (	 ) +YI +YK
090 * CAi- CULA TE D I AGIONAL TER 'ry S	 (AH I CH	 I;,Vr,LVE AD )
100 IF('**GT.N!)CALL	 EQPSTP(•CDAP3C'+1)
110 To	 100	 I=1•"
120 100	 ..( I +I)=4.;(I)*dD(I)*C(I+I)
130 * ^NEXT CALCULATE OFF DIAGOmAL TFP`1 5	 (WHICH DO NOT	 I':VOLVE AD)
140 ^,P1=N•1
150 000 200	 I =1 +V-1
160 KZt PI—I
170 YIZeD(I:
180 YK=P.O (K )
190 DO	 200	 J=1+1 914
200 Lz%P1-J
210 +j(I+J)_YI *C(I+4)
220 200 W(K+L)n YK *C(K*L)





si	 ****** 1F *'Rrf iF*11x^F ^! 4x*iF141^ 1F**#******^**'#*^!**Y!1! iF*i*******#iYF iF#*********#**
010*+o RU a) x=;C^r!3c^ =^1
 (Wj6O*CORE=30K)
020	 SU340LTI.;F C,AYPER(Z*SINH*COSH)
030 *	 T4I5 5,.,,-:=:jtTINE COMPUTES THE COMPLEX HYPER30LIC SINE AND
040 *	 CO5Ir:E "F C0 :1PLEX ARGUMENT Z. THIS COMPUTATIONAL ARRANGEMENT
050 *	 nA5 Cm0SE;: FOR NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIOriS
060	 C)"PLEX Z * S i +i*COSH
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RRRRRRRRR..RRRa ♦ +1► Ra ^ w^xwiRayRl.r4R+R+.RxRR.^itrRwtwU4++^R1lwRRwIrRRRRRRRRRi!!R *A
010+►*RU'JR C;C')^ w ^C„1t ^C,^:.0"^t=?^>.)
020 SIj':5RJUTI	 :E	 C"A'vlC(A.E.C.i•.L.,.I%4,.' DI..)
030 R TyIS	 ^,_^ 	 ^uT' • E	 CC k - -J U*_S THE SPECIAL CO3MPLEX MATRIX OPERATION
040 R '^zA—c3+C	 ..HEzF	 EAC'-4	 --t4T'7IX 15 ':I''E .SIO':ED	 KDI%!X"(DI'A
050 R 4'40	 .;rE7E
060 R d	 15	 LX"




100 C"'PLEA	 vt^+JI	 '.I`.f,(W ) .3c	 , I > ,,,,DI ) •C(	 Ir(	 .:tOI ^).DC`)DI '1•"JOjFt)
110 CC"PLEX	 5L;-
120 IF ('•,i,X,)(6•r	 %..).GT0tCI"!)C^LL Ez6'STTt'C-AP-iC'.1.L9Mvj'0
130 _0	 200	 I=1VL
140 N 200 Jc l • `i
150 SU'" =A (I •J)
160 :,C	 100	 K=1r'*l
170 100	 5U"oZ SUr;-3! ( I •K) *C (K •i)
180 200	 ) (I • J) =SLIP,
190 RETL2^':
200 E%j






CNAPBC51	 04/08 /81 	 3:53 PM
*^AAA•► AAA •e •FA A A1► 1r A*+ A A#AA AAf+►#♦ wAA^At#*A+!*+#+#a#wAA####AAAA#A#A#AAAAAAAAI ►
010 *+)Ruri* = ; C' •t4P3CO l ('iOGC •COPE=3OK )
020 SUHROUTI':E	 C'lAPrC(A.7.C• ,).L9-1• ^•,v!;I' )
030 * THIS	 Sk)8ROUT I'VE CCU• P l "ES THE	 SPECIAL C0 1" PLEX 'IATR I X ONEPAT I ON
040 * 0=A•r-,*C v4 HERE EACH -)A T a IX	 15 DI'"E 5tONED NDIM NDVA
050 * A'40	 :1MEP 
060 A A	 15	 ^.<
070 * 3	 IS	 LX--f
080 * C	 is	 x
090 * 0	 IS	 L X, l
100 CO';PLEX	 A(1-0I'..',J1') •3	 ('A.'CI	 ') •C(`)ri"•'^:)I't).D(wDl	 UI"^)
110 COIPLEX 5U 
120 IF(-*A(0(L.1'•"i).GT.r:CI")CALL	 VRST T 	C'.; APrC	 •1•L.M*N)
130 ZJ 200	 I=19L
140 DO	 200	 J=1 •P.
150 SUM=A ( I .J )
160 DO	 100	 t=1 •'4








ww+r^► w+r,►**,► +rw +r**ww,► +r ,► *,► ,►rww##w +► .,r*w.**.+►«s*w#.«w.*.wwww^r*w*w#+► +►*w*w,►w^wwi►
CM09AtN)S1	 04/08/ 81 	 3=53 PM
#iFiF # 118#MFR a+t#^*#ro •R 4 +iFw# +,r1r+F1F1Fw +F+Ftirt^llF## ifA^►# ^+F1F^AM,FA1Fr iii► +► i!#i►71AiF1F1M1F1F1^1F^F1F*A#
010*IRUr) .e;C:'G:^Ar .^1 ( ^GO,CCPE=30K )
020 SU6ROUTI'.E	 C %; DEA'• (A,'•:,-lvAtv,LU9NKA2EA)
030 * TAIS	 50i^ACUTI^!E	 PFI'ITS OR	 '.iRITES	 FOR	 DIAGm0STIC PURPOSES
040 * THE	 ELE - E!^TS	 OF	 A	 SOIJARE C'Oti`PLEX
	 '• '.AT?IX	 IN POLAR	 DS	 FORM
05(1 * LJ.t-).06	 FOR	 oRIr,T
060 * LJ.'.t.l:h	 FOR	 *RITE	 TO FILE
070 11 CORNIAT(9F9.2)
080 12 FORMAT ( l	 ')
090 CC"PLEX
	 .40-9,M ), 'M ) • Z





130 DO	 200	 I=1,':
140 DO	 190	 J=1,41
150 Z=A(I,J)
160 AMP=CAES(Z)
170 I F (A >!P .LF. R ZElO) GCTG 150
180 G6=20.*;,L0GLU(A'P)
190 .;KAREA(J) =Db
Z00 ,.KARE.A (J+ ; ') = DEG* A TA ,Z tAI lAG(Z) ,kEAL(Z) )
210 GOT0190
220 150 :4KAPEA(J)=-999Q.99
230 ::KAPEA (J+,,) =m-ZERO
240 190 CONT I l.UE
250 •4F ITE(L l1 ,11) CaKARE^,tJ> +J=1, ^o
260 '.ikITE(LU,11) ('+Kd.nEA	 ,J= 101





**»•**^ ORIGINAL F^^^**** *w***ww***w**w****w*ww^•wMw
CMINRFSI	 OF POOR QUALITY	 04/08/81	 3:54 PM
**#AA^lA 1► 11 ^•***A1h s ^`f+r^FU! ! A1►llf + Rlf+lf^► ^. f*#ti► *i^+► Rl ^1A^► t/MIFAIFR^A1►*N!***1!A*A^*
010*joRU') f _4C'•tj ,F F, 1t .;,uJ.CJ ►^^.s]0^.)
020 SU(3;%TI.•F_	 C"I'.RF( 4. 5 t1 .S;.2.SA3.r,•t-',WYAPEA.rIRU't)
030 * THI5 Su?9CUT1"1 FIRST C--V,0UTE5 At' ESTI`ATE OF
040 * AN	 VXEFSE CF	 J AT^Ix	 :	 uSI ,G LI ?7^,. PY ROUTI')E GITI`,V.
050 * IF	 .:;	 .GT.0	 T'-+E,';	 *:kuf	 ITFPATIO• , $	 USI ,G	 FAUDEEVA'S	 METHOD
060 * ARE USEC	 TC	 1 ` • PQOb E TF-E EST I M.;TE.	 GOU•;LE BUFFER j "G
70 * TECi•i.IC'_E	 I5	 .;SEC	 TO	 SAVE	 CO P Y	 PrCCEr)uGE.
080 CO'`'PLEX	 ..') .TWo




130 I F ( %R J'.. _^. 0) GGT025f
140 00 200
150 IF (IFLIF.F0.1)GG•T015C
160 * AT	 THIS P OINT	 SA1	 Cnr!TAI";S CURPE')T ESTIMATE C e AI'4VERSE
170 CALL	 C"T ,; PY(A•Si , 19SA29'49 (."y.:•i)
180 DO	 100	 I=1 •N
190 SA2 (I.I)=T•+C- 5A2(19I)
200 i:0	 100	 J=1.t.
210 100 IF(I.^:E.J)SAZ(I.J)=-5A2(I.J)
220 CALL	 C' I T" I PY (SAl.SA2.SA3.' ► . ^:.!!.'•I)
230 IFLIP =1
240 * AT T4I5 POINT SA3 COVTAI,5 CURREN !' EST1 4ATE OF AINVER5E
250 GOT0200
260 150 CON'l%UE
270 * AT	 THIS	 w Ol.-T	 513	 CJCFr7i!T	 FSTI (ATE OF	 AI `;VERSE
280 CALL	 C::T' rY (A.5A3.Sw2.	 .':.':.')>
290 :;0	 175	 I=1•+
300 Sd2(I.I)=T'""v–S^ZtI.I)




350 • AT	 THIS F CI iT	 SA1	 C-)) T Al%S	 THL CU CR E')T	 ESTI M ATE OF	 AINVERSE
360 2UO CW(T I ;.UE
370 PR 1 91 T	 CCr PLETEu	 R U'.	 I T El? ATI ON 






*A1►A***11^+e**t**^1► ^F *++** fix*•► ^41►^!• 4•FI► ^► ^► *#11► *^! 1► 11A # x^► yFiFAAA1► 11A*ANAAA*##Ai/A*A*^
010**RU(') *z ;CYT„-C;1("000•C3PExlOK)	 l ..
020	 SU*RCUTI'•E C; TAEC(A •z .C•L•%'• .•`!vI''f
030 *	 TyI S 5	 OLT I r E FED FGP •'S T 4 Ct)"•'PLEY TRANSPOSE
040 *	 bCO'ajL,CATE `•'ATPIX ' •''JLTIPLY C2ATRA'.SP0SE *8C0;)JUGATE wITH
050 *	 EAC -+-:I"E,-SIvi-t1	 AND ,,HE,7E
060 *	 A IS XL
070 *	 I5 ' X::
080 *	 C Is .,x
090	 CO%:PLEx	 I( )I '. IN ') •C (,:r)I' . •• ► JI'") +5Ut"+ZERO+TEMP
100	 ^ATp
110	 IF('^Ax0(^•^, ;)•t,T.^1CI 1 )CALL E?RSTP(+C"TA2C'+1)
120	 DJ 20: I=1 +L
130	 DO 200 J=1+
140	 5U'A=ZEpc
ISO	 00 100
160	 TEN!P=3 (K •J)
170	 100 su !42 5U''+r(K•I)*C' I PLX (REAL (TE%1P)•-AI•'AG(TEMPI,











*wwwww+►ww•www ► *,rwww,► ww.raw.*•wwr+►w^+.w^► w,► +►wwwww'wwwwwwww+►^+► ,►www*www*www*ww
010**RUN ws ;CmTapO^1(:4CG-^i,COREz3O<)
020	 SJBRC'TI:E C-"TACC(M.r,.C.-i.r•') t
030 *	 TH 15 Sv A-RCUT I hE PhF FCR •(5 THE CO'- f ALEX "ATR I X ADD
040 *	 CsA*9 i:SI,'+G THE UPPER LSF T NX ' PANTITIO'l OF :MATRICES
050 *	 a.a•C H410 4 ARE EACH+ :I' V E' 510 ^^Xt
060 *	 NOTE THIS RGUT INE CA;. 3E -BONE I ,l OLACE., IE AaA.R
OTO	 C^d -I PLEX	 .0 (`^.")
080	 1F(N*GTo") CALL  ERRSTPt'CITa;,J)	 1)
090	 CO 100 I=1.^,

































































'HIS S^: ilC'.JT I:.E CM W PARES v.- I "PUT CC APLEX SOUAR E MATRIX A
«ITm A E rF-RE: C= CL•!aLEX ''1TRIX F. 'WHOSE ELE M E`)T NUMERICAL
V AL:'S
-
S t.kE ESTA,- LISHEC Y THE I':ITIAL EXECUTION OF THIS5^,^p.. iT I.:r
F , )R.l AT
F(j0,•.•;T(A43.F15.6)
CO" L"- EX ZE('^.TE%'P
CC"FLEc .ci.^,I"'.;^r,Ip).Rcr"I^^.:1CI' J.S^•1fr.Ol














SA L ( I.J) =TE ►•'P
XsCA'3S(TE:•P)
IF(I.Er-).J.A'(G.X,GT.XII)XII9X





PPI' . T• 0 FEkTUP.EL` \tATPIX'
CALL C''TPQT(A.')9:jDIh*0h)
PRI %iT to
PR I' T. o P ;FE P E':
,l
CE SATR I X
CALL C t +TPr T (F .- *NDI f 90rO
PRIP.T JC






PR I A:T 120 MAXI MUM NORMALIZED o(' D I AGO((AL
















+^+►www^►** rr*w+^ww,► w* **+^+r^w*+► t+^^+r+► ^►w*ww+► ,r •►w**+*^^#+► ^^^*•►*w+►^^► +► ^►^^►*^^►w^^►^►arw
010*VRUN +=;CMTCOPOi('+000•CORE=30K)
020	 SUBROUTINE CMTCOP(A•E 9N*'d)
030 *	 THIS SutkOUTINE PERFOR,•1S THE COPY FUNCTION B =A FOR THE
040 *	 UPPER LEFT	 PARTITI0% OF `AXM A AND 9.
050	 CO'4PLEX A (M *.%*) .a (?•I.N)
060	 IF(N.GT.'-,)CALL EPRSTP('CYTCOP'.l)
070	 DO lco I :1 •'








CMTCPYSI	 04/08/81	 3:54 PM
*###*###*#RR+ERR +F#wi► AARi1f +► 1► A#RItl► 1liM#AR+A#R114 # il+► +► i►Ril41^i►##^!R###11i^A##NR#MM*RR
010**RUi'I *=;C"TC O Y ,j I M GJ.CO R E=30K )
020	 5UdP3QTI'!t C''TCFY(A•e.rt.;).k'CIV)
030 *	 THI5 SUOROUTIAF COPIES A I"iTO E IE E=A AND ALSO
040 *	 ZEgCF_S THE UNUSED eORDEr ELE M ENTS OF 8
050 *	 EACH ""TRIM 15 DIPE'ISIONED r:DIMMIr'.




080	 DC LCo I=1"t,GI`i














*+►*+rw++^^i►*w^►*.+r.*w^►w+^wwww ,^^► ^►+*+^^► +*+►^a.+►..rr *+rr^^wwwi►*xr+►+wk^+w•^i►^►a►^
CMTCRCSI	 04/08/ 81 	 3:54 PM
yaw*+r +^+►w+r.w^rwwwaa+wa,raw +r,rtwr^► .rrx+wkr:w +► r+**w+► +^► r+► r+►w+r^ww+► +^+► . r^► w*+► +► ^►ww+►
Oli)**PU^1 •=:C"TC,;C?1 ('10,30.CONE=30K)
020	 SUd,'UTI',t C'•;TCKC(o.n.K•L•N.,•1)
030 *	 THIS SUPROUTV,E COPIES THE UPPER LEFT PARTITION OF COMPLEX
040 *	 'AATR I ,< A TO 3 c I TH THE K AND L ROWS AND COLUMMS INTERCHANGED
050 *	 ":CTE K . LE.t!.A-ID.L.LE.,,"!.AND.N.LE.M
Ot,O *	 N^TE CALLS SUEROUTINES CMTCOP AMD CMTIRC
070	 CO"PLEX A ('Io-v) .0 (y,a')
OAO	 IFiKoGT.ti.OR.L.GT.h.CP..h.rT.M)CALL ERRSTP(rCMTCRC991)








CWTGwQ51	 04108181	 3: 5* P4
RRRRRRRRI ^++RtRt +• i► t^^RA^lr.► ^l4+t+tfRlR +♦+► ++ R+•RtRORaIR^!!!l+11^l1i► 1► 1►M#!!R!!A!!
t)l^)RaRU'. •aiC'T^,.'.^1 t ^CVJ.C^^Ea3LR )
o SJt3;C.:T	 T'.,^?t^;;.^^.0^.;r.v.r.)
030 C : ^,PUTES *' + E	 SPECIAL COMPLEX MATRIX
0f* 0
—EOE AC 4 1'-D CO ORE D IAGO NAL
050 + "A'4ICES 4 E PO ESV Tk")	 I') N	 !EC TN O A R TITIOM OF AN
060 * A VECTrF	 AI. D C, a	 A' C^0 ,	 ARE	 THE	 LPPER	 LFT






060 T rE	 I,TPUT	 " A'r; i x	 "o	 A	 E	 ZEPC'	 V ILLEO.
^^0 ^L `'^1:1
	
t ^) . =,ti t '.	 3 % C7 ( it . ?1 t"00 .#'.E RC
l0u ,ATa	 CE	 try . •0.) 1
110 IF('..,jT. ')Cat_t- 	 t	 :cTPI•C`)T(^^.0•.1)
120 ^v	 ICCI	 alt"
130 l`v	 100	 Ju l •"'
140 IF(	 .J)RCO(J)
15` IFt(I. 6T., .).OR.(,;.VT..'.))J,vtI.J);."ESC
163 10C	 C^)44TI'.oE
170 4ETUQ.\























































SUBROUTINE CMTIGE( A•^,%` •II "E.I)IA.L,.')
THIS SUBROUT INE
 
0Ec a kaz ' ,'S A CHECK TO SEE IF THE UPPER
LEFT NXN PARTITION OF TvE NIX'-' C NN%I LEX ,,IATR I X A IS
DIAGONAL OR ICE'JIT Y . T+c C;+.1TR0L P4 W, IFTEQ5 ARE
I I DE.EO .O P ERFC P " O 1 4 U50, i +L CH,.C<
I IDE.NE.O PE Q F% Z•; — I4E ,TITY CtiFCt,
LU.E0.06 FOP G I AG'Wi ) TIC a C' I' T
LU.NE.oe FCF ;'l I AG -::)ST I C ' r c I T E T•: r' I L E
IF TESTS ARE wFGAT I VE Tr+E 5'.I 'z F:x T I F, C ,,A T P RT IS C.ALLEU
AND STOPS BY CALL T:) CR4STP
FOR4AT( ' XMAX IN C`'TIDE*'•1PE14.7)
COMPLEX A(M.M).O")E•Z
DATA EPSI/1.E
— h/ •("•E/ t 1..0.) fi.RZEFU^c.r.kO aE 1./




CHECK DIAGONAL ELE N E;.TS FOR U..I TY F AR I^E" T I TY CHECK
DO 100 1:10N
IF(CASS( A (I.I) —C`:E) .GT.E P SI )GCTOt,t0
GOT0400




IF (X * t.T.XV TINI) A` I p;=x
NOh CCMPARE vFF	 A` F LE`IEt,TS FCR EIT w ER CASE
X%'I N' —RCNE F C W IDh,iTITY CHECK




00 5uU J= I +1 .c;
AaA^AY1( CABS (A(I.J)).CAFS(A(J.I)))/r"ItI
IF (X 9 UT..0IAX) X'IAX:x
CONT I,SUE








CMTIRC51	 04/08/81	 3:55 PM
#*####### ^###t#4•F####,r4##^ ► ###t##•R+F#*1F±F#f#^F#^F#t#a#4########1F####A*##!##*#
010*#RUN +=;C mTI4'C' 1 (,+CGD,CCPE=3GK )
020	 SUdR'UTI-E C^+TI,^C(^,K.L.'),h•)
030 *	 T4I5 SL I+ -ROUTINE I • .TE V-C 4^ AP)GES THE K AND L COLUMNS AND ROWS OF
040 *	 CO^IRLEfi :-+ATPIX A	 ITH
 L.LE.r:.Ar•U.r'.LE.No
05 0 *	 t'^_TE Ti-4E 3PE P ATIC'l I5 :)0%E IN PLACE, IE A TO A
060	 CO'•IPLEX A ( `•l , ,•+ ) ,C
070	 =RPSTP('C?4TVlT',1)
080 #	 INTERCN4AN6E 80,45




130 #	 I iTERCHANGE CCCLVINS










#*######^F#y► iF^F # i► ^►^^►#### ^► #1+1FAiM lFi► 1► ^F#*^F###*i#1► 1F1F1FiY1F^► t111F#* iFiF^F#^F1Filf►**###M**A•M*
CMTN I PTSI	 04/08/81	 3:55 PM
-	 ^►*##*#**#^***#*+r+++.w^ *,r*wt^w** w*,r**,rw^►^+r#^+;w^ +r#t,r!► #^#***,►+rw+r+► *,++► w*#^r+►w^►
010 *0RUM *=;C %iT^ RTJ1 (',OCGO.0^RE-30K )
020	 SUeg0UTI„E C".^T°'PT(A+E.C.L.^'• !.°iCI•:,)
F 030 *	 THIS S!j:;ROUTI .E P=RFOP'15 THE C0-' l PLEX MATRIX TRANSPOSE
040 *	 MULTIPLY C=A*^!T V:ITH EACF- ?I'-tE`!SI')",FD P401MVIDI'l AND WHEREE	
050 *	 A IS ';XL
060 *	 @ IS !,XL
070 *	 C I5 x,`
080	 CO'PLE ?c > t'': %I''+ ,DI") +° ( JI"+'*I •') •C ( l CI ^+'1DI l) +SU+".ZERO
090	 DATA ZEa/(0.•0.f/
100	 IFt. .CT...LI'')CALL FGRSTP('C`'T%IPT101)
110	 DO 20C I=1+'
120	 :C 200 J=1 +'.
_	 130	 SUM=ZERO
140	 DO 100 KnI+L











R^NRNNi►AA.•R#RR4iF/lAw1F^► # NR# 1► #RA+R R#*Nw#iAA4^► +► 1r#ARM /1i1###A#A##M#A/FAA*RA*A^AA
CMTMPYSI	 04/08/ 81 	 3:5S PM
^*^*##R##^ # *# A#*fif f#RiAlf1►#l+^^# ♦ fili### i#^►RiR1► Q+#^►##!f#1!# RN*1►M#RA^R##A
010+►*P'Ji4 +s;C`'T `a FY , l t°.:GC.0 ^ 17 E : j^iA )
020	 5U6QCwTI'•	 CVT*FYCA.'..C.^.) ...'.LI ^)
030 *	 T41S S^EkCUTI'E R E° 91 .41'S THE CC''PLEX ' M ATRIX •+ULTIPLY
040 *	 Csp. - .' I T"+ E.AC y C I ;:' S [,^^ E^ ^:. I "X. 01'^ A'tp WHERE
050 *	 c I = L,,.
060 *	 _ is	 X,*.
070 *	 C I^
080	 C'?" C L :'X : t' ' I `•:.0 I'') •'t "'? I''. • C I') .0 (' '^I '.';JI ") .SUN.ZEP0
090	 ,A TA Zt : :	 ..".) /
100	 IF( ,m)tc(6..'"•':J..;T	 I)C'	 EFP.STPt•C•T-PY•.1)
110	 DC 2CC I=19L
120	 ^C 2600 J= 1 •'
130	 SlJ"'=2EP0
140	 D0 1CO C=1•'''
150	 100 SU-•t=5U:4+A(I.K)* (K 9J)










wARR#wwRA^f**fw R ww+•RRwRww w*A*ww#ww*wRwRRl^ilw#R#*#R#1##wA#wR#R#RR###A#wAA
010**RUM *zlCmTPQLGI(':JG0*C0RE=3UK)
020 SUd40UTI. E	 COTPCL(M*t-%"!%tIN*LU*wKAPEA)
030 * T,41 5 	 S,,C-kf'UT I , E Pa I NTS	 ;)R	 WP I TES	 FOP	 DIAGNOSTIC  PURPOSES
040 * THE ELE't"!TS OF A SAUARE COMPLEX	 ATRI X 	IN POLAR FORM
050 * L+J. E D.06
	
FOR	 PR I P: T
060 * LU."C.L6
	
FOR	 'WRITE	 TO	 FILE
070 * ;COTE
	
IF '. . GT.8	 P P G. -QLY BEST TC PENCE
	
15 F IELD w I DTH
080 11 FOOI,'AT(IPAE15.7)
090 12 FORMAT (^	 )
100 13 FORVAT(9F1597)
110 CJIPLEX
	 %04 9 m ) %Z
120 JI "E`:SION;	 wKAREA(t.w)
130 DATA DEG/57.29578/
140 IF (N.GT.i'.GR. (No;%) * GT.?;tr) CALL	 EFRSTP (*C\', fPOL' * 1)
150 ^,.0	 200	 1219N




200 .KA;EA(J) =CABS (Z)
210 100 '"KAREA(J•N)20EG *ATA',2(Y*X)
220 ^%RITE(LJ.11) (WKAREA(J) *J= 1•t•;)










CMTPRTSI	 04/08/81	 3:56 PM
N1►A*^#A^# w#AA^F^1 + ^^F^F^►#M####!f#R#^#11Aw11F ^ f1 ►Mt^Ft #+r##iFirR^1##+F*AAA###AA###NN#A^
010*# P UN *=;C`"TP?T01 ('•OGO.004E=30K )
020	 SU3ROUTI :E C^,TPQT(A.r i .. • oLU)
030 A	 THIS SUtRUUT I hE PP I `+TS OR wF I TES FOR DIAGNOSTIC PUPPOSES
040 *	 THE ELE M ENTS OF A SQUARE CO k PLEX -ATRIX IN RECTANGULAN FORM
050 *	 LU.Eu.06 FOR PF.I..T
060	 LU."t.G6 FOR ;-RITE T O FILE
070 #	 ',''TE IF N.GT.b PPU k ,^CLY PEST TO REDUCE 15 F IELD wLDTH
080	 11 FOR"AT(1P8E15.7)
090	 12 FOH"AT(' ')
100	 CC''PLEt (, 0 )
110	 IF ('.!.GT.'•I) CALL E«P.STF ('C'4TPKT' + 1 )
120	 UO 100 1219%
130	 r+RITE(LU•ll)( REAL(A(I.J)).J=1.;7)





**w+►*w*ww****,►*****w+►w****w*w*+► *+► **ww**ww** sw•w**ww*w*+►+r+►w*i►*w*w•**ww*^►^►+r
CMTRANSI	 04/08/81
	 3:56 PM
***itww+rw*w*+► **w+► +► ww+r**w+tww;► +► f+► w^► ws+►**aw*+► w+► i*s++► +► +► *w*w**www+rw^► ^►ww*i► i1*w+^w
010 0 *PUN *2;CNlr;At.Jl(l)OGO.00RE=3OK)
020	 S^^°^:.''I':£ C ^TRA^^ (A.r. . v.'^oih+)
030 *
	
T415 St,EROUT I NE CCii"'PUTES THE TPANSPOSE OF A COMPLEX MATRIX
040 *	 e =AT
 A I TH E ACI4 D I + ENS M:ED llID I MX.(D I `i A ND wHERE
050 *	 A IS t•,Xm
060 *	 3 15 ':X.A
070 *
	
IT ALSO ZEROES U?:W-SED +lUDAFY FLE' • Et!TS OF ")ATU X $
080	 COMPLEX	 (+I) t"+."C I") , ? (':O I ^' (C I' )
090	 IF (:'A)(4 ( %1,).) ♦ GT.'vDI'.o CALL ERRSTP ('C;•'TPA"(' . 1 )
100	 00 200 I=1 ••401k'














CMTSUSS1	 04/08/81	 3:56 PM
*#*#^►#*##.ww#,rww##.*#,.#+ ► ,r,r#*,rw*^##w+r,r,►*#w,►###.##+►###w##*#w###.►####^#ww*w
010*4RUN *m;C m TSU801 C-'OG0.00PE=30A )
020	 SUtSPOUTI iE Ct•!TSUE(A.C.C•i;*M)
030 *	 THIS SUBTRACT ROUTINE P ER FUAM S THE COM PLEX MATRIX SUBTRACT
040 *	 C 2A-9 USIt.G THE VPPEP i.EFT -X,% PARTITION OF MATRICES
050 *	 A969C .*HICH AAE SACS+ DI"E'+SiD h'xtA
060 *	 MOTE THIS ROUTI'iF_ CAti nE DONE I). P LACE. I£ A ZA -8
070	 CO'•)PLEX A (h!04) .a ( M ,") ,C (:^.'+)
080	 IF('I.GT,M)CALL ERPSTP ('CNITSUB'.1)
090	 OG 100 I s l • P;










*AAAA**AAMfA* ♦ ***** ♦ *w1r/F^►A*^►^Fw*t1► w * RAfR^►4*A#^►y^1/Ai1#AMAA^AA*A^►N 'MAAAAAMA*
010*MRUi4 *a; C'+TT •AFC I ( '-CG'' ., LIF E 2 30K )
020	 SUL'Q:)l Tl`-E (7•-llt''P(A+P.C+L+el+ I+"IGI")
030 *	 TMIS S ' FRUUTI'+E PEHF o P*A , T H E CO N', PLE)k 71ATRIX TRANSPOSE
040 *	 MULTIPLY C=AT*E 6IT4 :HCN OI"Ei'.SIONFD MXM AND wNEPE
050 *	 A IS "XL
060 *	 o I S - x-N
070 *	 C IS LAM
080	 CJ'•IPLEx „, CMDI'•1 +liCI -1 ) + : (' r)I`'.'ICI o ) +C (NC I''+t4OIM) * SUM *ZERO
090	 DATA ZEz0/(0.+0.)/
100	 IF(`3.GT.;.CI'')CALL ERPSTP('CP'TTPIP++1)
110	 00 200 IsI+L
120	 DO 200 js 1 +t•)
130	 SU"'sZER0
140	 CO 100 Ks1+M
ISO	 100 SU'AsSU'•I*A(Kol)*E(K+J)







CMTZR051	 04/08/81	 3:57 PM
--	 *NNi1NN#NN•.N i1###+► A#1l+FNN^M !R111► N1► *wAQ1lMA1► *1► 7^N^/+► ^► 4NirN^F * il^INNNNNNIIN*NANNNNNNNN^N•
010*0RUN R _iC M TZICCi (')CGO*C0RE=30-%)
020	 SUdROUTI';E 0'TZRO(A*NlsN%i+JI'f1
030 *	 T4I5 SUBROUTINE ZE ROFS TLfE 90POEr, ELE''E NTS OF COMPLEX
040 *	 'ATRIX A 4HICH I5 Z IV I E'')SI) . 40 t:DI' VII 'l
050	 COMPLEX A (t ; DIAvNDI M ) *ZERO
060	 DATM ZERC/(3. *09)/
070	 IF(,'I.UT.'•!CI'•i.JR*N.GT.'.(GI OCALL EPR5TP (*C,)TZRJ'*1)
080	 DO 100 1=1 *''i
090	 DO 10J J= t . • l *:vDI'I
100	 100 A (I*J)=Z_NC
110	 DO 200 I="+i*,wI"














*A*RA1fflrRaafRRRfiR ♦ R ♦iw+ww •i*iRf1► ♦ Re1^# .rw ♦♦ RA*AARAAIIAAAAAARrIAAA*R**A**AAA
010*4PUN *z;C A V' PY^i ( : 000.CJF^E=3 r" 1 )
020 5UeROuTt +E
	 C)-; ,.`, PV	 I' ,ND IM. ND IM)
030 * THIS 5UL.9f UTI ( C	 PEKFCcz '!5
	 T ''E CO 3'•)PLEX M ATRIX —VECTOR MULTIPLY
040 * .4:A*
050 * A	 It 	x^;
060 * v	 IS
	 ` I X 1
070 * w	 I5	 "'x1
080 * A%0 	 A,V oM	 AkE
	 DI"'E`%5101 EC
090 * AtLDI" •LEI"')
100 * V(?.D I'
	 )
110 * ("'CI.')
120 * I `,	 THE	 CALL I +G	 PP;;GQ,
130 COf'PLEX
	
A (L3 I t +•L0I"') .V t .; I'') .rs ( 'DIM) .ZERO,SUM
140 OATH	 ZEGJ/(0,00,)/
150 I F ('•'AXC,, (",(;) ,GT.LOI \',OP.r,
.vT.t OI M.OR.M . GT„MOIM)
160 L	 CALL
	 ERFSTP('C?'v"FY'.1)
170 00	 200	 I=1•"'
130 Su" =ZEPC
190 00	 130	 .,= 1 •'.
















w*wirwwww* +**w###wf Rfww# www #w w # fww# A w#wwwwf wwwfiFA1► ^F#Mw1F *#*N,t**#*+*AA^IA#1F#
010*#tRUN R=:CSY4Cj^1(,',0GO+CORE=30k)
020 S1J6aOuTI'•E	 CSYApJ(A+,--.,-'.IFS"^.LU)
030 * THIS SUEROUT I l+F FOI* CES THE A X'': uP o EP LEFT
040 * COMPLEX -AATRIX A TC SE SY'METRIC tY USING
050 * OF THE CORRESPONCi 4 TO THE ELE''V:T PAIRS
060 * IF	 r-"iA;LEC	 EY	 IFSY.'IE.J	 A	 TEST	 IS M ADE ON
070. * A ND IF ANY	 IS JUDGE ) TJO LARGE THE N ARRAY
080 * 14R I TTE-.
090 * IF5Y.E0.0	 TESTI!i')	 I5 3YPASSED
100 * IFSY.^%E.0 TESTI 1 4G	 I5 PERFMIED
110 * LU.EG.06 FOR oRIN T
120 * LU.N E.06 FOR oPITE TO FILE	 -
130 * NOTE THIS PROCEDURE STOPS 0^) TEST FAIL





190 DO	 200	 I a 1 +.':M 1
200 IP1=I+1










310 300 CO 400	 I=19NMI
320 IP1=I+1














	' f	 *11^FiF •I► i!#^► ^f +r^rw +► ^Fa/Fi► +► ^riF^FiF^► i►1riF+r +l w+r^► ^►^Ft1►wl► t^F yFif+►^+1r 1F1► l► i! •its► i►w^N► +1w1F^FiF^1N^FiF^Fi►^NFi^iNNF
	
4.	 cvDeAr•,sl	 04/08/81	 3:57 PM
**^^►*** +►*mow*aw*+trwaawwaw*^.raa*taw+aaswwa.. ^ww+► w +► w*^+►****a****#^► ^►*^►*^rwar^rw
010*4RUi, *_;CVQ ^a?:O1 ( r +l.'^O.COFE =30K )
020 SuEROuTI'vc	 CVQSa:tV.'..•-i,'i:^.LU.,^KA^Ea)
030 * TH IS SU5R0UTIr!F P4I +TS OR r1RITE5 FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES
040 * T`!E ELE''ENTS OF A CO-'' G LE*A	 JECT0 Q	IN POLAR DS FORM
050 * LU.E3.06	 FOR	 PRIr•.T
06U * LU.P:E.06 FOP	 NRITE Tn FILE
070 11 F0R%!AT(9F992)
080 12 FOR M AT('	 ')
090 CO"•PLEX	 V : ► ') .Z
10O GI`JF'c5I0:4	 nKA)+Em(*1k)
110 DATA 3EG/57.295760/
120 IF(':.VT.^.GR.(?: +`.)•(iT.i:'r:')CALL	 EPRSTn(•CVD3A(il91)
130 v0 200	 I=19N




LA0 :• KAREA ( I+iv ) =0.
190 GOT0200
200 170 WKAREA (I) =20 * *ALOGIC (A)
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010*#RUN *_; CVEC'^+PC 1 (^,O , iO •CORE=30K )
020 SU6RCUTI`-E	 CV:C','P(.A. G +V.,-I.NDIM.IO )
030 * THIS	 5L,1- R0LTIr.E C^^- P A c ES	 Ai)	 1^ : PUT CO M PLEX	 VECTOR	 A
040 * 11TH A FErEREi•CE CO iPLEX VFCT )P R .HOSE ELEME'IT NUMERICAL
050 * VALUES :- R E EST A 6LISHE-C ;Y THE	 I. I T IAL EXECJTION
060 * OF T4IS SU?ROUT IIE
070 10 FORyAT('	 1)
080 11 FORMAT(aF15.6)
090 12 FOK MAT(A43,015.t)
100 COi"PLEX ZE"O.TE'F
110 CO"+PLI:x	 404 DI NI ) .004	 .V0!cVA)
120 UATA	 IFLAG/0/94ZE-'lU/C./.ZERO/(f)..0.)/
130 IF(IFLAG.E0.1)G0T,)2CC
140 CO	 120	 I=19%
150 120 R(I)=A(I)
160 IFLAG=1
170 IF C%9E0.:+C I'•L) GOT0200










280 I F (X.GT. X,'AX) XMAX=X
290 GOT^u220
300 210 V(I)=ZERO
310 220 CONT I ;:UE
320 CALL F( R' FE
330 PRINT911D='9ID
340 PRINT99PERTURBED VECTOR'
350 CALL	 CVEPRT (A.1`I•r+DI ► ,.06)
360 PRI%T	 10
370 PRI'IT••REFERFMCE	 /ECTOR,
380 CALL CVEPFT(P0-o%DV 06)
390 PRINT	 10
400 PRI;+T91NORMALIZED DIFFERENCE VECTOR'
410 PRINT	 10
420 PRINT	 11.(	 REAL(V(I)),I=19'0
430 PRINT	 11.(AIr,1AG(V(I)),I=l 9N)
440 PRINT	 10
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010*, RUN *_; CVEPCLC I (" , 0GO •COPE=30K )
020 SU890UTI ;E	 CVEPO^ ( ^ •''+	 .L.J.I;J,wKpRE4)
030 * THIS SUE ROUT I'4E P R I STS ;) P '.)P j TES FUF	 I AGh0ST I C PURPOSES
040 * T H E ELE`' E.:TS OF A CO P PLEX VECTOR	 IN POLAR FORM
050 * LLj,E0.06	 FOR	 PRI':T
060 * LU.+•,E.OS FOR	 '0 j TE TO FILE





100 CG,^PLEX V	 .Z
110 DI 'AENSIO":	 ftKAREA (';.v)











210 WKARE .A (I+;+) =ZERO
220 (2070200
230 190 iiKAREA ( I +j.) =DEG*ATA;);2 (Y, X)
240 200 CO('(T I N	 E
250 r,RITE ( Lu.11) ( wKAREA(I) •I=1•"O
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k
010**RUN ►a:CVEF2T01 (' : 0G-0 .C')RE 2 30M )	 {{i
020	 SU13QOUTI'.E C^EPRTOi4i..',;.Lu)
030 *	 THIS SUOROUTINE P' I''TS OR iR ITES 90P DIAGNOST IC PURPOSES
040 *	 THE ELE?-EATS CF A CJ"PLEX VECTOR
050 *	 L.^.EQ.O6 FOR PR I^:T
060 *	 L.:," , E.06 FJF aiPITE T'7 FILF
070 *	 NOTE IF ^•.cT.2,- JPa3l^ EEST TC REDUCE 15 FIELD WIDTH
080	 11 FOR`^AT (l?8E 15.7 )
090	 12 FCRMAT(' ')
100	 COMPLEX V (^, )
110	 IF(N*GT.'t)CALL ERRSTP(•CVEPRT'.1)
120	 :)RITE(LU.11)( REAL(V(J))•i=19%)
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010*#RUN *=;CZYREC^O1C-:OGO,CORE=30K)
020 SUdROUTI':E	 CZYRE'D(Z.Y.Z`.ECO,Y'.FCC),";,'+ECO,iM.:Iw,WKAREA)
030 * THIS	 Sty '; RCUTIc-.E	 P E I^ F O F ^ •`I S	 THE	 "ATRIX O R DER	 P.EDUCTION	 OF
040 * THE	 I CCNOUCTOR Z AND Y M ATRICES	 ('NHICH ARE THE UPPER
050 * NXN PARTITION	 OF '1X''( ;ESPECTIVE	 ARRAYS)	 TO I IECO EFFECTIVE
060 * CO`iDUCT^RS	 3 A SEJ	 Co.' ! 	T^,E ASSU'4 P TIO!.	 THAT	 'I — ,IECO CO":DUCTORS
070 * ARE AT ZERO PCTENTIAL.	 THE RESULTING REDUCED MATRICES
080 * ARE PLACED	 V;	 THE u PP E R LEFT ')ECCxIECO PARTITION OF ARRAYS
090 * Z"!M),Y::ECO	 EACH	 DI'•IE^•S1D	 ' ,IX PA	 FOP	 PROGRAM'*41:IG-
100 * CONVE..I E N CE	 A ` O	 SI':CE	 THIS ROUT I `iF USED 'ONCE AND FOR	 ALL,
110 * -AILL	 WI SE	 FULL	 •+ATRI .X 	I : :VER5IO r :	 ALTEF:IATIVE.	 SEE	 RCR	 APPENDIX A
120 CO'APLEX	 Z ("9r l ) , Y (,. ,ti•) ,Z ,,.ECO ( Ii,'4) ,Yr•.ECC' (ri,..1)
130 IF(N.GT.^)CALL	 ERRSTP('CZYPED',1)
140 CALL	 C'ATCOF(Z,Z'.ECG,r ,r')
150 CALL	 C-•ITCOP(Y.Yr.tCO,i.,')
160 * NOTE THAT SINCE THE UPPER IIECC*r.ECO PARTITION REPRESENTS
170 * YNECC,	 JUST COPY	 v.HOLE	 "i *r. Y	 I A TR I X
180 IF(`:.EG.:;ECO) RETJR,;
190 CALL	 C:.'TI..V(Z;':ELO,'I,i;,'i,.4KAREA)
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DPUFR wS2	 ORIGINAL PAGE 18 	 04/08/81	 3:98  PM
POOR QUAL"OF
**^***w**«*w* w!rr**,► w***•**+rrww+► ww+rwwrarirw•*.**{w^r^ ► +►ww.r*w^►*+t^lfw^t+rM*+► A^F^►ww
olo* ,PuN •=iDPUFRt:02('!OG09CL)RE=30K)
020 SUeROUTI'.E DPUFRs(LLi91 p 9IRw9 I. LTYP,,.:ECO,)•ITOT.r(UtAF.NUMSO PIEUS,NEUF.
030 f,	 Z,Y.Zr.Y0.S.5I.0L)
040 * THIS	 SuBRCUTINE M AKES CCf,VEP'IEr T THE	 vRITI.')G TO AND READING
050 * FROM DATA RECCRD ASSOCIATED 'NITH A GIVEN LTYP	 IN
060 * DATAFILE OPULIJKP4 W HIC H HAS 3EE"; PRFVIOUSLY ASSIGMED A FRM
070 * LU.	 THE CO'.VE`•IFiCE REFERS TO THE ABILITY TO A PITE /READ
080 * THE UPPER L EFT `,ECC(`:ECJ P ARTITIC "•5 JF MATRICES
090 * DI'•?E'.5ICNEO	 '^X.•+
100 * NOT"	 T^-'AT ON REAC T1IE CO M PLEX CC' TRnL PARAMETER NECO IS
110 * OBTa I -ED FOGM THE F I;ST PART CF THE RE A D A')D IS A RETURNED
120 * -V AR I AELE VALUE.	 0,^:	 4R I TE NECO P,, UST 3E PROVIDED.
130 * THE DI'"EN510N '+ MUST 5E THAT USED 	 IM THE CALLING
140 * PROGP".'	 FOR	 '^AT?ICES
150 * 1R.^.t;E.1	 FOR	 READ
160 * IRw.E;;.l	 FOR	 "RITE
170 COMPLEX	 Zc.	 ,r').ZOCh'.' ).S(^'.+").SI(' ,').OLI^1)
180 COMPLEX	 Y (M•M) 9YL (M,r^)
190 IF(I4.LE.2)CALL	 ErRRSTT('DoUFRi,'.IR.IQW.M,NECO)
200 IF(IRw.EO. 1)G0T0100
210 READ (LU'IR)LTY P 9NECO . ITOT.P:J,-IF.":U"tS.(IFUS.t+EUF.
220 6((	 Z(I,J)9I=19-+EC0)9J=1.'+EC0).
230 5((	 Y(I,J) ,I= 1, NEE C0),J=1. IECO).
240 &((ZO(I,J) ,1=1.".'ECO) .J= 1.-vECO) .
250 6 ((YO(I.J),I=1•P:ECJ) •J= 1,:':ECO),
260 a;((	 S(I,J),Ic1*NECO).,=1.`j'ECr`).
270 ;t(SI(I•J),I=1.ECC).J=1.^FC^).
280 6 (OL ( I ) , I = 1 •' ; ECO )
290 RETJR+
300 100 WRITE (LU'IR)LTYP.^)ECC.;,TOT.'-;+IMF*NU)•IS,l'!EUS.raEU F.
















010*0RUN R: ;ERRSTP01 (:iuGO.CGRE=300 )
020	 SU5ROUTINE ERRSTP('4An'E.r;C0DF)
030 *	 THIS GENEPAL STOP P IU t I .4 E PFI':TS THE SIX CHARACTEP
040 *	 NAME i:iD INTEGER CCI E '-:CODE
050	 CHARACTEP ' llA , lE*6
060	 10 FOR MAT( , STOPPED IN .ao.	 :CODE=•.Ib)
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ERRSTTSI
	 04/08/81	 3:59 PM
*ww#itw###.r## ## i**^l fwlftlfly+f1F1►+#.► RA#^1► Rl+#i4eo7f+i► #A##R#^Ii^^F###*1► #MNAR#w#wwww
010* xRUN *z;E a RSTTOI U:%-0 * C0RE=3ut f
020
	
E =RkS T TWA-^E.s-,CnCE• Ili t2•I3)
030 *	 T4I3 CC'-VA L STOP C OIJTI +E Oq I"TS T HE SIX CHARACTER
040 *	 NA"E I •eC I'4TEGE4 Cv^ r. ;iCCCE
050	 CHARACTER 1 +Ar E•6
060	 10 FC9"AT('STOPPEC P ',lo.' "CJCE='•Io•3I11)




**#***#^*t#1^## #w#1!lrlf* +riF #1l^lAt ######+^w+t#
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FILSTPSI	 04 /0d/ 81 	 3:59 PM
010 SU3ROUTI:.E	 FI65TOP(^,FILC•IGUA;.,Ir.,J" .'-CHECK)
020	 * ON	 FI LE	 PE40	 THIS	 Si,,cRf)UTI`-E PROVIDES A GE-JERAL
	
STOP UPC,',,
030	 * ERROR JETECTIC% 6E%EE:, OATA I') FILE AND EXPECTED VALUES.
040	 * THIS	 SUSKOUT I p it	 .'ILL 
	
9E OSED Vi C0NP&P I')G HEADER
	 INFORMATION 





080 PRI";T	 109	 ,FILE.	 I WAN9	 I';•JA
090 IO	 F;1^^,AT("STOPPEC	 FUG	 READ EaFOFt	 Ct	 FILE	 "•A9/"V ARIAtiLE
	
"*A99


























































ws; OP`:VOL01 (" l OGO.CORE=39K )
SUaRCJTINE OPNVOL(Y•E,S,V,r;,;•I,Niulti*#.KAREA,•'(w)
THIS SUEROuTL4E COMPUTES A')D FGPM5 THE TOTAL N ELt'AENT
VOLTAGE VECTOR E, GIVE: T 4AT TF+E LAST N —M CURRE%, r ELEMENTS
OF THE 1 1 ELE b1 V:E '-T CURRENT VECTOR ARE ZERO, IE OPEN
CIRCUIT, AND G I VE': THE K I R ST -1 ELS M E%TS OF THE 'J ELEMENT
VOLTAGE VECTOR F_, A:;D THE NXN ADMITTANCE 'AATRIX Y, ALL
VECTOPS A^.G '"AT4ICES ARE ASSIJ I EC DI M ENSIONED NDIM OR
vOI-AXNDIA IN CALLI iG PROGRAM.
THE COkiPUTATION FOLLJ^IS THE WODEL
I1sYll *E1+Y12 *E2	 E2=—Y22I*Y21*E1
O:Y21*E1+Y22 *E2	 Il :(YII—Y12*Y22I *Y21)*E1
NOTE 5 AND V ARE SCRATCH
CO M PLEX Y(NDj M*NDI ►"),E(tiInIN),ZERO
CO M PLEX S(raOI oNcI"),v(r,DIM),ZSuv.








ZSUM:Z5LW*Y(I ,J) *E (J)
V (K) = ZSU^a
NEXT FORM S=Y22








































































SWIR OUT Ii,E OPT AC-A'(A*2*T..t.,.,;D; .wK AREA .Ntq)
THI i SUGk OUTI;.t 0'FTER'• , i''E5 THE '• 'X' DRIVI')G POINT ADMITTANCE
'"aTRIX is A`,0 THE , ,_ fA X. , VOLTAGE T ?AN SFE.I MATRIX T ASSOCIATED
'AITH A ..Aoi AD k'ITT4i-CE .MATRIX " :HICH :4AS ITS LAST N-M TERMINALS
OPE% CIPCUITED. ALL *'ATPICES APE ASSUMED DIMENSIOMED NDIMXNDIM
I ^i Tr!E CALL I '!G PORG+R A r
 .








COMPLEX A(1.01M9NOIh-) •9UiDI'A .;IDI'`) .T('101'49NDIM)
CO MPLEX 5UM.ZER0
DIMENSIf "t WKAREA (,4W)
DATA ZERC)/(O..C.)/
CALL ERRSTT(IOPTAD'4g9O9M9PI.MDIM)














5U'-lZSUM — B (I .K) *A (K *+..J )
T(l.J) =SU !l
4EXT FOF^l EsYl.+Y12*T
DO 500 I=1 •M
JO 500 J=1 0,
SUMZA(I.J)
DO 400 K-19L
SUrl: SUV+A (I,K#m) r T (K qJ!
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PR0SE0S2	 04/08/81	 3:59 PM
*## ♦# **iNr ^ iFih ** if • 1al+,4 M+Fw^iF^F##^1F^1 ####**#M#iF^FiF#^► #i► 1FiF1F##^hFQ^l11iF1f1F^ ►N#AR#####R
010*v;tJN -m; P. 0SE;C2 U C!0,CORE=30K)
020 SU.ic^JTI',E	 ^; OSEG('&NL.CSA.INSEOV,IST AK ,N i^+ AX 	949!19JROOT)
030 *	 THE 0i;:PC5E OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CONSTRUCT THE
040 *	 P43CES5I•.G S_OUENCE `SECTOR	 INSEOV JSI`IG THE NOOE
050 *	 Lk-JGICAL CC'.7-ECTION AND STATUS ARRAY	 INLCSA,	 THE
060 *	 SJF*JUTI'E ALSC COMPUTES THE LEVEL OF EACH 4OOE IN
070 *	 THE ; I'. ,r 1	 TREE WITH THE NODE CCJ"NFCTE9 TO THE
oeo SOUR, F ?Fl%G AT LEVEL ZERO. THE LEVEL ONL Y CHANGES
090 *	 0-i	 EAC-4	ISTAK	 IS A	 TE''(PCRAP.Y	 STACK	 VECTOR
100 *	 I'.,-C5,1	 (I , 1)	 =	 NOOE	 INDEX	 (REC'ljNnA P 'T C-IECK )
110 *	 T '-:LCS:	 ( 14,2)	 =	 wHERE	 FROM NODE	 (PARE,'.T	 "IOOE) -IPAR
120 *	 I',LCSA	 (I.3)	 = WHERE TO NODE 1 - LEFTSOA
130 *	 I %CSr	 (I .4)	 = WHERE. TO NODE 2 - R I GHTSON
140 *	 I :.LCS:,	 (I , 5)	 = LEVEL OF NODE
150 *
160 *	 I`.	 IS U5ED AS AN INDEX WHICH FILLS INSEOV FROM
170 *	 T^wP	 c^i>.7.
180 *	 N	 IS A OU= • !wY VARIABLE ON	 INPUT nHIC y RETURAS NUMBER OF NODES
190 *	 JRJCT 15 FIR:T NODE FROM SOURCE
20 r *	 I	 = STACK	 I %DEX
210 DI')ENSI')%	 I'-LCSA(NMAX94) 9 INSEOV (N"'1AX) •ISTAK(NMAX)
220 DO	 25	 I	 =	 1	 •	 NMAX
230 25	 I ".LCSA (I •5)	 =	 -10
240 I	 =	 0
250 (,CJE	 =	 j: \Cu T
260 Ir'LCSA (:.Gvc,5)	 =	 0
270 U SE +4' (1)	 =	 ';UGC
280 'P,	 =	 2
290 1	 iF	 (I -lLC5: (:^GE•3) .EO.0)	 GO	 TO	 2
300 I	 =	 I	 +	 1
310 ISTAK(I)	 =	 I.LC5A(VC0E93)
320 2	 ; ODE	 =	 i' LCSA("?ODE,4)
330 i F (%0DE..',E.0)	 GO	 TO	 3
340 t"	 =	 1 1 :	 -	 1
350 IF	 (I.EO.C)	 PETURN
360 ;•iUUE	 =	 I STAx,	 (1)
370 I	 =	 I-1
380 3	 I,45E3V (1.:)	 =	 "GCE
390 IF	 (I.,LC5A(,,o0E91)	 .LT.	 0)	 GC	 TO	 23
400 I14	 =	 I'1+1
410 I?AR	 =	 I':LCSA	 ( "•ODE • 2 )
420 IF (INLCSA(IPAk•5)	 .LT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 20
430 IS	 =	 '-1%1(I 7 1LCSA(IP A R•3) •It!LCSA(IPAR.4) )
440 IF	 (IS	 .E«.	 0)	 GU	 TO	 4
450 INLCSA(:CLE95)	 =	 I",LCSA(IPAR95)	 +	 1
460 GO TO	 1
470 4	 INLCSA(NCCE95)
	 =	 I..":LCSA	 ( IPAR95)
480 GO TO 1
490 20	 wRLTE(42.1001)	 IPAR
2-47
PROSECS2	 1AGE 2
500 1001 FOR "AT("'-ET.NORK COt ,'FIGURATIGN c :; p CR"/"NUDE "9160"NOT DEFINED"/`PPDGF
510	 STOP
520	 23 .%RITE (4Z - 10GZ) ` 3DE
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T" IS  Su6RLu r I NE PR I (rS IR AP I TES FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES
040 0	 THE FIRST N ELEAE!,TS OF A REAL VECTOR +KITH DIMENSION M
050 *	 6u . EC.06 FOR PRIr.T
060 *	 L.J. ?,E.06 FOR .)RITE TO FILE
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010*#RUN +_; TR.AitA; 04 ( 40G0,C3RE=30K )
020
	
SUBROLITI '•iE TRA iFD(Y,IFRE,ITTY,LUTQ,TPA,JFI,TRAP!AY *NDIM*MDIM)
030 *
	
THI5 VEPSIG:. ;;F TRA'iAC REA75 A REVISED STRUCTURE FOR THE
040 *
	
TRAI',SF'^RMER F ILE TQA.vFI. THE NE lh STRUCTURE CONSISTS OF
050 *
	
`) O N -LI' i E "-U l4 EEREC ^-ECCR^S EA0- , WITH TwE FORMAT
060 *
	
IFRE ITTY A A TH
070 *	 .-'HERE
080 *
	 IF.E=T',%O JIOIT FPEOu& CY C7!?E
090 *
	 ITTY=;;h.E,Tnt•,T H REE C• IGI T TRA):SF i,R a• ER TYPE CODE
100 *




T:lE A' FIELD S ► '%LC i.EGI^t I'N CC'LU !'N 9 OR GREATER TO FACILITATE
TH =AU % ITTL,;CE A IGLE t t . cE SREES
T)P:j ECITJR SCkTI'+G (-rICH IS FC q USEF CONVENIENCE ONLY)130 *	
ILL CO+^At ► : COMPLEX SCALART-.E CO." F LEX 'A AT I I.% TG!,%AY(L,K) :	 T140 *
PyASOR AGMITTANCES FOR EACH (DEFI'EC) COMBINATION OF IFREG15G *
AND ITTY * FOR ALL UtlGEFI-NED CASES THE VALUE YBAD WILL BE160 *	
USED A":D A wAR`!I'.:j ORI ITED TO TEP"I ►+AL FIVE TIMES MAXIMUM,110 *	
THE COL0 "!S OF TOA'.AY ' . JILL CORRESPC"'D TO (THRU A DIRECTORY3,80 *
V ECT)R JCOL) ITTY. 51 M ILARLY THE RCAS OF TP.A,%AY 4ILL190 *
CORRES p t,'i'-D T:1 (TFRQ A DIRECTOFY VECTOP IPO4) IFREO*200 *
210 *
D IRECTORY VECTORS JCOL A ND IR'JW APE USED TO SAVE CORE• I*E*220 *
A "IY ONE USER WILL cE INTERESTED I(: ONL Y RELATIVELY SMALL230 *
;IJMEER O F DIST17tC T FF _GUE%CY CODES- SIMILARLY F OR ITTY240 *
50 THAT TRANAY CA , 3E ')I !-E (SIOPED "4 UCH SMALLER USING DIRECTORY250 *
VECTORS THAJ, u3I;;:: DI^ECT :CDRESSING VIA IFREO ANI D ITTY260 *
270 *
DIRECTORY VECTORS ARE DIME'ISIONED SUCH THAT280 *





CO M PLEX Y,TPANAY (%DIr'-0 DI -') ,YEAD
330






DATA SAD/1*7453793E-2/,IFLG/1 /,i'+A%4E /'TRANADI/
360

















	 PRINT, t UtiAbLE TG O P EN FILE=*,TRANFI
430,	 CALL EP.RSTT(::A(•1E•09ISTAT*IFP,E+ITTY)
440	 100 CONT I ivUE
450
	















500 uJ	 101 6	 J= 19.1.7	 .,






570 IRJr+ l I) _ .^ C`.^
580 IF ('!RO.r.; T.::O I) CALL	 ERRSTT ( ' iA'A E.2, ' iROw.(iDI491 )
600 130 CONT I NoE
610 IF (JC0L (J).GT.0)G0T014G
620 JCOL (J) = .LOL
630 IF(r.COL. ,T.;;DIM)CALL	 EPR5TT(")a'•'=.3. ,C0L.' ( ()I AvJ)
V	 —640 r.OL= .CCU • 1C
650 140 CO'; T I'.JE
660 AM= 10.**(.OS*AM)
670 TH=PAD*Th
680 TRANAY( IRC(► (I).JCCL( J))= CMPLX(Ai*COS(TH),oAM*SIr((TH))
690 GOT0120
700 150 CALL DETACH(LUTR,ISTAT.)
710 200 CO N T I t.UE
720 IF(IFRE.GT.ItiAX.CR.ITTY.GT ,,;;.l;;X) :ALL	 FROSTT('4A,-.;E94*IFRE•ITTY.JMAX)
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010* ;RUN • =: Y AJCEC^i (":OGC.CORE='101c)
020 SUt3RO U TI':E	 YALC-EC(Y,%.`".LOUT)
030 * THIS S-JR R OUTIhE DEC ((POSES A	 3X3 IR 494 ANALYTIC 'MATRIX
040 * INT^; CI5CRETE PHYSICAL ELEAFN TS. THE CONDUCTORS ARE DESIGNATED
050 * 1,2.3." AN."', 	 F CF	 T:yE 4X4 CASE	 THE . GP!lUi•t0	 I S DEMOTED 8Y G
0 6 0 * FOR	 T A E	 3X3	 CELTA	 CO':'IECTFD
	 S Y STE ,%	AD'IITTA'ICE Yl'i,Y2P)*Y3N ARE




090 * ':OTE T L AT FOR	 T I IE	 3X3 CASE C':iY UPPER TRIANGE ELE"(ENTS
loo * ARE USED.	 A P BiTPAPILY FOP COOI'.G COWE'IIENCE * ALL ELE M E NTS
110 * OF	 Y AkE 'JSEC'	 I,i THE 4X4 CASF•	 NATURALLY	 IF Y	 IS EXACTLY
120 * SY`AYETR IC I.0	 AR E I WLVED.
130 CCMPLEX Y(MgM) .YSU0(4).ZERO,SV,
140 DATA	 ZERO/(0.90.)/
150 IF(`).GT.t^.OR.°4.GT.4.CR.`1.LT.3)CALL 	 EFRSTP('YADDEC'.N)
160 10 FORMAT(iv6E15.7)
170 11 FORk'AT(6x,'Yltil.12X.'Y12',12X9`Y13•.12X%'Y2N'.12X.lY23••12X•*Y3N*)
180 12 FOR'"AT( 6X*' Y1G1,12X9'Y2G'9.12X99Y3G'.12X99Y")G')
190 13 FOR M AT('	 ')












320 :)RITE (LOUT.10) -)SEAL (Y (1 .4)) * -REAL (Y ( 192)) 9 -REAL (Y (1.3)) 9
330 0	 -REAL(Y(294)).-REAL(Y(293))*-REAL(Y(394))
340 '.RITE(LOUT910)-AlSAG(Y(194)),- AIr'AG(Y(1*2))* -AIMAG(Y(193))*
350 s	 —AlrIAG(Y(2. 4)) *—A('+AG(Y(2.3)) *—AI'•iAG(Y(3.4) )
360 0RITE (LCUT913)
370 00 400	 I=1*4
380 SU'4=ZERO
390 DO 30C J=194

















#w+r#r#wr y #rr * #ti i► +►# +►^.► +• r # rrw** wrt+• w#iw: #+►#ir srr#wwrwrrwrwwrrwrwrrrwrw#^
OlO* #P'1.) .e:; YAO .:I TJ1 (%CGJ.CORE 2 30K )
020 SUPROuTI':E	 YAv'aIT(Y11.Y22.Y33.Y12.Y234Y139
030 <,	 Y1	 • Y2'•!.Y3-i.Y"N.Y.YR.`I.,'A•IOPT.LU•IDIA)
040 # THIS SuEROUTINE C^ PU TES FOR	 I0PTxO. THE ANALYTIC COMPLEX
050 w a'JWITT4NCE	 Y SIVEl: THE PHYSIC A L ELE N+ENTS. .ANO FOR	 IOPT=1
060 # !)ERF-J4!-S	 THE	 I •.VERSr O PC-RATIO.• OF DECO OOOSING AN ANALYTIC
070 # CO'^PLEX	 AATRIX	 INTO	 ITS PHYSICAL COPPO`IENTS,	 ALSO FOR THIS
080 * LATT_< CASE CHECKS TO "AKE S l fi^ E E ACH PHYSICAL COMPCNENT
090 +► HAS P,)SITIVE P EAL PAPT
100 #
110 * THIS 5Ukk0UTIt:E KEYS C i. N z3 r1P • ;34 FOR CuRRESPONOING LOGIC
120 10 FC W^'AT( • ELEMFNT HAS %EGATIVE R E AL P,;RT•/
130 `	 •Y119Y22.Y339Y12•Y23.Y13.Y1m.Y24.Y3:"I9Yr)"19)
140 11	 FOR!.IAT(1P6E11.3)





200 IF(':.LT.3.OR..`.GT.Nt.cR.'..GT.4)CAL, 	 ERPSTT(NAME959N9v9IONT)
210 IF(IOPT.oE.0)G0TC2C0
220 # PERFCRr PHYSICAL Tv ANALYTIC
230 Y(191)=y11+Y12+Y13+YIN









































































#####*### ^ iF #*}tF^4iF ,F++ftF1► i!1!i►^r^F#i► 1FtF######## 1►wiew^•# i1F^Fi►A1FiF##+^^► IF # A^##########
010*#)RUl •=;
	
1 (.`iOG09 CORE= 30K)
020 SU34CUTI'•E	 YAv`y:U(Y9Y ►$.ii.i•1)
030 *	 THIS Su^ROUT II:E
 MWERTS AN 'IXN CC' PLEX %IATRIX REPRESENTING
040 *	 A PERFECTLY GROUNDED '•i TER M
 1NAL AC''ITTAACE	 I')TO	 AN	 ^!+1XN+1
050 *	 (l).LT.i!)	 `(.)N — PERFECTLY GROUNDEC A[;MITTAr10E REPRESEPITATION
060 *	 ACCIP11 "G TO FIGURE I-1 OF RCP 4P P E" : DIY.	 I.





100 IF (N*lJE. UCALL	 E*RSTT(• YADMNU '9()9.'l* "+0)
110 i•oP1=1v +1
120 SU m 61zZER`j
130 DO	 200	 Icite:
140 SUM_ZERO
150 DO	 100	 u =1 +'%
160 100	 SU`t=5u,A+Y (I •J)
170 Y ( lvNP1 ) o — SJ!+
180 Y ( pi p 1 , I ) =—Sup!
190 200	 5UM".=SU'''E+5UM












*###*####^R#####*^F# #R tt4RR^*##R R##^FR4R^► f#.F^•R•1F11+► ##R#R#R###i^#iF#R#R##AN####*
010* #RUN *=+YREA6I,"01(;•iOGv+CC!:E=30K)
020 SU600UTI :E	 YPEALI (Y+YR.'.,+It+LiJ- IDIA+ISTAT)
030 * THIS SUEROUTI;+E CHECKS A 	 SPECIFIED COVPLEX ADMITTANCE Y
040 * TO GETEPr • I;,E	 IF	 IT	 I5 PHYSICALLY REALIZABLE	 41TH
050 * RESPECT Tr) HAVI NG A POSITIVE DEFINITE REAL
060 * MATRIX.	 THE N ETHOG OF PRICI PAL '• rmRS IS USED TO TEST
07U * POSITIVE REAL.
080 * NOTE THIS	 5U5F0UTIr,E USES OLDTSLI 13 POOTINE
09O * OETE(YR+(•+^')	 TO	 EV A LUATE	 DETEP'114n'iTS
100 CO,'*,PLEX	 Y ( i• +F1)
110 vImVISIC'':	 YR ('^+M)
120 CATA ;ZEPC/c./
130 10	 FO K '"AT( +a RI .ACI P AL	 V IF.0k + +I2+ +	='-1PE1?.4)
140 IF(r.•GT. ")CALL 	 EPRSTP(+YREALI+ +C)
150 ISTAT=O
160 00 200 K =1 +rs
170 DO	 100	 I=1+^
180 DO	 100	 J=1 +r'
190 100	 YR(I +J)=REAL(Y(I+J))


















*#R•ARRAA^RARR *wwwwR#RwfARRRRwRARwA+{t*IfAA +RA1l4yARAAR *AwAR#**R*A##*A*AAA#
010 *mRU U * *;YTRA ,ATQ2(^;000•C%"RE=30K)
02() SJyROJTI'+E	 YTRA!'T(Y•YT•IPHSE•t.OIhl)
030 * THIS So8RCuTINE FxPAr , DS A SCALAr COMPLEX TRANSFORMER
040 * Qc4 I 4 I %Ci POI NT 	 ADM ITTAN CE	 I .;TC A"	 t D V I TTAMCE MATR IX
050 * +KITH .A FCRV.AT 4HICh DEPENDS 0;; HO'v THE TRANSFORMER
Obo A IS CoNf.ECTEO A S I"CICAT`D t3Y ThE PAPA.mETER	 IPHSEo
070 * NOTE:	 ASSUME$ CONSISTANCY OF	 IFHSE AND :•I(JMF
080 * C-+ECxE=	 IN	 CALLI'.G pRCGkAt.c
090 COMP6Ex	 Y.Z	 PO•YT(%CIAv.'.DIk')
100 rATA	 ZE ;•	 , (t1.0	 0)
110 t>0	 10	 121gp	 I'd
120 DO	 10 iml.%014
130 YT(I•J)2ZERO
140 10 C0i)TI NuE
150 IPHSMaIPHSE
160 1F( IPHS V . E to' .0) I P H S N a 1





220 * THE ABOVE LOGIC ESTABLISHES THE FCLLOwING
230 * I PHS'-!	 J	 K
240 * 4	 1	 2
250 * 5	 1	 3
260 * 6	 2	 3
270 * 7	 2	 1
280 * is	 3	 1
















020 SUIJROUTI":E	 YTRANP (YI4:.'SVRL9JLOA0%ITT,LTRAN)
030 * THIS SiEROUTIt.E CALCULATES THE SCALAR CO'APLEX	 INPUT
040 * AD'S I TTA°,CE,	 Y I "„	 AND PRIMARY TO SECC')DARY VOLTAGE
050 * TPA.,:SF
	
P	 RATIG,	 PSVRL,	 FOP	 A	 5I'.GLE	 OWASE
060 * U I STO I aUT I ON TRAM: SF-OF "ER.	 IT	 IS TO BE USED	 IN
070 * CONJoNCTION 4ITH A RA",DOM 3I NIAPY C e TAFILE DATRANIJ
OHO * CONTAINING THE ALGEBPAIC '')DEL PA?A.'ETERS AS
090 * DEVELOPED BY FRQF.	 J * T.GAJJAR	 It ' '.EC.1979
100 * FOR DETAILS SEE ''E`0 kEPOPT 04 TR , NSFOR'lER MODELS
110 * YL	 =T'AICE LIP:E TO LINE SECC'jC^RY LOAD ADMITTANCE
120 * 3L0Av=FRACTI0NAL PEOUNIT C^"PLEA LOAD 	 -
130 * Z11	 =PRIMARY AD M ITTANCE wITH SECOOARY OPEN CIRCUIT
140 * PSvRO=PRIHARY TO SECO .IOARY VOLTAGE P ATIO OPEN CIRCUIT
ISO * PSVRL=PRIMARY TO SECn^IDARY VOLTAGE RATIO wITH LOAD
160 * ITT	 aTRANSFORMEK	 I DE iT I F ICA1' I0%	 f'U'•18ER
170 * LTRAr4=FRN FOR TRANSFORMER DATRA;, I J FILE
180 * ZA,ZB=NOT USED FOR %U,4
190 * IDu" =(i0T JSED FOR ,,Ow
200 CO'APLEX YIO,YL,ti'119Y12.Y229Y239Z1197A.ZR%PSVRO•PSVRL90LOAD
210 READ( LTRAh'ITT+1) I,PKVA.IDUM9Y119Y12.Y22.Y23,Zi1.PSVROiZA.ZB
220 IF(I*,NE*ITT)CALL	 FILSTO(MTRAP),'RECORD',ITT,I.10110)
230 YL =GL3A0 *PKVA /2e.8
240 PSVRL=PSVPO*Y12/(Y12-PSV?C*YL)
250 YINzZ11+YL*(Yll-Zll)/(YL•Y22-Y73)

















*www*w*ww.+► *+► +t+► *ww * ww*w*wtwww*ww**ww+ ► *+► w+► #+► w*•www+►+rwwwr* +► *w#*www+^**wwww^►
0010*NRU" *s ;ZPLOT•.iC1(e,sGGD•CORF;30K)
0020 SU8R 0JTi')E	 ZPt.OT' .!( IC. ;Pt"V.A.F(DIM•^0I^•IKC.IYC•ITi• X1•XM.
003 0+ &I	 r4XC9!+YC9NTI.Yl•Y2)
004 0 * THIS	 StobPOUTI I iE 3E'4EPATES A ZETA	 PLOT FILE 'WITH N A ME RP.PLTIJK
0050 * «HEZE	 IJK	 IS THREE DIGIT	 ID.	 THIS FILE WILL PLOT M CURVES•
0060 * COIRESPO;.DI`-:i
	
TO	 THE CULU+g t'S
	 2	 THOU	 '' • 1	 OF REAL	 ARRAY.	 A•
0070 * VS	 DEPENDANT	 ';. I RAISLE CO ! ► TAI''C^	 Ir+ COLJMN	 1	 OF A
0080 *




(X l .X2 )
0100 * C E°ENDA`)T	 VAP I ABLE
	 AS.; LU-l-)EC	 TO LIE	 IN	 RANGE
	
(Y 1 • Y2 )
0110 *
0120 * ID	 CASE	 IDE 14TIFICATIom	 'wMEER—THFEE DIGITS
0 30 * MV	 ; ; UN'SER OF	 CEPE 7:DA 1 1T	 VARIAELES
0oto * ;.P	 `:UMBER OP POIATS ON ASCISSA
0150 * '4DIm ROW	 DI 14 ENS10!;	 GF	 A
0160 * 'AD I'-!	 CGLU''r(	 0I; 4 E!.3I0::	 QF	 A
0170 * I XC
	




	 VARIAPLE COt;TAI'.I`.G ORDINATE LEGE`:D
0190 * i T/	 CHARACTER	 VAFI,.8LE
	
Cj'riT A It.I'-G TITLE
0200 * ')XC
	
P,:U( • ,3ER	 OF	 CHARACTERS
	
It)	 XCV
0210 * NYC	 %UMBER OF CHARACTERS IN YCV
0220 * NTI	 NUPOBER OF CHARACTERS
	 IN	 ITI
0221 * x1	 ABCISSA LOWEF
	
LI 11 I T-PHYSICAL UN ITS
0222 * X2	 :,EC I SSA UP P E R L I" I T—PHYS I CAL UNITS
0223 * Y1	 OPGIP ATE LOWERLI';IT— PHY SICAL UNITS
0224 * Y2	 ORDINATE
	 UPPER	 LI' ; IT—r-H Y SICAL Ll iITS
0230 *
0240 DI ',E::S10%	 A(,^GI	 I'!) 9IV(3)
0250 CHARACTEP	 FILE. *9•IxC*3,1•IVC*3G.ITI*30•IC;4O*3.tJDATE*8
0260 DATA	 -•. XL/ 8. O/. AYL/6.O;.IV/294.5/.X°_IG/l.E20,/
0270 11	 FOR4A!('RRPLT'.I39';')
0280 12	 FOP%AT(I3)
0281 13 FOR'tAT( I OARNIRG	 IN ZPL^ TN. $ .A21p'
	
VALUES OUT OF RANGE')
0290 XPF(X)=(X—XO)/XF
0300 YPF(Y)z(Y—YO)/YF
0310 IF(`iV.LT. PA D Ih * AND .`+P.LE•;IDIM)GOT0220






0360 CALL )ATIM ( N0ATE9TIv-E)















047 1, 23C CONTINUE
O-FO IF(IFL.EG*O)GOT0240
04;0 PRINT 139'X9





0550 DO 250 I=1,NP















0710 + AXL AND AYL PERTAIi TO THE ASCISSA AND ORDINATE RESPECTIVELY





0770 * LETTING XP AND YP 3E PAPER C-00P DIMATE5	 IN	 INCHES, THEN FOR
0780 * 90 DEGREE ROTATICf.
0790 +► YPs1A5*(X-XI)/YF=(X-X1.1.5*YF)/YF, 	 YO=X1-1.5*YF
0800 * AP=,.^- (Y-Y1)/XF=(-Y.Y1*7,5 *XF)/XF. 	 XO=-Y1-7.5*XF
0810 +► NOTE NEGATIVE ENTRY Oft OPOIN A TE VALUE
0820 CALL PLOTF(309 F ILEN91 STAT)
0830 IF(ISTAT.EG.0)GOT0300
0840 PRINT,'PLOTF ERROR',IST AT
0850 STOP 0300
0860 300 CONTINUE
0861 X.TI	 s	 (30.0-NTI)/290
0862 XNTI	 = XNTI*0.3	 •	 1.0
0870 CALL	 aYMBOL ( 190,X!)TI 9 0.2,ITi, Q o).0,)iTI)















0960 00 310 J=2•mV•1




1010 CALL JL-OT (XP • YP • 3 )
1320 DO	 310	 I=2•^,^
1030 XP2XPF(-A(I•J))
.1040 YPnYPF(A(I.1))
1050 31^	 CALL PLOT (.XP •YP, IC)
1060 CALL PL0T(8.5.0.0•-3)
10 70 CALL PLOT(0.0.0.0•Q99)











0020 Sj6ROUTI'E	 ZPLGTT(IC•1:P.i•+V. A.PI')I`'•-,DIM.IXC.IYC.ITI+XO•
0030 6	 X1.X 2•XS•IFO.^'XC.t;YC.NTI+YO•Yl.Y2.Y0)
0040 # THIS SubROUTIt,E GE'4E P ATES A ZETA PLOT FILE WITH "LAME RPLOTIJK
0050 +► rHEPE	 IJK	 IS THREE DIGIT ID.
	 THIS FILE WILL PLOT M CURVES
0060 # CORQESPCtXING TO THE COLU tO'S 2 TH RU h'il OF REAL ARRAY• A•
0070 # VS CEPENDANT VAR'4HILE CCATAI .E„ 	 It' C f)'-UMCi	 1 OF A
0060 #
0090 # I':CFPENDVIT	 VARIABLE ASSU l!ED	 TC	 LIE	 I4 RA;IGE	 (x1.x2)
0100 +^ GEREIDENT VARIABLE ASSUME' TO LIE	 I'( RANGE	 (Yl•Y2)
0110 +►
0120 # THIS PLOT SUFPCUT I NE DIFFERS FPn;' ZPLOTM IN THAT THE
0130 # THE A3CISSA Aiip ORDINATE JI^ECTIONS RELATIVE TO THE
0140 +► GRAPH PAPEK A G E RCTATED 90 DEGREES,	 THUS * THE ABCISSA I5
0150 # ESSENTIALLY U t iLI-ITED




0160 # DIRECTION OF THE F4PFR FEEC.
0170 # OF SIGNIFICA:,T CIFFERE'(CE 	 IS THE ArDITION OF THE ARG-
0180 * UMEAT	 'I^0'.	 4HICH ALLOWS THE USER %TORS CONT'IOL OVER THE
0190 +► OUTPUT OF THE ZETA PLOTTER.
	 IFC = D SHUULD BE THE
0200 # DEFAULT VALUE SI^ CE
	
IT RESETS THE CRIGI4 A"iD TURNS OFF
0210 +► THE PLOTTER AT THE END OF EXECUTION.
	 IFO = 1 ALLOWS THE
0220 # USER TO PUT Two LA6ELS ON THE ORDINATE AND PLOT fwO
0230 * SEPERATE FUNCTIC^iS ALONG THE SAME ABCISSA.
	 IFO = 2 ALLOWS
0240 * T;H' USE R TO SET	 A	 `lEW URIGIPI A''D PLOT	 A NOTHER GRAP Y 	 IN
0250 * TAE SC-iE OUTPUT FILE.
	 IT `^UST BE VOTED THAT ONLY IFO a 0
0260 * TJR',S 3FF T HE PLOTTER SO THE FMAL CALL TO THIS ROUTINE
02 7 0 * SHOt,LC BE
	
«ITN	 IFC+ 	=	 0.
0290
02 8 0 * ID	 CASE
	
IDENTIFICATIO^,
0300 * '.+V	 i4UM6ER OF DENEt.DENT	 VARIABLES
0310 * `:P	 ;4UM9ER OF PC I NTS OF ABCISSA
0320 * -ADIM	 ROW OIMEwSION CF A
0330 * "01t;	 COLUl'A t+	 Dtt ; E%SIC;4
	
OF	 A
0340 * IxC	 CHARACTE< VARI ABLE CO•ITAINING :ABCISSA LEGEND
0350 * IYC
	 CHARACTER VARIABLE COH T41NING ORDINATE LEGEND
0360 * ITI	 CHARACTER VARIABLE CONTAINING TITLE
0370 * ?.:XC	 'IUMBER OF 0F4R ACTERS
	 I'.	 IXC











a0	 RESET ORIGIm A'10 TURN OFF PLOTTER BEFORE RETURNING
0410 * =1	 GO "(OT RESET OR I G I'.1
 AND DO NOT TUR"l OFF PLOTTER
0420 * (USED FOR MULTIPLE PLOTS ON SAME GRAPH)
0430 * zZ	 RESET ORIGIN BUT D O NOT TURN OFF PLOTTER
0440 * (USED FOR MULTIPLE GRAPHS IN SAME FILE)
0450 * xO	 ABCISSA COnRDI' !ATE OF ORIGIN
0460 * YO	 ORDINATE CCORDINATE OF ORIGIN
0470 * X1	 A13CISSA LOWER LI %'IT	 I I ( PHYSICAL UNITS
0480 * X2	 ABCISSA UPPER LIMIT
	 IN PHYSICAL UNITS
0490 * xs	 ABCISSA SCALE UNITSWICH
2-62
ORIGINAL PAN
ZPLOTTSI	 PAGE 2OF POOR QUALAY
0500 * Yl	 r;RDILATE LCiER LIMIT
0510 * Y2	 CRDIt:ATE UPPER LIMIT
0520 * YS	 CRDI`:ATE SCALE U')ITS/I'-CH-CETER M IMED	 I N THIS SUBROUTINE
0530 * SASEC UN	 I! ,:PUT YD
0540 * YO	 ORDIIATE DISTANCE	 I 1 	I :'+CHES TO 9E SPAMI:ED BY Y2-Y1
0550 11 FOQmAT('QPL0T'.I39'+1)
0560 12 FORMAT(I3)
05 70 13 FOQWAT('aARNIN	 IN Z pLO TT * ' * A2*'	 VALUES ARE OUT OF RANGE*)




0620 XPF(X) _X.'* (X- X 	 XS
0630 YPF(Y)=Yo«(Y-Yl)/YS
0640 YS= (Y2-Yl)/YD
0650 I F (4V, L T.." D I".ANLr .;:P.i-E.::D I '1) GCTC220
0660 PRINT *' STOPPED I N ZFLUTT * "V OF mP TCO LARGE'
0670 PRINT*'F'4.MCI"'!*wp*	 '.(-V*'6DIV *N P * ► ;DI"I
0680 STOP 0220
0690 22 n CO NTINUE
0700 CALL DATIV.(r<OATE.TIPE)
0710 XM I r:=XE I6
0720 XMAX=-XBIG
0730 IFL=O
0740 DO 230	 I=1 .tiP
0750 X=A(I*1)
0760 I F (X.GE.X 1 •Ai^D.X.LE * X2) GOTO.230
0770 XMIN=A l-Wil (X"(Ir-(.X)
0780 X A AX=Av-AX1 (XMAX.X)
0790 IFL=1
0800 230 CON TI':UE
0810 IF (IFL.EO*U)GOT0240
0820 PRINT	 134'X'





0880 DU 250	 I=1. *P
0890 DO 250 J=2 *`1V*1
0900 X =A(I*J)
0910 IF(X.GE.Y1.AtlD.X.LE.Y2)GOT0250
0920 X M IN=APIt%l (XMIN9X)
0930 X'/AX =A:..AX 1 (Xi%lAX. X )
0940 IFLG=1
0950 250 C0" TI'iUE
0960 IF(IFLG9 E0.0)GOTO260
0970 PR I `(T	 13.' Y'
0980 PRINT•'YN,IN='.XAIN*'YFIAX='.XMAX
0990 IFLG=O





OF POOR QUALITYZPLOTTSI PAGE	 3
1020 ENCODE(FILEM911)I04-1000
1030 EN CODE (I CN3,12) I0# 1000
1040 CALL YASTRK
1050
1060 * TURN ON PLOTTER INLY IF THIS IS THE FIRST










1170 IF (LA6E,-E.C.EU.1) GOTC267
1180 CALL	 SY'irCL(2.C,10.G,U.2,ITI,0.0,f:Tt)
1190 CALL	 SY!4bUL(3.599.5,0.290CASE,IC=090.097)
1200 CALL	 SY-'O	 CL(5.7,9.5+0.2+IC':J,O.C,3)
1210 CALL	 SYF+80L(14.090.1,.1,`IDATE,O.098)
1220 CALL	 t+ Uk,6ER(:5.5,0.1,.1,TI'"E,0.093)
1230 CALL	 AXIS(XO,YO9IYC9IYC9(Y2-Yl)/YS,90.09Y1,Y5)




















1440 * NOW PERFORM CLOS I+4G AS I ND I CATED BY THE USER'S
1450 * SPECIFICATION OF	 'IFO'.
1460 IF(IFO.GE.U.A^ID.IFG.LE.2)GOTC320








ASCII DATA BASE FILES
ORIG",NAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALfTY
,t,t,t,t,t,t,k **,^,^ **,t^r^,r,tit,t^^tt,t*,t,t#* **^ ****^ ,^ **,^,^^,^,^ ,t,t^ ** ,rt **** ** **#^tir,t**
AFPRY896	 n4/16/91	 2s56 PM
* ** *,t** ,ht ****,t**nt,ht ****#**# **,t*** ,tom *,t^-+t ******,t+t *# ,t,t *,t,t,t,t,t *i► yF*^,t *^,t,t #,t,t*
1Ono IFRE=P.9	 ITMP=6 LREC=39	 IPRM= 55 NDATE= 04/16/81 TI%IE=	 14.90
101 n
I n20 41	 3	 0 3	 r, 0
1030
In40 4.4100000E-05 1.43n000nE-05 1.430nnn0E-05
I n5n -6.2600000E-04 1 .n2onOnnE-n5 1 .02nn000E-05
1060




1100 1.4300000E-05 1.43noon0E-05 4.4100000E-05
l	 110 1.,0200000E-05 1.02onnn0E-n5 -6.2000n00E-04
I12n
1130 42	 3	 0 3	 0 0
1140
1 1 50 1.8900000E-04
 -1 .2300000E-05 -1 .23000OOE-05
.116n -2.9700000E-05 6.89000nOE-f15 6.8900000E-05
1170
ll8n -1.2300000E-05 1.88nn000E-04 -1.2300000E-05




122n 6.8900000E-05 6. RQOOOOOE-05 -2.-9700000E---05
123n
1240 43	 3	 1 3	 0 0 This	 file has been
1 250 obtained by refor-
1 26n 9.580nonOE-05 -8.46000nOE-07 -8. 4600nnOE-07 matting file R2
12.70 -1.61000OOE-04 3.30000OOE-n5 3.3000000E-05 (after first re-
129n naming R2 to
129n - 8. 46 onnnOE-07 9.58000nOE-05 -8.4600000E-07 AFPRY886) using
13nn 3.3000000E-05 -1.6.100000E-04 3.3000nOOE-05 main program
1 310 AFPRYGEN .
1 320 -8, 4600000E-07 -8.4600000E-07 8.5800000E-05
1330 3.3nn0nnOE-05 3.3000onOE-05 -1.61n0000E-04
1340
1350 44	 3	 0 3	 0 0
136n
1370 8.11 00000E­05 -1..1400000E-05 -1. 1400nOnE-05
1380 -9.8600000E-05 2.60nn000E-05 2.60000nOE-15
1 390
1400 -1.140nrME-05 9.11MOnOE-05 -1.1400000E-05
1410 2.6000000E-05 -9.86norME-05 2.6000000E-05
1420
1430 -1.14n0000E-05 -1.14nI000E-05 9.1100000E-05
1 44n 2.6000noOE-05 2.6nnnOnnE-05 - 9. 86 OnOOOE-05
1 450
1460 45	 3	 0 3	 0 0
1 470
1480 6.4000000E-n5 -0.51 00000E-06 -9.5100000E­06 
3-1
kFPRY 896
1 49 -7. 55nnnnnE-n5
15 nn
191n -9. 51onnnnE-06
1520 2.n ► nnnnnE-15
153n
1 540 - Q. 51 nnnnnE-n6
1 550 2. 01 OOOOOE-05
1 560








1650 -8. 52 000n I E-06
1 660 1 .4 n 00 000E-05
1 670











179n 48	 3	 0
1 8nn







1 99n 5.64 nnnOOE-n6
1 990













2. n 1 In 000 E-n 5
6.40nnOnOE-05
-7. 55nnnnnE-n5



























1 .55 nnnnnE-n l
2.42 On Onr',E-n 5
-7.8400nn,IE-02
PAGE 2
2. n  onnooS-o5
-9. 51 On nnOE-06





- 8.52 nO OO l E-n 6
1. 4 0nO nOOE-0 5
4.8400000E-05
- 5.06 00 OPOE-n 5





- 3. na no nnnE-o 5
- 3.68 00 OOOE-06
5.64 0n OOOE-0 6
-3.6ROOn00E-n6
5.6400 000E-06
2.01 00 OOOE-0 5










AFPRY $,96	 PAGE 3
3	 0	 n2nln 51	 3	 0
2020

































-3. 94 n0 000E-0 2
2.46000OOE-05
-3.9400000E-02





-1 .560n 000E-O 1
2. 41 OO OOOE--0 5




	 O•. /r,V /? 1	 11:00  AM
****F* ♦ *** r** Yw . ... s. t+^ . ^r.., .^r^
	 ^+ t ^.• 
	 r .w. u.*..:F.lfka► *t***********► *****
1000	 1
1001 1 C z , 1 1 ' 1 2:	 )•) 4 25 1 0 U 50 20001002 2 1 3 ) 1C` 1 2(' ^'^ 4 12 1 2 r, 1 5C 40001003 i 2 ti 0 lt) l 2	 ^) 4 25 3 0 0 50 60001004 3 5 lit 2^ )' 4 25 1 0 5C P0001005 5 4 a *. 101 4 2`+ 2 ^) 100001006 5 7 1" 1 2	 ;,;	 ^ 4 25 3 1 1) 5(' 1	 01007 6 b l l()I 2•:;,^^ 4 25i 1 0 50 40;1008 ; 7 9 ) 1*.1 "')* 4 25' 2 0 0 50 16000
1 009 ? 3 1t' 1C1 ZC*U * 4 25 3 0 0 50 180001010 11) 9 ll 0 1 0 1 2n+)0 4 25 1 0 0 50 200001011 11 10 12 0 1% 2^1+!^* 4 25 2 0 0 50 220001012 12 li 13 ) 1"1 2TI! 4 25 3 r) 0 50 240001013 13 12 1+ 0 1(,1 2r')n 4 25 1 v 0 50 260001014 14 13 15 U 101 2C 4 25 2 rt 11) 5r 280001015 15 14 15 0 101 2 r)-1 4 25 3 0 50 30000





OF POOR QUALITYDIJOK I t,1 !' 1GE 2
1049 :. f: c ^ 1	 , 1 >.•	 ., v ? 1 t1 0 5 1) 980001050 7 • 4 1 r 1 ^'	 1 4 2'. c 0 S U 1000001 0 51 5; 1 2 3 ^ -1 gU 1020001 ;)52 5 , j., - ,., `. 1 5t: 1^40001053 ^. , -
`
5t 1^e0t701054 5a ?3 ^: r 1 `1 2•	 •,
4































































1006 6 S 7 0 109
III
838








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1135 34S 344 5'^ ^46 157 0 4 n 0 0 0 0































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1205 470	 30n	 471 n 3 0 4 0 n ^^ n 1
1 -2-Ob 47 1 	lZII_..a29 ---1L__b59, 35 7 	—_-0---II .-2 n ;,	 —
1207 472	 471
	
473 n 459 433 4 25 1 n
1708 4.73
	
411 4 7• 0 460 Yb ► 1 a 0 1 u 0 n
1204 474	 473	 475 r1 45 4 442 4 25 1 u
3230 4 7 5	 474	 L7L 0-461 1. 1 52 a 1S L n 0 V
1211





















1213 47P	 477	 47 0 n 321 672 4 25 1 0 0 u























1 c0.	 1 503 15 n s



































0 n 905 999 4 50 0 0 n n
1223 490 479 6 81	 n 313
	 864	 4	 10
1225 482 481
	
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%a% 5 0 4n














































































1291 601 bno 907 0 453 544 4 u 0 n o 0






























































































































































































































n	 n	 451	 747	 4	 25
-- C	 ^	 4-5,1-1- =' s 	4-5--
625	 n	 503	 512	 4	 15






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1429 764 763 0 0 453 1311 4 10 1 0 0 0
1431





769 0 527 661 4
A










































































































































































































































































































































0	 0	 0	 i

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0	 0	 0	 r.
1	 u	 ^ 4
1519	 659	 854
	 Q S9














0	 0	 0	 ^)
3. 	 u	 0	 )
1523 862 661
	 863	 n 453 2165
	
4	 25	 1	 0	 n	 0

















































































































































































































































































































----155-1 _ 1 5 12	 1 5 1 1
1553	 1513	 1512

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1621	 1182	 1178	 11	 109
--151-2-2-
 1-1 d	 -11 #Z-1.1 A 4---._1L_ t a g
1623	 1104	 1193	 11 p 7	 n	 tn9
--1 6 1 4



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 1725	 1 1 1 1	 1710 	 17t2 	 f► -- -	 i
1126	 1712	 1711 	 1711	 -.--Q- .9Q5.-
1727	 171'	 1712	 1714	 n	 909
--	 1129_ _114 -17 1 1	 1 74-5. 	 A	 005
1729	 1715.	 1714	 1710	 n	 905
----1-740. 121*-4 It 5 -- 0--	 ^	 905
t731	 1770	 434	 1717	 0	 3
_	 X711	 1717	 1770	 173.0	 A	 1005
1733	 1718	 1717	 1714	 n	 905
1719	 171a	 1771	 ^	 005— —1734
 
n --	 4	 4	 u	 ^	 n
1121 — A _. 25
1005	 4	 26t	 1	 0	 n
1.6 2 2	 4	 25	 1	 0	 n
t622	 4	 25	 1	 ^^	 n
1139	 A	 25	 1	 ^	 J
0	 4	 0	 0	 0	 0
060	 L	 15
	 1	 1)	 - 0^
1256	 4	 50	 1	 0	 ^









1735	 1771	 1719	 0	 0	 905	 1274
— 1 13i- 1 7 24- —;.0 6 12,24-4 2-71 S 1	 1 40.0-

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































QMGI AL PAGE IS
OF POOR gUALI'IY
ON WA IN72	 PAGF 17
1825 . 561	 Sbo 567	 n	 401	 707	 4	 44)	 4	 0	 n	 0
_	 t.d.30 5,a2 	 4O1	 71n	 A	 n	 n	 n	 ^1	 n	 _—^	 \ '-




































































381 380 30? 0 401 529 4 0 0 0 0
,_	 11i^a ^W7	 2n t ^$i. ---^_.4a1.. 0 6" a 5- a ^ a p	 —	 -'

























1643 385 3 83 386 n 401 610 10 4 0 0 0
ant }p7 n 401 ilia in e n n	 - a
1845 387 380 3P8 n 401 3149 4 10 4 0 0 0









































3 0 4 0 401 4804 4 0 0 0 a n


























18SS 397 394 3Qa 0 401 2283 4 t0 4 0 n n
n
1657 399 398 4n3 4nn 401 503 4 10 4 0 0 0















































1863 40S 403 407 406 401 4225 4 0 0 0 0 1	 I
1 61e 4_ 	 d ue ins	 n __ n ant_ 7Qa a 1c 4_ e n n





















































































































s	 +rwwwww*+►wwwww*ww^► w+► ^w«swk*ter*^*wry:*•awi ^^**w•,►^^^w*^wwwww^wwww+►wwM^w*ww











1010 1039 09 121 OX0002














1070 .2 791: ,.2 7 969902179.666
	 {











































































































1010 121 . 19 261 Orn;cz

























1010 127.09 421 2X000X
1020 1 •2 •'.: • 0 . 1
1040 1
1050 1
































































LTYPDATA	 OF POOR QUALITY
1128 1
















































w11NN#R###^##R^1#RwR#ww#R#Rww # ##+► w##*Rw#w##RR#w•rR#R#R#Rw##RRR#####RRRRfA NN
RSTRD1,TA	 04/09/Rl
	 10:50 AM
NN#R##RR# ###w^wwR##rw#www Rw#RM#Rw#• ► 1F t1^wM^F1►*RMNAw####^#IF#R#RR#RR**RRR#N*
1000
1010 33 3.0 .033 1.P1.E-9 N.6E- e














1000 999 99 10 6 3 4 3 0 0 1
1010 1 90231 75.0 8130.
1020 2 2.52 45.0 21.0 1.11
1030 50. .385 .064 .896 3.0 293 1 .750 .515 .880 .780 2.0
This file contains a set of
underground cable parameters




*#^Y#,t ir# ^+F+t#+►i r#,t,^ i^# #t►#+4 ^N ,t,t,tv►+r,t,k,Y *rMit## ##t#^Fi1^i ^F^Ir+HrrM1 #t iM+R *+F ##*+F ^t#ik , ►,t,A#1r
R1 04/16/41 2153 P4
r,t+t,t,t^r,► ,t,t,t,k,r,r,►-ir,r*^,r,rr.r^r#,r,a,r,r,t,r,t*,r,^tt,►+t rr,►^,r,tt+,r,rrrnr,^*,► .^,r,t^rw,r,^,t,^+r^ tt,k,^,t
41 3 4.41 E-5
42 3 1.99E-4
43 3 9.519E-5
44 3 R. I I E-5
45 3 6.4E-5
46 3 4. 194E-5
47 3 3.319E-5
49 3 2. n1 E-5
49 3 2.42E-5
51 3 2.46E-5
55 3 2.41 E-5
—6.2E-4 I .43E-5 1.02E-5
—2.07E-5 —1.23E-5 6.89E-5
— 1.61E—n4 —19.46E-7 3.3E-5




—2.03E-5 — 3.6RE-6 5.64E-6
1.55E-1 2. 4 2E-5 —7.94E-2
7.71E-2 2.46E-5 —3.04E-2
3.11E-1 2.41E-5 —1.56E-1
This file illustrates an input











R2	 n4/16A1	 3101 PM
*,M,r**,r,r **,^,rtw,r,r,r,t,r,^,r*+r**,r,r*,r*,r+r,r,t,r^,r,r+ ► **t,rr,r,r,^r,►,► r►,a******w,t***,k *^►^,► ,r+r,r**
t
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
I nno OF POOR QUALITY
1nln
I n20 41	 3 0	 3	 0 0
I 03
I 04 4.41E-05 This file represents a file
1 n5o -6.2.0E-n4 generated by main program
1060 AFPRYGEN using file R1 as
1 n7 I.43E-n5 4.41E-n5 input.
In90 1.02E-05 -6.20E-04
1 09n
llnn 1.43E-05 1.43E-n5 4.4.1E-n5
1110 I.n2E-n5 1.n2E-n5 -6.20E-04
1120






119n 6 .99E-05 -2.97E-n5
12nn
1210 -1.2.3E-n5 -1.23E-05 1.88E-n4
122n 5.89E-n5 6.89E-n5 -2.97E-05
1 230








1320 -A.46F-07 -9.46E-07 9.58E-n5
1330 3.30E-05 3.30E-05 -1.61E-n4
1340








143n -1.14E-n5 -1.14E-05 9.IIE-n5
1440 2.60E-05 2.60E-05 -9.86E-05
1450










1540 -9.5.1E-06 -9.51E-06 6.40E-05
155n 2.n1E-n5 2.01E-05 -7.55E-n5
1560
157n 46	 3 0	 3	 n 0
1 5Rn






165n -A.52E-06 -9.52E-n6 4.84E-05
1660 1.4nE-05 1.40E-05 -5.06E-n5
167n 








1760 -6.92E-06 -6.92E-06 3.38E-05
177n R.6nE-06 9.60E-n6 -3.04E-n5
1 790





184n -3.6RE-06 2.0 E-05
1 R5n 5.64E-06 -2.n3E-05
1960
1970 -3.68E-n6 -3.68E-n6 2.n1 E-05
I Finn 5.64E-16 5.64E-06 -2.03E-05
1 99n
19nn 49	 3 n	 3	 n 0
1 910
1920 2.42E-05





19Rn 2.42E-05 2.42E-05 2.42E-05















2n 7n -3.94E-n2 7.71E-n2
2n9n
2n 9n 2.46E-n5 2.46E-n5
21nn -3.44E-02 -3.94E-02
2110
















ORIGINAL. PAGE 18 t
OF POOR QUALITY i
A*AAAAAAQ^4AA*MA•a^^^• ♦ wwA•1►^•.+r^r^+^w^•w**.*•* •wA4^wwA*ww*w*R+►*A^wA^wwwwA	i:_
TRANFILE 04/04/81	 10:56 AM
i
AAAAAAAAA ♦ AMAR1► • w* Aw^FMA11R11••• i*^•ARR# AAAA1►•• tiRfAMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA i
5 5 -91.417 -26. 4 76 59130
5 10 -66.370 -46.531 5.130
S 15 -82.190 -42.069 S.13o This file is read by sub-
s 25 -76.699 -47.761 51 130 routine TRANAD which is
5 40 -76.133 -51.067 5.130 called by NT1iKERS4.
-_	 5 50 -73.612 -53.917 5.130 j
5 75 -70.341 -57.353 5.130
S 100 -70.963 -66.628 5.130
5 167 -64.488 -63.162 5.130
86 5 -93.042 -179986 6.490
86 10 -88.618 -45.353 6.990
86 15 -84.211 -39.b67 6.490_
86 25 -81.137 -466397 6.990
86 40 -78.91` -49.721 61990
86 50 -76.294 -53.735 6.990
86 75 -72.926 -569490 0.990
86 100 -74.251 -67.525 6.990
_	 86 167 -67.154 -65.16b 6.900
88 5 -949056 -lCoC45 8.130
Be 10 -90.145 -42053 8.130
88 15 -85.560 -36.856 8.130
88 25 -62*810 -43.641 A.130
88 40 -n0.P r4 -46.641 8.130+
68 50 -789121 -51.934 8.130
88 75 -74.636 -57.861 8.130
88 100 -76.405 -66.632 8.130
88 167 -66.x50 -u5.322 8.130
89 5 -94.965 2.265 96510
89 10 -92.165 -37.595 9.510
89 15 -87.350 -30.795 9.510
89 25 -85.043 -37.346 96510
89 40 -63.46A -39.169 9.510
89 50 -80.603 -47 .125 91510
89 75 -76.914 -55.398 9.510
69 100 -79.350 -63.521 9.510
89 167 - 7 1.053 -64.35 7 9.510
13 5 -95.1e9 2e.6A8 12.010
13 10 -96.022 -15.992 126010
13 15 -90.519 -9.24C 12.010
13 25 -99.195 -10.675 12.010
13 40 -88 6 169 -3.967 12.10
13 so -85.831 -22.746 12.010
13 75 -81.946 -41.986 12.010
13 100 -86.561 -42.658 12.010
13 167 -75.858 -57.474 12.010
15 5 -93.230 54.014 15.030
i	 15 10 -97.073 33.454 15.030
15 15 -91.173 33.435 15.030















































0	 1	 5.0100000E 00
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY

























































































































































This file illustrates the output
of proprietary prop , -am QISEVS3
and represents matrix Z-Y data
for overhead lines. Files of
this format are read by min
program FEEOPUSS.



































































































































































	 C	 0	 1	 501OCnOOE 00
3-37
PAGE








































































































































































1260 0. —4905795e33E -08
12 70 0. —7.660962snE-08
1280 0. 2.7P84704CE-07
1290 00 —4.16277501E-08
1300 0. —3.85956F66E-08
1310 0.
—3.266Oo577E—ns
1320 0. —4.10277..57E—a3
1330 0. 2.32330498E—n7
9999
ORIGINAL PAGE tS
OF POOR QUALITY
11-39
